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Chapter 1. Introduction 
1.1 Natural Refrigerants 
There is currently a substantial push to move from HFC’s to some of natural refrigerants such as CO2, 
Ammonia, Air, Water or Hydrocarbons (like Isobutane, Propane, or others).  The push towards natural refrigerants is 
currently associated with the Global Warming Potential (GWP) present in most synthetic refrigerants.  The GWP is 
a measurement of how much effect the given refrigerant will have on Global Warming in relation to Carbon 
Dioxide, where CO2 has a GWP of 1. This is usually measured over a 100 year period. In this case the lower the 
value of GWP the better the refrigerant is for the environment.  Table 1.1 shows a simple comparison between 
several refrigerants and their ODP and GWP numbers.   
Table 1.1 Properties, GWP, and ODP potentials of common refrigerants. 
 GWP (100 years) ODP 
R11 4000 1 
R12 8500 1 
R134a 1300 0 
R152a 140 0 
R22 1700 0.05 
R245fa 950 0 
R290 (Propane) <3 0 
R404a 3750 0 
R407c 1610 0 
R410a 1700 0 
R600 (Butane) <3 0 
R600a (Isobutane) <3 0 
R717 (Ammonia) 0 0 
R744 (CO2) 1 0 
 
Even though natural refrigerants have little to no GWP, they still have other qualities that require solutions before 
they are a mainstay in refrigeration systems.  The hazards associated with some of these natural refrigerants include 
toxicity and flammability.  The ways to solve these problems is to simply reduce the amount of refrigerant charge in 
the system.  Reduction in refrigerant charge will greatly reduce the hazards associated with a system using toxic or 
flammable refrigerants.  If the refrigerant charge was reduced enough, toxic and flammability limits would not be 
reached making the system safe for any application.  In order to reduce the charge of the system, it is important to 
understand where the charge is within the system and explore ways to reduce charge.  The goal of this project is to 
explore the use of microchannel tube technology in the development of heat exchangers and to further utilize the 
properties of the refrigerant and advantages of the microchannel tube to reduce charge.  
1.2 Microchannel Heat Exchangers 
Extruded aluminum multi-port microchannel tubing is a technology that has become widely used as the 
condensers in automotive air-conditioning.  Because of the advantages seen with using microchannel heat 
exchangers as condensers, there is a push to also use them as evaporators as well.  The logic behind the decision to 
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use microchannel heat exchangers stems from the fact that they require less fan power for higher heat transfer 
coefficients on the air side.  The microchannel heat exchanger can also be made more compact since microchannels 
yield a higher refrigerant side heat transfer coefficient.  Many industries are actively investigating the use of 
microchannel tubes for many other heat transfer applications in refrigerators, condensing units, and household air 
conditioning.  A microchannel heat exchanger consists of headers, fins, and the aluminum microchannel tubes.  The 
aluminum microchannel is a flat multi-port tube, with hydraulic diameters ranging from 0.5 mm to 2 mm with 
anywhere from a 6 to 25 ports.  This extrusion technology has made it possible to manufacture multi-port 
microchannel tubes with diameters less than 1.1 mm per port such as the heat exchangers presented in this 
document.  
1.2.1 Characteristics of Microchannel Heat Exchangers 
The advantages that microchannels bring to the overall performance of the heat exchanger include the 
increase in compactness, possible reduction of the air-side pressure drop, improvement of the heat transfer, and the 
reduction of the refrigerant charge. The flat shape of the microchannel reduces the power necessary to move the air 
through the heat exchanger (air-side pressure drop), compared to round-tube heat exchangers.  The shape of the 
microchannel tubes and fins also increases the air side heat transfer coefficient.  Decreasing the hydraulic diameter 
of the microchannel tube and increasing the number of ports, increases the local heat transfer coefficients.  
Increasing the local heat transfer coefficient on both sides decreases the required size of the heat exchanger therefore 
reducing the amount of tubing necessary for a specific heat load.  Decreasing the hydraulic diameter of the tube also 
decreases the volume of the tube and the refrigerant quantity.  The only disadvantage that emerges from the 
reduction of the hydraulic diameter in the microchannel tube is that the refrigerant pressure drop increases for the 
same mass flux ore even worse the same number of tubes  Nevertheless increasing the number of tubes one could 
mitigate the problem to some extent.  Higher pressure drops require more pumping power and higher energy 
consumption to compress the refrigerant resulting in reduction in COP (Coefficient of Performance). 
1.3 Parameters of Heat Exchanger Design 
In general, when a heat exchanger is designed, three important aspects of refrigerants are evaluated: heat 
transfer, pressure drop, and void fraction. 
1.3.1 Heat Transfer 
The thermal performance of a heat exchanger depends on the size and the geometry of the heat transfer 
surface area. The material of the surface area, the thermophysical properties of the working fluids, and their flow 
rates are dominant factors in determining the overall heat transfer coefficient. Higher heat transfer coefficients 
require less tubing (and therefore, less material) to achieve a specific rate of heat transfer. 
1.3.2 Pressure Drop 
Pressure drop is also a function of the size and geometry of the heat exchanger.  The pressure drop is a 
function of the flow rate, refrigerant properties, tube length, and tube hydraulic diameter.  The type of heat 
exchanger, serpentine or parallel flow has a great impact on the pressure drop in the heat exchanger.  A serpentine 
heat exchanger will usually have a higher pressure drop since there are less parallel channels of flow compared to a 
parallel flow design which has a distribution header feeding several tubes simultaneously.  Ultimately the pressure 
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drop is directly related the pumping power of the compressor which translates into the system coefficient of 
performance, or COP.  Therefore the desired heat exchanger design is to minimize the pressure drop, but to also 
understand thermodynamically when a given pressure drops in a heat exchanger is too high.  One of the goals in this 
project is to develop a relationship between system performance and pressure drop in the condenser and evaporator.  
1.3.3 Void Fraction 
For heat transfer processes where two-phase flow is involved, the void fraction is an important parameter. 
Void fraction α, or the area-average gas fraction, is the ratio between the area occupied by the vapor (Avapor) and the 
cross-sectional area of the tube (Atube).  The void fraction is also directly related to quality but varies with mass flux 
and hydraulic diameter.  When the slip ratio between the vapor and liquid in a two phase flow is 1, the void fraction 
is equal to the quality of the fluid.  However, when this slip ratio is greater than one, the void fraction is much higher 
than the quality of the fluid since in essence there is more vapor than liquid flowing through a given area in a given 
amount of time.  The void fraction represents the amount of refrigerant in the vapor phase for a given length of two 
phase flow.  The void fraction is necessary in the calculation of refrigerant heat transfer coefficient, refrigerant 
pressure drop, and refrigerant charge when integrated to over the length of tube.   
1.4 Project Objectives and Methodology 
There are three objectives to the project.  The first objective is to construct a baseline hydrocarbon 
refrigeration system requiring less than 150 grams of propane and capable of producing between 1 kW and 2 kW of 
cooling capacity.  The second objective is to model the baseline system and validate the model experimentally with 
the baseline system.  The third objective is to use the model to develop new heat exchangers to explore various 
charge reduction schemes and to validate those designs by experimentally examining the new heat exchangers.   
1.4.1 Experimental System 
The baseline system consists of a two pass parallel flow microchannel condenser, a multi-serpentine 
microchannel evaporator, internal heat exchanger, and a hermetic reciprocating compressor.  The strategy behind the 
baseline system was to construct and test the first low charge hydrocarbon system using microchannel heat 
exchangers that would satisfy the constraint of containing less than 150 grams of propane and produce 1 kW to 2 
kW of cooling capacity.  Once a baseline is established, it is possible to compare the system to other non 
microchannel systems and to also observe a theoretical limit as to how far the charge can be reduced.   
The focus of the project is the charge distribution within the system.  Therefore, in order to measure the 
charge in each component during steady state operation, it is necessary to trap the charge within the individual 
components, remove the charge from the component, and weigh the charge in the component.  This was 
accomplished by installing ball valves at the refrigerant inlet and outlet of each component.  These valves were 
closed after a steady state data point had been obtained.  Once the data was acquired, the valves were shut and 
system turned off instantly trapping the refrigerant in the condenser, evaporator, compressor, the high and low side 
of internal heat exchanger, and discharge line.  Charging ports located on each of the components were then 
connected to a sample cylinder in which all of the charge in the component was acquired.  The sample was weighed 
and an overall breakdown of charge by component was experimentally determined. 
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1.4.2 Model 
The model was developed in Engineering Equation Solver (EES) as developed by Klein (2003) and uses 
basic governing equations and published correlations to calculate such quantities as heat transfer (air and 
refrigerant), pressure drop (air and refrigerant), and void fraction.  The model of the refrigeration system consists of 
two parts: thermal performance prediction and charge prediction within components.  The first part of the model 
addresses the thermal performance of the system which includes the prediction of all temperatures, pressures, and 
mass flow rates to determine performance parameters such as condenser capacity, evaporator capacity, compressor 
work, and system COP.  The second part of the model predicts the charge of the individual components of the 
system.  The model could then be used to further breakdown the charge in each heat exchanger into its various flow 
regimes including: headers, superheated tubes, two phase tubes, and subcooled tubes.   
The model also incorporates data relating to the solubility of the propane used in experiment and the 3GS 
mineral oil in the compressor.  The data used in the model was acquired by experiment in the Air Conditioning and 
Refrigeration Center at the University of Illinois courtesy of Chris Seeton.  The results of this experiment are shown 
in a temperature/pressure plot with the curves representing the ratio of the mass of propane to the total mass of 
propane and mass of oil mixture.  This ratio is represented in Equation 1.1 and the solubility plot is shown in Figure 
1.1.  
oilpropane
propane
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m
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Figure 1.1 Temperature-Pressure solubility data for 3GS mineral oil and propane. 
The solubility information provides the information necessary for the prediction of the quantity of refrigerant 
absorbed in the oil either during operation or when the system is off.  This is vital information because with many 
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refrigerants, such as propane and CO2, the refrigerant/oil effects should not be neglected.  The oil and refrigerant are 
both very miscible with one another and the oil can absorb the refrigerant which both decreases the viscosity of the 
oil and increases the charge of the system.   
1.4.2.1 Model Validation 
The model was validated experimentally for several data points and was able to predict capacity, COP, and 
charge distribution within 1.3%, 1.7%, 20% respectively.  The pressure drop was predicted to be only a fraction of 
the measured pressure drop for all the parallel flow condensers.  The prediction was incorrect by 75% for these 
parallel flow condensers, but the pressure drop was predicted within 10% for the serpentine condenser described in 
Chapter 4.  The validated model was then used for the third objective of the project.  New heat exchangers were 
designed to further investigate how the system would respond.  Different charge reduction schemes were modeled 
and new heat exchangers were built for experimental testing.   The new heat exchangers were tested and compared 
to the model once again to further validate the model prediction.  For the new heat exchangers, the capacity and 
charge were predicted within 1.3% 15% respectively.  With the new heat exchangers and more validated model, 
various new charge reduction strategies could be explored to develop a relationship between the charge reduction 
strategies and how they affect the system performance including COP and capacity. 
1.5 Previous Work 
Previous work by Litch and Hrnjak (1999) using ammonia as the refrigerant were able to reduce the charge 
of an ammonia refrigeration system to less than 18 g/kW of cooling capacity with the use of microchannel tubes.  
Results from Nino et al. (2002) also showed that using microchannel tubes increases the mass flux of the refrigerant 
thereby increasing the void fraction of the refrigerant therefore reducing the charge within the tube.  The void 
fraction correlation developed by Nino has shown that there is a much higher void fraction in microchannel tubes 
than in traditional round tubes.  This finding makes further charge reduction possible in microchannel tubes rather 
than traditional round tube heat exchangers with the ultimate penalty being pumping power from the compressor.  
Figure 1.2 shows a comparison of the void fraction calculations by Nino et al. (2002), Butterworth (1975), Zivi 
(1964), and Newell at al. (1999) for the same microchannel tube and the same operating conditions.  The Newell et 
al. (1999) and Nino et al. (2002) correlations were developed for microchannel tubes whereas the Zivi (1964) and 
Butterworth (1975) correlations where developed for tubes with hydraulic diameters larger than microchannel 
hydraulic diameters.  This comparison shows how the correlations developed for microchannel tubes predict a much 
higher void fraction for the same quality as compared to the correlations for round tubes. 
The reduction of charge within the system and components has been accomplished by expanding on the 
work done by Litch and Hrnjak (1999) for an ammonia condenser.  The work done with ammonia sets a goal to 
determine how small the charge can be made in a system and how to approach this charge reduction technique. 
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Figure 1.2  Comparison of four void fraction correlations. 
1.6 Organization of this Document 
This document is divided into multiple sections addressing the experimental low charge hydrocarbon 
refrigeration system in Chapter 2, Chapter 3 discusses the thermal modeling of the low charge hydrocarbon 
refrigeration system presented in Chapter 2.  Chapter 4 discusses the development of a model for the charge 
prediction of the system and components for the low charge hydrocarbon system presented in Chapter 2.  Chapter 5 
discusses a comparison between four microchannel condensers that have been analyzed experimentally and with the 
thermal and charge model.  Chapter 5 addresses the issues of different charge reduction strategies as well as present 
results of the advantages and disadvantages associates with each charge reduction strategy.   
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Chapter 2. Experimental Results of a Low Charge 
Hydrocarbon Refrigeration System 
Abstract 
This paper discusses the development of an experimental low charge hydrocarbon refrigeration system that 
can produce between 1 kW and 2 kW of cooling capacity with less than 150 grams of refrigerant.  The hydrocarbon 
refrigerant used in this study is an instrument grade propane gas (R290).  The development of this low charge 
system was made possible with the use of microchannel tubes with a hydraulic diameter between 0.75 mm and 1.1 
mm.  Microchannel tubes have enabled systems to be developed with much smaller internal volumes than a 
traditional fin and tube heat exchangers while maintaining the same capacity and coefficient of performance (COP) 
as in a traditional fin and tube heat exchanger.  A similar capacity refrigeration system using propane with 
traditional fin and tube heat exchangers would require upwards of 200 grams of charge.  This paper will discuss the 
experimental charge breakdown within each component as well as report the capacities and COP’s for a variety of 
operating conditions therefore setting the baseline for future low charge systems.   
2.1 Introduction 
The negative environmental impact of synthetic refrigerants has increased the motivation to research 
alternatives that have less environmental impact.  Natural refrigerants such as hydrocarbons, ammonia, and carbon 
dioxide have good thermodynamic fluids for a vapor compression system because they have large latent heats of 
vaporization which yield lower refrigerant flow rates and have low pressure drops because of their properties.  
Hydrocarbon refrigerants, such as propane, have some advantages over other natural refrigerants like ammonia or 
CO2.  Propane operates at lower pressures and has lower compressor discharge temperatures than CO2 and 
ammonia.  Besides imposing less demands on oil a lower discharge temperature can improve cycle efficiency since 
there is less heat introduced into the cycle and therefore less heat to remove from the cycle.  Lower operating 
pressures can result in lower compression ratios for the compressor which can decrease compressor power 
consumption and lower pressures will not test material limits such as burst pressure like CO2 or ammonia may. 
However, with these advantages come flammability issues that must be overcome to make a hydrocarbon 
such as propane a viable alternate to HFC’s or HCFC’s.  Currently, there are many guidelines within industry to 
limit the charge of flammable or dangerous refrigerants to less than 150 grams.  The figure of 150g was first used in 
the drafting of the international standard IEC 60335-2-24 Safety of household and similar electrical appliances, Part 
2.24.  This charge limitation is suitable for small applications such as household refrigerators, but for larger 
applications the maximum charge constraint is an obstacle.  Therefore in order to make flammable or toxic 
refrigerants useful for systems larger than a refrigerator, it is necessary to reduce their charge below the levels 
necessary to warrant a toxic or flammable situation in the case of a system leak.  Another constraint introduced with 
the reduction of charge in a system, is the maintaining of a baseline thermal performance of the system including 
capacity, compressor power, and COP.  As tubes and components are made smaller, the capacity and COP can 
suffer due to a higher pressure drop even though the charge is reduced.  The only way to make a system smaller and 
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know if it has maintained a set of performance characteristics is to develop a baseline system with which new 
systems can be compared. 
Minimization of the total system charge can only be accomplished once the actual distribution of the charge 
is known.  Once the charge distribution is known for a given system, different strategies can be implemented to 
reduce the charge within components containing the largest amount and also in components which are not utilizing 
the charge efficiently.  Charge minimization could also be used in all other systems to simply reduce the cost of the 
system by reducing the amount of refrigerant needed to charge the system.  Some system make only require grams 
while others require thousands of kilograms of charge.  Any charge minimization within those systems could create 
cost saving opportunities.  Most heat exchangers are developed to provide good heat transfer solutions for a minimal 
cost for a given application, but there is usually little emphasis placed on the refrigerant charge amount necessary for 
a given heat exchanger.  By focusing on the charge amount, it may be possible to develop smaller, better performing 
heat exchangers.    
The previous work Litch and Hrnjak (1999) shows an ammonia condenser can be made with microchannel 
tubes with a total charge of 18 g/kW.  This work shows the possibility of using ammonia, a toxic and flammable 
natural refrigerant, while simultaneously reducing the charge and dramatically increasing performance of the 
system.  Much of the increase in thermal performance is a result of using microchannel tubes which increases both 
the air and refrigerant heat transfer coefficients.  The charge in the microchannel heat exchangers is reduced because 
of the increase in void fraction in microchannel tubes as compared to round tubes.  Nino et al. (2002) show 
microchannel tubes have a higher void fraction at the same mass flux than in traditional tubes as proposed by the 
void fraction correlations of Butterworth (1975), Zivi (1964), or Newell et al. (1999).  Figure 2.1 illustrates that the 
void fraction predicted by the Nino correlation is consistently higher by as much as 10% compared to the other three 
correlations. 
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Figure 2.1 Comparison of four void fraction correlations. 
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The void fraction correlation proposed by Nino et al. (2002) is probably the first correlations developed for 
microchannel tubes.  The void fraction of the refrigerant is extremely important in the charge required for the 
system.  The charge of a given length of tube is equal to the void fraction of the refrigerant integrated over the length 
of the tube.   
Microchannel tubes have made the idea of reducing the charge for a large system possible.  The 
microchannel tube technology gives the ability to maintain system performance, reduce refrigerant heat transfer area 
and heat exchanger internal volume, increase the refrigerant heat transfer coefficient, and increase air side heat 
transfer and pressure drop performance.  Higher refrigerant heat transfer coefficients also means a smaller heat 
exchanger can be used to transfer the same amount of heat as a fin and tube heat exchanger.  Therefore, the size of 
the heat exchanger can be reduced while simultaneously reducing charge and pressure drop.  Microchannel 
technology has made it possible to make larger capacity heat exchangers in smaller packages when compared to 
traditional heat exchangers.  The smaller microchannel heat exchangers also have a smaller thermal mass allowing 
the system to reach an operating condition faster since there is less thermal inertia in the heat exchangers.  
These design advantages of microchannel tubes is what will make larger scale hydrocarbon systems 
possible.  Overall, microchannel heat exchangers will permit smaller systems to be designed that require less charge, 
less compressor power, less fan power and therefore less system energy consumption.   
2.2 Experimental Facility 
The experimental facility used is located in the Air Conditioning and Refrigeration Center at the University 
of Illinois Urbana-Champaign.  The laboratory consists of the low charge hydrocarbon refrigeration system with 
evaporator and condenser in two independently controlled re-circulating air wind tunnel loops.  A schematic of the 
facility can be found in Figure 2.2 which illustrates how the refrigeration system and wind tunnel loops are 
interconnected.   
This figure shows the two independent wind tunnels and the configuration of the test sections within each 
wind tunnel.  The test sections of each wind tunnel consist of a flow straightener, a flow settling section, the heat 
exchanger section, flow measuring nozzles, and flow settling means before being re-circulated by an industrial high 
pressure direct drive blower.  Since each wind tunnel is independently controlled, the air flow rate, air inlet 
temperature, and humidity can all be controlled independently.  A detailed description of the facility can be found in 
Appendix A.   
2.2.1 Measurements 
The measurements made in the laboratory include the temperature and pressure of the refrigerant at the 
inlet and outlet of each component with the use of calibrated immersion thermocouples and calibrated refrigerant 
pressure transducers.  Air temperature measurements are made with the use of calibrated thermocouples and 
thermocouple grids located at the inlet and outlet of the heat exchangers and the temperature of the air is measured 
with a calibrated thermocouple at the outlet of the flow measuring nozzle. 
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Figure 2.2 Schematic of experimental facility. 
Humidity measurements are made at the outlet of the condenser flow measuring nozzle, inlet to the 
evaporator, and the outlet of the evaporator loop flow measuring nozzle.  The refrigerant mass flow rate is measured 
after the high side receiver and the power input to the compressor is measured.  The accuracy of the immersion 
thermocouples, pressure transducers, and mass flow meter is ±0.1 °C, ±20 kPa, and ±1.7% respectively.  The 
refrigerant and air side energy balances were calculated and were measured within ±5%.  Figure 2.3 and Figure 2.4 
show the energy balance comparisons for the evaporator and condenser loops for the data presented in this paper.   
The error bars are shown at ±5% representing the highest and lowest acceptable values.  Comparison of the 
refrigerant and air side energy balances are useful for validating that the data taken can independently be confirmed 
in two ways. 
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Figure 2.3 Refrigerant and air side energy balance plot for experimental condenser data. 
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Figure 2.4 Refrigerant and air side energy balance plot for experimental evaporator data. 
The balances shown above verify that the information used to create the balances is within ±5% of one another for 
the evaporator and condenser.  The calibration information, sensor types and description, and instrumentations 
placement used to make the energy balance measurements can be found in Appendix B and C. 
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2.3 Experimental Refrigeration System 
The experimental facility described was used to evaluate a low charge refrigeration system.  The goal of the 
project was to design and build a system with less than 150 grams of propane and 1 to 2 kW of cooling capacity 
initially so that it could be considered as a baseline system from which all future reduced charge systems could be 
compared.  As shown in Figure 2.5, the refrigeration system is composed of a reciprocating R290 hermetic 
compressor (Tecumseh AE3450U), a microchannel parallel flow condenser, a microchannel serpentine evaporator, 
an internal heat exchanger, a sight glass/receiver, a mass flow meter, and several ball valves.  This system detailed 
below in Figure 2.5 produces between 1.0 to 1.5 kW of cooling capacity with less than 130 grams of propane.   
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Figure 2.5 Schematic of refrigeration system. 
2.3.1 Compressor 
The compressor used was a Tecumseh model AE3450U R290 reciprocating compressor manufactured for 
use in Europe.  The power input of the hermetic compressor was the European standard 230 V at 50 Hz however this 
compressor was run at 208 V at 60 Hz since it was readily available from a three phase source in the United States.  
Therefore the speed of the compressor was increased from 2900 rpm to approximately 3480 rpm.  The compressor 
was operated at constant speed through all experiments with no speed control device.  The compressor’s lubricant 
was 450 cm3 or 407 g of 3GS mineral oil.  The compressor is a single piston reciprocating compressor with a 
displacement of 9.4 cm3.  Additional information related to the compressor can be found in Table 2.1.  Figure 2.6 
shows a picture of the compressor. 
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Table 2.1 Components of hydrocarbon refrigeration system. 
Manufacturer Tecumseh  
Compressor Type Reciprocating  
Number of pistons 1  
Size (LxWxH) [mm] 201 x 146 x 212  
Weight [kg] 12  
Suction Displacement [cm3] 9.4  
Internal Volume without oil [cm3] 2470  
Oil quantity [cm3] 450  
Oil mass [g] 407  
Oil type 3GS Mineral Oil  
C
om
pr
es
so
r 
Speed [rpm] 3480  
 Condenser Evaporator 
Manufacturer Modine Modine 
Type 2 pass parallel flow 4 circuit, 2 slab serpentine 
Face Area (length x width) [cm2] 30.5 x 23.7 = 722 24.4 x 17.6 = 430 
Core Depth [mm] 21.1 85 
Core Volume [cm3] 1451 3655 
Internal Volume [cm3] 220 206 
Free Flow cross sectional area [m2] 0.053 0.032 
Fin pitch [mm] 1.59 1.49 
Fin height [mm] 7.96 7.96 
Fin thickness [mm] 0.11 0.10 
Louver angle [deg] 27 27 
Louver pitch [mm] 1.4 1.4 
Louver height [mm] 7.4 7.4 
Air heat transfer area [m2] 1.99 4.4 
Tube pitch [mm] 9.8 11.6 
Tube major dia [mm] 18.77 25.88 
Tube minor dia [mm] 1.9 1.9 
Number of ports per tubes 19 17 
Port hydraulic diameter [mm] 0.731 1.092 
Port shape Triangular Square 
Tube Free Flow Area [mm2] 11.96 20.28 
Refrigerant heat transfer area [m2] 0.34 0.695 
H
ea
t E
xc
ha
ng
er
s 
Weight [kg] 0.95 2.51 
Manufacturer Danfoss Material  Acrylic 
Model HE 0.5 Internal Volume [cm3] 26.4 
Liquid Chamber [cm3] 8.5 Height [mm] 133.4 
Vapor Chamber [cm3] 23 Inside Diameter [mm] 15.9 
H1 [mm] 20 Outside Diameter [mm] 50.8 
L [mm] 178 Overall Height [mm] 152.4 
L1 [mm] 10 
R
ec
ei
ve
r 
Overall Width [mm] 76.2 
L2 [mm] 7 
D [mm] 27.5 
In
te
rn
al
 H
ea
t 
Ex
ch
an
ge
r 
Weight [kg] 0.3 
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Figure 2.6 Picture of Tecumseh AE3450U R290 compressor. 
The internal volume of this compressor represents 66% of the system volume and it’s displacement of 9.4 
cm3 is the only portion of the compressor contributing to the vapor volume.  The compressor has a total internal 
volume of 2470 cm3 and contains 450 cm3 of oil resulting in a vapor volume of 2020 cm3.  The volume of the 
entire system is 3055 cm3.  This large quantity of oil and its high solubility with this small in comparison amount of 
propane results in significant portion of the charge being absorbed by oil in the off period.  Figure 2.7 is a 
pressure/temperature plot of the 3GS mineral oil and propane mixture.   
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Figure 2.7 Temperature/Pressure solubility data for 3GS mineral oil and propane. 
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This plot shows the solubility information for this combination of refrigerant and oil in the system being evaluated.  
Four points have been added to the plot labeled 1 through 4.  The points represent the saturation condition in 
refrigerant-oil mixture in the condenser (4), compressor while in operation (3), and evaporator (1).  Point 2 
represents the state when the compressor is not operating and it has reached thermal equilibrium with the 
surroundings.  This information is very useful in calculated how much propane is absorbed within the oil in the 
compressor during system operation and when the system has been off.  Basically, if the system internal volume is 
reduced and the oil quantity remains constant, then a larger percentage of the system charge can be absorbed into the 
oil when the system is off.   
2.3.2 Condenser 
The condenser is an aluminum two pass parallel flow condenser with 15 tubes in the first pass and 8 tubes 
in the second pass.  Figure 2.8 shows a picture of the condenser and Figure 2.10 shows a detailed schematic of the 
condenser showing the flow configuration of refrigerant in addition to the physical dimensions of the heat 
exchanger, tubes, and fins.  Table 2.1 lists details of areas, tube geometry, and fin geometry in addition to other 
specifications for the condenser.   
The condenser internal volume is a modest 220.5 cm3, however most of this volume is in the headers of the 
heat exchanger.  The tube volumes account for 85.5 cm3 and the headers then account for 135.0 cm3.  The headers 
represent 61% of the total volume of which less than an estimated 2% of the header surface area contributes to heat 
transfer.  The headers may create refrigerant distribution problems in addition to storing refrigerant.  The 
distribution within the intermediate header between the first and second pass is unknown.  It is known that the liquid 
portion of the two phase refrigerant sinks to the bottom of the header.  Since there is a gradation of liquid and vapor 
refrigerant in the header, the tubes in the second pass do not become equally filled with the same two phase 
refrigerant.  Some of the eight tubes have only vapor and others have all liquid.  This means that the heat transfer in 
the second pass of the condenser is not as high as it could be if the refrigerant were better distributed among the 
either tubes.  Understanding the refrigerant distribution in this intermediate header and in the second pass and 
improving the distribution would be beneficial for the reduction of charge in the condenser.   
 
Figure 2.8 Picture of Modine two pass parallel flow condenser.  
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2.3.3 Evaporator 
The baseline evaporator is a mobile air conditioning second generation (MAC2) CO2 four circuit, two slab 
microchannel serpentine heat exchanger.  This CO2 evaporator was chosen because of its small internal volume 
compared to other microchannel, brazed plate, and round tube evaporators.  Compared to the parallel flow 
condenser, this evaporator has very headers are considerably smaller and contribute only 19 cm3 or 9% to the total 
volume of 206 cm3 of the evaporator.  Table 2.1 shows the evaporator specifications including tube and fin 
information, air and refrigerant areas.  The designed application for this evaporator is 6 kW to 10 kW much greater 
than the 1 kW to 2 kW capacity required by this project.  Since this evaporator was designed for such large 
applications compared to this small hermetic refrigeration system, there were many problems including being 
oversized and adding to the charge of the system and having refrigerant maldistribution between circuits.  Figure 2.9 
shows a picture of the evaporator, and Figure 2.11 shows a schematic with detailed dimensions of the evaporator, 
tube, and fins. 
 
Figure 2.9 Two slab, multi-circuit serpentine microchannel evaporator. 
2.3.4 Expansion Device 
For simplification of control of the refrigeration system, a regulating needle valve was used to expand the 
high pressure liquid.  A picture of the valve is show in Figure 2.12.  This regulating needle valve was chosen for a 
few key reasons.  Usually in systems of this size, a capillary tube is used for the expansion process, however since a 
variety of operating conditions were tested and an exit quality from the evaporator needed to be maintained for 
experimental comparison purposes, making the manual vale was a more flexible option.  The use of a thermostatic 
expansion valve was also not an option since it would not allow precise control of exit quality from the evaporator 
and also since it may “hunt” for a setting for this small capacity system and never truly allows steady state to be 
obtained.   
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Figure 2.10 Schematic of two pass parallel flow condenser. 
**All dimensions in [mm] 
15 Tubes – First Pass 
8 Tubes – Second Pass 
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Figure 2.11 Schematic of multi-circuit serpentine microchannel evaporator. 
**All dimensions in [mm] 
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Since a capillary tube and thermostatic expansion valve would not permit the necessary control over the 
system as desired, a regulating needle valve was chosen.  Consequence of that choice is greater refrigerant charge in 
the liquid lines compared to potentially very low charge in a capillary tube.  The regulating needle valve is a very 
fine valve that allows very fine adjustment of the mass flow rate in 0.01 g/s increments.  This precise control made it 
possible to manually control the evaporator exit quality.  This made comparison between any two points possible 
since the quality could be matched for each operating condition. 
 
Figure 2.12 Picture of regulating expansion valve. 
2.3.5 Internal Heat Exchanger 
The internal heat exchanger (IHX) is used to further subcool the liquid refrigerant exiting from the 
condenser and to also ensure that superheated vapor is returned to the compressor by placing it in the suction line 
and liquid line exiting the condenser as shown in Figure 2.5.  By using the internal heat exchanger, it is possible to 
utilize the cooling effect which, without a heat exchanger, is otherwise lost to the ambient air by way of uninsulated 
suction lines.  The suction line heat exchanger is a Danfoss type HE 0.5 heat exchanger.  Table 2.1 shows the 
detailed dimensions and information of the internal heat exchanger and a schematic of the IHX can be seen in Figure 
2.13.  This internal heat exchanger is different from the common concentric tube heat exchangers.  This IHX does 
not change the direction of the flow of the low pressure fluid and force it to flow on the outside of the high pressure 
high temperature fluid increasing the pressure drop of the fluid like most IHX’s.  Instead the low pressure, low 
temperature, low density fluid directly enters the heat exchanger and flows through a tube lined with fins.  Since the 
low density gas can flow straight through, oil pockets are reduced and large localized superheats are minimized with 
a small decrease in pressure, less than 5 kPa.  The high pressure liquid flows counter to the gas flow through the 
small outer concentric chamber.  Since the high temperature fluid is on the outside, it can reject heat to the cooler 
gas flowing in the inside tube or lose heat to the atmosphere without sweating the pipes.  When the low pressure, 
low density, low temperature portion of the IHX is located on the outside of the high pressure, high temperature 
fluid, the tube will sweat and absorb heat from the atmosphere.  When this happens, the vapor entering the 
compressor is superheated more than it needs to be increasing the pressure ratio across the compressor and 
decreasing the compressor efficiency.  Cycle analysis shows that in the case of R290, internal heat exchange is 
beneficial for the coefficient of performance.  Nevertheless, this heat exchanger has greater internal volume 
compared to conventionally used suction line heat exchanger with a capillary tube. 
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Figure 2.13 Schematic and details of internal heat exchanger where dimension detailed in Table 2.1. 
2.3.6 Receiver 
In order to reduce the system charge as much as possible, all extraneous reservoirs or volumes should be 
eliminated with the performance of the system being maintained.  However, it is not completely possible to remove 
both an accumulator and high side receiver.  For the baseline system, a high side receiver was chosen for the 
following reasons.  It was important to ensure that the system was not overcharged and that the condenser was being 
properly drained and not flooded during operation.  Therefore a high side receiver made from clear acrylic to also 
function as a sight glass was installed immediately after the condenser.  The clear acrylic allowed the visualization 
of the flow to ensure a liquid line in the receiver and therefore no liquid backfilling and flooding the condenser.  The 
receiver was also located before the mass flow meter.  This placement ensures only liquid is flowing into the mass 
flow meter located directly after the receiver.  A picture of the receiver can be seen in Figure 2.14 and more detailed 
specifications can be found in Table 2.1. 
 
Figure 2.14 High side receiver/sight glass mounted in aluminum frame. 
1. Suction line connection 
2. Liquid line connection 
3. Inner chamber 
4. Outer chamber 
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m
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2.4 Test Matrix 
The test matrix was designed to provide system and component performance data to serve two main 
objectives: improving the system and its components and verifying models.  This matrix is shown in Table 2.2.  The 
air flow rates over the heat exchangers were varied from 50 to 80 l/s (115 to 160 CFM) over the evaporator and from 
90 to 130 l/s (200 to 265 CFM) over the condenser. 
Table 2.2 Experimental test matrix. 
Test Matrix 
  Condenser Air Temp [C] 
Evaporator Air Temp [C] 22 27.8 35 40.5 
26.7   I U AA 
21       AB 
15 E K     
 
The experimental results collected from this test matrix are shown in Table 2.3.  This table gives information about 
the flow rates, actual temperature, pressure, capacities, COP, and charge for each condition tested. 
Table 2.3 Data collected from experiment for each operating condition. 
Date Data Point m (g/s) Wcomp (W)  (W) COP (-) Qevap (kW) Qcond  (kW) 
6/21/2003 E-2 3.587 419.7 2.797 1.174 1.532 
6/13/2003 I-2 4.638 441.0 3.109 1.371 1.762 
6/22/2003 I-3 4.074 485.0 2.591 1.257 1.67 
6/18/2003 U-3 4.478 488.8 2.569 1.256 1.678 
6/23/2003 U-4 4.070 518.9 2.266 1.176 1.61 
6/19/2003 AA-2 4.531 535.5 2.290 1.226 1.617 
6/20/2003 AB-3 3.997 496.9 2.204 1.095 1.45 
6/20/2003 K-5 3.618 401.7 2.733 1.098 1.443 
       
Evap AFR (l/s) Cond AFR (l/s) Teai (C) Teao (C) Tcai (C) Tcao (C) RHei (%RH) 
68.5 123.3 15.25 2.87 21.73 32.67 0.3885 
67.6 123.2 26.73 11.34 27.72 40.62 0.3082 
55.9 97.4 26.60 9.861 27.83 44.11 0.2694 
68.0 122.7 26.66 12.52 34.99 48.05 0.3589 
55.7 98.5 26.94 10.09 35.05 50.99 0.2901 
68.3 122.0 27.42 13.76 40.61 53.51 0.3287 
69.1 121.7 21.03 9.03 40.58 52.12 0.3744 
68.4 122.6 15.43 3.57 28.26 38.88 0.3945 
       
DPevap (kPa) DPcond (kPa) xin (-) xout (-) Tsubcool (C) Charge (g)  
8.34 12.19 0.1275 1.008 17.820 122.7  
11.00 14.17 0.1866 1.005 2.477 129.2  
9.34 13.65 0.1575 1.005 14.670 120.3  
10.29 12.78 0.2257 1.004 1.589 113.7  
8.98 13.9 0.2062 1.005 8.780 113.8  
10.37 9.39 0.2490 1.005 1.472 123.4  
9.08 11.26 0.2469 0.999 1.420 114.1  
8.61 10.73 0.1866 1.003 4.486 115.1  
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2.5 Experimental Results 
Figure 2.15 shows the charge of R290 and the capacity of the experimental system as a function of the 
operating condition.  The operating conditions are defined by the test matrix in Table 2.2 and the actual 
experimental conditions are shown in Table 2.3.  It is easy to see that under this variety of test conditions, the charge 
is maintained below 130 grams for all conditions the capacity was always within the design range of 1 to 2 kW as 
shown in Figure 2.16. 
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Figure 2.15 Total system charge for each operating condition. 
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Figure 2.16 Cooling capacity of system for each operating condition. 
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In order to further optimize the system for a lower charge, it is necessary to understand where the charge is 
located within the complete system.  In order to accomplish the task of measuring the charge within each component 
experimentally, it is necessary to trap the charge within each component while the system is in steady state operation 
and then withdrawal the charge from each component to measure the contribution of total system charge within each 
component.   
Figure 2.5 shows a schematic of the system with the location of the ball valves pointed out with arrows.  
Once steady state was reached, the data was recorded and these six ball valves were closed simultaneously and the 
system was shut down.  Shutting the valves traps the refrigerant charge within the condenser, evaporator, 
compressor, internal heat exchanger high and low sides, and discharge line.   
Figure 2.17 shows the breakdown of charge for several data points taken for the baseline system.   
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Figure 2.17 Experimental charge breakdown measured for each component. 
It can been seen from this data that the charge within the liquid line/internal heat exchanger high side, the internal 
heat exchanger low side, and the discharge line all remain virtually constant for all operating conditions and are 
negligible when compared to the other components.  Therefore, the major contributors to charge include the 
compressor, condenser, and evaporator.  These components require further analysis of the charge breakdown within 
each component to understand ways in which it can be reduced.  As was discussed earlier, the amount of charge 
within the compressor during operation is a function of the operating condition, compressor internal vapor volume, 
compression volume, and oil/refrigerant solubility.  The breakdown of charge in the compressor is the charge in the 
compression chamber, the vapor volume, and the charge absorbed in the oil.  The maximum amount of charge in the 
compressor will occur when the temperature of the oil and the shell pressure are lowest.  This operating condition is 
possible when the condensing temperature is low and the evaporator load is large driving the evaporation pressure 
and therefore the compressor shell pressure down.  The charge breakdown within the heat exchangers is divided 
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among the inlet and outlet tubes, headers, and tubes.  The condenser has a higher quantity of refrigerant in it for each 
operating condition shown in Figure 2.17 compared to the evaporator.  The condenser is also the least likely to 
change system performance if changes were made to the headers, tubes, or flow pattern.  The condenser has the 
greatest opportunity for charge reduction since it affects the total system COP and capacity the least compared to the 
evaporator. 
2.6 Summary 
A low charge hydrocarbon refrigeration system has been built using less than 130 grams of propane and 
producing between 1 and 2 kW of cooling capacity.  An experimental analysis of the system charge has also been 
completed showing the distribution of charge among the various components in the system for a variety of operating 
conditions.  The largest single component charge amount has been experimentally found to be within the 
compressor, then the condenser, then the evaporator.  The use of microchannel tubes has reduced the total system 
charge from approximately 200 grams to less than 130 grams.  Further analysis of how to further reduce the charge 
within the heat exchangers by exploring different heat exchanger configurations including a comparison between 
parallel flow and serpentine condensers is currently being studied.   
2.7 Conclusions 
By using microchannel heat exchanger technology it is possible to create a system that can use less than 
150 grams of charge and produce between 1 kW and 2 kW of cooling capacity.  Based on previous work with 
ammonia by Litch and Hrnjak (1999) and their reduction of charge to 18 g/kW of capacity using microchannel heat 
exchangers makes the reduction of charge in a propane system to less than half of the accepted amount of 150 grams 
possible.  The higher pressure drops associated with microchannel heat exchangers area not as critical to system 
performance as originally thought.  The microchannel heat exchangers are able to exchange more heat with the 
system with less material and less tubing resulting in smaller overall heat exchangers.  As the heat exchangers 
decrease in size, the pressure drop also decreases.  The ability to design lower charge heat exchangers as well as use 
compressors with less oil and less empty voids will allow the charge to be reduced from the experimental baseline of 
130 grams to less than 60 grams without drastically redesigning any one component, but simply using the internal 
volumes and information learned from models and new correlations to better utilize the heat exchanger internal 
volumes.   
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Chapter 3. Experimentally Validated Steady State Thermal Analysis and System 
Performance Model of a Low Charge Hydrocarbon Refrigeration System 
Abstract 
This paper presents the development and verification of a steady state system model for evaluating the 
thermal performance of a low charge refrigeration system.  The low charge refrigerant system is defined as a system 
with a charge of less than 150 grams and a cooling capacity between 1 kW and 2 kW.  The thermal performance 
model has been developed based on the work by Yin et al (1998) as a finite element approach to thermodynamic 
modeling.  This model emphasizes the heat transfer and pressure drop performance of propane in microchannel heat 
exchangers.  This model has been validated to predict the capacities and COP of the system within ±7.8% and 
±8.1% respectively, but usually under predicts the refrigerant pressure drop of the microchannel tubes by 75%.  The 
results shown within this paper illustrate the design of the low charge system, the structure of the thermal model, the 
validation of the model, and application of the model in the exploration in the variation of the heat exchanger 
designs. 
3.1 Introduction 
Microchannel heat exchangers provide opportunity for reducing the charge for a refrigeration system 
because microchannel heat exchangers have a smaller volume than some conventional.  The microchannel tube 
technology gives the ability to maintain system performance by increasing the refrigerant heat transfer coefficient 
and increase air side heat transfer and pressure drop performance while simultaneously reducing the refrigerant heat 
transfer area and reducing the heat exchanger internal volume.  Higher refrigerant heat transfer coefficients also 
means that a smaller heat exchanger can be used to transfer the same amount of heat as larger fin and tube heat 
exchanger enabling the design of larger capacity heat exchangers in smaller packages.  Therefore, the size of the 
heat exchanger can be reduced while simultaneously reducing charge and pressure drop.  The smaller microchannel 
heat exchangers also have a smaller thermal mass allowing the system to reach an operating condition faster since 
there is less thermal inertia in the heat exchangers.   
This paper details the modeling of an experimental low charge refrigeration system requiring less than 150 
grams of refrigerant and producing between 1 and 2 kW of cooling capacity.  This experimental system has been 
constructed and tested in the Air Conditioning and Refrigeration Center at the University of Illinois.  This system 
includes a reciprocating hermetic compressor, a microchannel parallel flow condenser, a microchannel serpentine 
evaporator, and an internal heat exchanger.  Figure 3.1 is a schematic of the refrigeration system.   
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Figure 3.1 Schematic of refrigeration system. 
The modeling of the refrigeration system is necessary to further explore design parameters that will 
enhance the performance of the system and reduce the charge within the system.  The model is capable of dividing 
the system into individual components and then further dividing those components into subcomponents focusing on 
aspects such as refrigerant heat transfer coefficients, air side heat transfer coefficients, and refrigerant pressure drop 
in the two phase region.  Exploring these subcomponents makes it possible to understand the physics of the heat 
transfer process in the heat exchanger and to eliminate performance bottlenecks in heat exchanger designs.  The 
model will also allow the exploitation of the thermophysical properties of propane and further optimize heat 
exchanger designs for maximum performance in the smallest package possible while maintaining the COP and 
capacities of the baseline propane system.   
3.2 Experimental Data 
3.2.1 Description of Experimental Setup 
The experimental refrigeration system used to validate the model is a low charge hydrocarbon refrigeration 
system consisting of a hermetic reciprocating compressor, microchannel air cooled condenser, microchannel air 
cooled evaporator, internal heat exchanger, high side receiver, and a fine regulating needle valve used as an 
expansion device.  Table 3.1 includes information describing the experimental system including overall dimensions, 
fin and tube geometry, and volumes for the experimental system evaluated.   
The compressor is a constant speed hermetic reciprocating single piston design with a compression 
displacement of 9.4 cm3.  The lubricant in the compressor is a 3GS Mineral Oil.  The power input to the compressor 
was measured with a watt transducer from which the compressor was supplied power. 
The condenser is a two pass parallel flow microchannel condenser utilizing 15 parallel microchannel tubes 
in the first pass and 8 tubes in the second pass where the two passes are connected together by a single round header 
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located at the opposite end from the inlet and outlet tubes to the condenser as shown in Figure 3.2.  Figure 3.2 shows 
a schematic of the microchannel condenser along with some key information with relationship to its physical 
configuration as well as the fin and tube geometry.   
The evaporator is a multi-circuit multi-slab design and a schematic is shown in Figure 3.3.  The evaporator 
has four inlet ports and four outlet ports supplying two phase refrigerant to four separate circuits with six serpentines 
in each circuit and a total of two slabs.  A slab is defined as one bank of tubes in a vertical plane.  In this evaporator, 
there are four circuits with six serpentines per circuit for a total of 24 tubes in the first slab.  The second slab is in 
series with the air flow from the first slab such that the air flows through the first slab and then through the second 
slab.  The second slab is the same as the first slab, but is two tube banks deep resulting in a total of 24 tubes in a 
bank with 2 banks giving 48 tubes in the second slab.  In the top view of the evaporator shown in Figure 3, the 
individual slabs are marked for clarification.   
The internal heat exchanger is installed in the suction line of the compressor and the liquid line after the 
condenser and its locations is shown in Figure 3.1.  The internal heat exchanger is mounted in a cross flow 
configuration with the low pressure, low density gas flowing through the center of the heat exchanger through a 
series of fins and the high pressure, high density liquid flowing in a concentric volume on the outside of the low 
density gas.  This configuration is able to exchange heat internally without unnecessarily sweating the tubing and 
therefore warming the suction gas to the compressor with that latent load. 
The expansion valve is a fine regulating needle valve that is used to give precise control of refrigerant flow 
rate and the ability to maintain a constant refrigerant exit condition from the evaporator during experiment without 
fluctuations in mass flow rate or pressure.   
The storage device used to store extra refrigerant for different operating conditions is a high side receiver 
located at the exit of the condenser between the mass flow meter and internal heat exchanger.  This receiver is made 
from clear acrylic so that it may also function as a sight glass.  This location was chosen for the receiver/sight glass 
for two reasons.  Installing the device immediately after the condenser allows the flow to be seen when it exits the 
condenser and therefore by maintaining a line of liquid in the receiver, it is possible to ensure the condenser does not 
have liquid refrigerant back up to the condenser and flood the condenser.  Also, by being able to see the flow, liquid 
line column can be maintained in the receiver to ensure only liquid is flowing into the mass flow meter which 
requires a single phase fluid for measurement.   
3.2.2 Test Conditions and Test Methods 
The thermal performance model was validated by comparing model results to those obtained by experiment 
in the microchannel heat transfer lab at the Air Conditioning and Refrigeration Center at University of Illinois.  A 
thorough description of the experimental facility, refrigeration system, instrumentation, calibrations, and 
experimental results can be found in Appendix C, D, and E.   
The range of experimental data collected is shown in Table 3.2 to illustrate the varying set of conditions to 
be compared between model and experiment.  The range of operating conditions explored is characteristic of a small 
refrigeration application such as a bottle cooler. 
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Figure 3.2 Schematic of two pass parallel flow condenser. 
**All dimensions in [mm] 
15 Tubes – First Pass 
8 Tubes – Second Pass 
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Figure 3.3 Schematic of multi-circuit serpentine microchannel evaporator. 
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Table 3.1 Components of hydrocarbon refrigeration system. 
Manufacturer Tecumseh  
Compressor Type Reciprocating  
Number of pistons 1  
Size (LxWxH) [mm] 201 x 146 x 212  
Weight [kg] 12  
Suction Displacement [cm3] 9.4  
Internal Volume without oil [cm3] 2470  
Oil quantity [cm3] 450  
Oil mass [g] 407  
Oil type 3GS Mineral Oil  
C
om
pr
es
so
r 
Speed [rpm] 3480  
  Condenser Evaporator 
Manufacturer Modine Modine 
Type 2 pass parallel flow 4 circuit, 2 slab serpentine 
Face Area (length x width) [cm2] 30.5 x 23.7 = 722 24.4 x 17.6 = 430 
Core Depth [mm] 21.1 85 
Core Volume [cm3] 1451 3655 
Internal Volume [cm3] 220 206 
Free Flow cross sectional area [m2] 0.053 0.032 
Fin pitch [mm] 1.59 1.49 
Fin height [mm] 7.96 7.96 
Fin thickness [mm] 0.11 0.10 
Louver angle [deg] 27 27 
Louver pitch [mm] 1.4 1.4 
Louver height [mm] 7.4 7.4 
Air heat transfer area [m2] 1.99 4.4 
Tube pitch [mm] 9.8 11.6 
Tube major dia [mm] 18.77 25.88 
Tube minor dia [mm] 1.9 1.9 
Number of ports per tubes 19 17 
Port hydraulic diameter [mm] 0.731 1.092 
Port shape Triangular Square 
Tube Free Flow Area [mm2] 11.96 20.28 
Refrigerant heat transfer area [m2] 0.34 0.695 
H
ea
t E
xc
ha
ng
er
s 
Weight [kg] 0.95 2.51 
Manufacturer Danfoss Material  Acrylic 
Model HE 0.5 Internal Volume [cm3] 26.4 
Liquid Chamber [cm3] 8.5 Height [mm] 133.4 
Vapor Chamber [cm3] 23 Inside Diameter [mm] 15.9 
H1 [mm] 20 Outside Diameter [mm] 50.8 
L [mm] 178 Overall Height [mm] 152.4 
L1 [mm] 10 
R
ec
ei
ve
r 
Overall Width [mm] 76.2 
L2 [mm] 7 
D [mm] 27.5 
In
te
rn
al
 H
ea
t 
Ex
ch
an
ge
r 
Weight [kg] 0.3 
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Table 3.2 Ranges of experimental test conditions. 
Mass flow rate (g/s) 3.5 – 4.6 
Evaporation Temp (°C) 1.4 – 10.7  
Condensing Temp (°C) 41 – 55.1  
Condenser Air Temp (°C) 21 – 41 
Evaporator Air Temp (°C) 15 – 28 
Condenser Air Flow Rate (l/s) 90 – 130 
Evaporator Air Flow Rate (l/s) 50 – 70 
 
The locations of the thermocouples, pressure transducers, and mass flow meter are shown in Figure 3.1.  In 
addition to the refrigerant instrumentation, the air temperatures at the inlet and outlet of the heat exchangers and the 
throat of the flow measuring nozzle, humidity, power required by the compressor, and air flow rate were also 
collected.  This air and refrigerant data makes it possible to calculate the evaporator condenser capacity 
independently, system COP, and refrigerant pressure drop.  The air and refrigerant data was used to ensure that all 
the heat transferred to and from the system was accounted for within an industry accepted ±5% for the evaporator 
and condenser.  Table 3.3 shows the data as collected from each of the experimental tests.  The experimental 
uncertainties for pressure, temperature, and mass flow rate measurements were within ±10 kPa, ±0.1oC, and ±1.6% 
respectively.  The resulting uncertainty in the condenser and evaporator capacities and system COP were measured 
within ±1.3% and ±1.7% respectively.  
3.3 Simulation Model  
3.3.1 Model Description 
The experimental baseline refrigeration system is modeled with a finite element approach using 
Engineering Equation Solver (EES) software as developed by Klein (2003).  EES is an equation solver that utilizes a 
Newton-Raphson solver to simultaneously solve many equations and unknowns without having to explicitly solve 
for any one variable.  The software also has the ability to calculate properties of refrigerants and fluids from the 
Refprop (1998) database when given at least two independent properties to define the unknown property.   
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Table 3.3 Experimental results for different operating conditions. 
Date Data Point m (g/s) Wcomp (W)  (W) COP (-) Qevap (kW) Qcond  (kW) 
6/21/2003 E-2 3.587 419.7 2.797 1.174 1.532 
6/13/2003 I-2 4.638 441.0 3.109 1.371 1.762 
6/22/2003 I-3 4.074 485.0 2.591 1.257 1.67 
6/18/2003 U-3 4.478 488.8 2.569 1.256 1.678 
6/23/2003 U-4 4.070 518.9 2.266 1.176 1.61 
6/19/2003 AA-2 4.531 535.5 2.290 1.226 1.617 
6/20/2003 AB-3 3.997 496.9 2.204 1.095 1.45 
6/20/2003 K-5 3.618 401.7 2.733 1.098 1.443 
       
AFRevap (l/s) AFRcond (l/s) Teai (C) Teao (C) Tcai (C) Tcao (C) RHei (%RH) 
68.5 123.3 15.25 2.87 21.73 32.67 0.3885 
67.6 123.2 26.73 11.34 27.72 40.62 0.3082 
55.9 97.4 26.60 9.861 27.83 44.11 0.2694 
68.0 122.7 26.66 12.52 34.99 48.05 0.3589 
55.7 98.5 26.94 10.09 35.05 50.99 0.2901 
68.3 122.0 27.42 13.76 40.61 53.51 0.3287 
69.1 121.7 21.03 9.03 40.58 52.12 0.3744 
68.4 122.6 15.43 3.57 28.26 38.88 0.3945 
       
DPevap (kPa) DPcond (kPa) xin (-) xout (-) Tsubcool (C) Charge (g)  
8.34 12.19 0.1275 1.008 17.820 122.7  
11.00 14.17 0.1866 1.005 2.477 129.2  
9.34 13.65 0.1575 1.005 14.670 120.3  
10.29 12.78 0.2257 1.004 1.589 113.7  
8.98 13.9 0.2062 1.005 8.780 113.8  
10.37 9.39 0.2490 1.005 1.472 123.4  
9.08 11.26 0.2469 0.999 1.420 114.1  
8.61 10.73 0.1866 1.003 4.486 115.1  
 
The low charge hydrocarbon simulation model was based on the steady state model of a CO2 automotive 
air conditioning system programmed by Yin et al (1998).  Some of the underlying assumptions made in the model 
include: 
1. Adiabatic flow through all connection tubing. 
2. Isenthalpic expansion of high pressure liquid to low pressure two phase fluid. 
3. Small property changes of fluid when flowing through heat exchangers. 
a. Small pressure drop (<20 kPa). 
b. Small temperature glide (<2 °C). 
4. Uniform temperature and velocity profiles at inlet to heat exchangers. 
5. Uniform air and refrigerant heat transfer coefficients. 
6. Thermal resistance of tube walls and tube fin interface neglected. 
7. Negligible oil circulation rate. 
8. Uniform refrigerant distribution between tubes. 
9. Non superheated exit from evaporator (0.95 ≤ x ≤ 1.0). 
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The model is structured as a series of simultaneous equations and property information used in 
conservation of energy, conservation of mass, and published correlations for such entities as pressure drop, heat 
transfer coefficients, and void fraction.  The model requires the input information about each component such as in 
the heat exchanger, tube geometry, fin geometry, physical size, and fin density.  The necessary geometry 
information for the heat exchangers is provided in Table 3.1 for the condenser and evaporator.  After basic system 
information is entered into the model, only basic input parameters are needed to run the model.  The inputs needed 
to run the model include the same set of inputs used when running the experiment: air inlet temperatures, air flow 
rates, air humidity, and the exit quality from the evaporator.  Once the component information is entered and the 
conditions are input to the model, it is ready to run.  This thermal performance model and describe any part of the 
system.  The model is a very detailed analysis of the thermal performance of the system components.  Therefore, 
any thermodynamic property than can be calculated can also be an output from the model.  The most common and 
useful outputs include refrigerant pressure drop, mass flow rate, capacities, COP, pressures, and temperatures.  The 
importance of this information is seen when calculating heat exchanger efficiency, system efficiency, and 
component sizing.  The outputs are generated from the given set of inputs and the basic energy equations and 
correlations within the program.  For instance, once the air flow rate and temperature are input, then correlations for 
air side pressure drop and air side heat transfer coefficient are calculated which effectively calculated the capacity of 
the heat exchanger.  Simultaneously on the refrigerant side, the mass flow rate, temperature, and pressure are 
simultaneously solved providing the necessary values to balance the air and refrigerant heat transfer for each 
component.  As a result, the refrigerant properties are matched to the air properties in order to reach a common 
capacity.  Once all balances are obtained throughout the system within the tolerances of the EES software, the 
system is solved.  Each of the components is then linked to one another with interface variables on the refrigerant 
side.  The interface variables are typically intensive and extensive properties such as refrigerant temperature, 
pressure, and mass flow rate at the inlet to a component. The components are linked to one another by specifying the 
outlet pressure and temperature of one component equal to the inlet pressure and temperature to the next component 
in the system.  Due to this structure of linking the components together, it is possible to isolate the different 
components and to simulate their performances individually.  The advantage to isolating components includes 
focusing on a specific aspect of the system.  Simulating the entire system may cause problems in this situation if for 
instance the pressure drop in the condenser over a range of mass flow rates were to be explored.  In the entire system 
model, it would be difficult to arrive at a solution for each component as the mass flow rate was increased therefore 
making that parametric study impossible.  By focusing only on the condenser component, it would be very easy to 
simulate a range of mass flow rates.  
3.3.2 Model Components 
3.3.2.1 Compressor 
The hermetic compressor is modeled as a reciprocating compressor isentropically compressing the 
refrigerant compensating for minor losses due to leaks through the valves in the compression chamber, the re-
expansion of vapor in the compression chamber, and motor losses.  These losses are accounted for in the volumetric 
and isentropic efficiency equations supplied by the compressor manufacturer in the form of a compressor map.  
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From this data, information with respect to volumetric efficiency, isentropic efficiency, and mass flow rate is 
calculated based on the pressure ratio from the discharge to suction line and the temperature of the suction gas 
entering the compressor.  The simultaneous equations used to calculate the compressor work, mass flow rate, and 
discharge conditions are shown in equations (1), (2), and (3). 
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Equation (1) utilizes the calculated volumetric efficiency from the compressor map to define the mass flow rate of 
refrigerant through the compressor.  Equation (2) and (3) use the measured isentropic efficiency to define the 
compressor power, the discharge temperature, and discharge pressure accounting for heat lost from the compressor 
shell to the environment through convection. 
3.3.2.2 Heat Exchangers 
The condenser and evaporator models are fundamentally the same.  The differences include the direction of 
heat flow to the fluid and in the different geometry of the heat exchangers.  Both heat exchangers are subdivided into 
smaller elements which consist of different refrigerant flow regimes and different parts of the physical heat 
exchanger such as inlet header, inlet tube, etc.  The condenser is modeled using a total of nine elements where four 
of those elements represent different flow regimes within the microchannel tubes and the other five include inlet 
header, two phase header, outlet header, and inlet and outlet tubes.  The four elements of microchannel tubes include 
superheated vapor, two phase in the first pass, two phase in the second pass, and subcooled liquid.  The evaporator is 
modeled using a total of nine elements where seven of the elements represent the inlet and outlet tubes, inlet and 
outlet header, two phase header, and inlet and outlet header tubes.  The other two elements represent the two phase 
flow in the first slab in the tubes and the two phase flow in the second slab in the tubes.  Since the evaporator was 
constrained to non superheated exit conditions, there is no superheated portion of flow to model.  
It is possible to model the two phase regions of the condenser and evaporator as two large elements because 
both the pressure drop and temperature glide as the refrigerant moves through the heat exchanger are small, 
respectively less than 20 kPa and 2°C.  Since the temperature and pressure changes are small, an average 
temperature or pressure can be used to calculate fluid properties at any point along the flow within the two phase 
region.  In the two phase portion of heat transfer, the heat transfer coefficient of the fluid does change dramatically.  
The model does not account for this large change.  Instead, an average heat transfer coefficient is used.  The heat 
transfer coefficient is a function of quality, void fraction, and mass flux.  In an evaporator or condenser, the quality 
is constantly changing as the flow moves through the heat exchanger and therefore the heat transfer coefficient is 
also constantly changing.  However, the refrigerant heat transfer coefficient ranges from 10 to 50 times larger than 
the air side heat transfer coefficient and the airside heat transfer area is less than six times larger than the refrigerant 
heat transfer area.  Therefore, the airside heat transfer is the limiting factor to overall heat transfer in the 
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microchannel heat exchanger.  Because of this large imbalance, it is possible to assume an average heat transfer 
coefficient for the refrigerant since the restriction to heat transfer is on the air side.  Therefore, one of the 
approximations in the model is to calculate the heat transfer coefficient based on the average properties between 
then inlet and outlet of two phase element.  Even though this is an average heat transfer coefficient, it is large 
enough that it will not restrict the heat transfer to or from the refrigerant as much as changing the air side area of the 
heat exchanger.  Below is a parametric study of variations in heat transfer coefficients for a microchannel condenser 
using the model.  To illustrate the effect of the air side and refrigerant side heat transfer coefficients on the 
performance of the system, the refrigerant side heat transfer coefficient was multiplied from 0.2 to 50 and the air 
side heat transfer coefficient was multiplied from 0.2 to 10.  Figure 3.4 shows how the performance of the system is 
virtually unchanged even when the heat transfer coefficient is increased 50 times with an increase of 1.2% in COP 
and 0.4% in capacity.  However, when the air side heat transfer coefficient is increased only 10 times as shown in 
Figure 3.5, there is an increase in the COP of 4.7% and an increase in capacity of 1.5%.  
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Figure 3.4 Effect of varying refrigerant side heat transfer coefficient of condenser. 
This approximation of using large elements for the two phase heat transfer is reasonable for a system with a 
large imbalance between refrigerant and airside heat transfer abilities.  If the imbalance were smaller, more 
refrigerant elements would be necessary effectively calculating a local heat transfer coefficient instead of an average 
heat transfer coefficient.   
The inlet and outlet tubes from the heat exchangers are also included in the model.  The flow in the 
connecting tubes is modeled as an adiabatic flow.  These tubes do need to be included in the model because all 
pressure drops have to be accounted for between the individual components in order to match the experimental data 
collected.  For the thoroughness of the model it was important to calculate and incorporate these minor losses even 
though when calculated independently they do not add up to much pressure drop.  
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Figure 3.5 Effect of varying air side heat transfer coefficient of condenser. 
Emphasis was placed on modeling the real structure of the heat exchanger in combination with validated 
correlations for air and refrigerant side heat transfer coefficients and pressure drops as shown in Table 3.4.  
This table summarizes the correlations used to calculate the performance of the heat exchangers.  These 
equations were chosen as they were the most recent published correlations and most widely accepted.  These 
equations are also unique as they are some of the first correlations developed for defining characteristics of flow in 
and around microchannel tubes.   
Table 3.4 Pressure drop and heat transfer correlations used to model the heat exchangers. 
  Condenser Evaporator 
Refrigerant Pressure Drop Souza (1993) Souza (1993) 
Air Side Pressure Drop Chang and Wang (1996b) Chang and Wang (1996b) 
Refrigerant Heat Transfer Coefficient  - -  
Single Phase Gnielinski (1976) N/A  
Two Phase Dobson and Chato (1998) Wattelet and Chato (1994) 
Air Side Heat Transfer Coefficient Chang and Wang (1996a) Chang and Wang (1996a) 
Void Fraction Correlation Nino et al (2002) Nino et al (2002) 
 
3.3.2.3 Condenser 
The modeling of the condenser tubes was divided into four regions as described above.  The superheated 
region was then further divided into 50 smaller sections to account for the change in properties of the vapor as it is 
cooled from a high discharge temperature around 75°C to the condensing temperature between 30°C and 55°C 
typically.  Another reason for the 50 subdivisions is because the superheated vapor flow was a laminar flow with a 
low mass flux of less than 25 kg/m2-s and therefore an entrance length effect has to be accounted for as the flow 
fully develops thermally.  The entrance length is calculated as a function of the Reynolds number, Prandtl number, 
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and hydraulic diameter of the tube as described in Incropera (1996).  This is important because a fully developed 
flow has a Nusselt number of 3.66, but in an undeveloped flow the Nusselt number can be as high as 25 which 
therefore increase the heat transfer in that section seven fold.  The single phase heat transfer coefficient is defined by 
Equation (7).   
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By dividing this superheated portion into the smaller elements, a more accurate evaluation of the heat transfer 
coefficient and thermophysical properties can be made.  
The two phase heat transfer analysis and assumptions are described above as general two phase flow in 
microchannel heat exchangers.   
The subcooled liquid portion of the condenser is modeled in one element since this portion of the heat 
exchanger accounts for less than 2% of the total heat transfer and a small temperature drop (<3 °C).  The thermal 
entrance length effects can be neglected in this portion of the heat exchanger.  Since the subcooled portion of the 
heat exchanger accounts for such a small portion of the total heat transfer, the properties are assumed to be constant 
and independent of a small pressure drop and temperature subcooling.  The pressure drop and heat transfer 
coefficient are calculated using a homogeneous pressure drop equation as shown by Equation (8) and the calculation 
for the heat transfer coefficient in Equation (7).   
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3.3.2.4 Evaporator 
As described above, the evaporator consists of only two elements of two phase flow.  Since the inlet to the 
evaporator is two phase and the exit of the evaporator is constrained to be nonsuperheated, this leaves only two 
phase fluid in the evaporator microchannel tubes.  The evaporator can be evaluated using only two elements without 
a loss in accuracy because the evaporation pressure and thus the refrigerant temperature in the evaporator are 
virtually constant.  The temperature glide in the evaporator is less than 1oC and the pressure drop is less than 10 kPa.  
Only the refrigerant side pressure drop across the coil causes slightly lower evaporation temperatures towards the 
exit of the component, provided that the refrigerant is in the saturated vapor state at the exit.  With only this small 
pressure drop, the properties of the fluid remain basically unchanged and assuming either a constant 
temperature/pressure or an average temperature/pressure permits all fluid properties to be calculated with certainty 
as described above in the condenser description.  
3.3.2.5 Internal Heat Exchanger 
The internal heat exchanger (suction line heat exchanger) is modeled using an empirical UAIHX obtained 
from experiment.  The empirical equations were created by experimentally determining the UAIHX value of the 
internal heat exchanger high and low side areas.  The UAIHX was determined by experimentally measuring the 
necessary temperatures and pressures to calculate the heat transfer through Equations (8), (9), and (10). 
IHXIHXref LMTDUAQ =  (9) 
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These equations made it possible to predict the capacity of the internal heat exchanger within ±12.5% which equates 
to an accuracy of ±10 Watts.  The UAIHX of the internal heat exchanger is calculated to be 4 W/K for a capacity of 
104 Watts. 
3.3.2.6 Expansion Device 
The expansion process is modeled as an adiabatic restriction to the flow leading to equal refrigerant 
enthalpies at the valve’s inlet and outlet. Using this simple model allowed for the size of the opening to be varied in 
order to change the high and low side pressures and therefore the refrigerant flow rate.   
3.3.3 Model Validation 
The model verification was conducted using experimental data, collected over a range of operating 
conditions as shown in Table 3.2, from a low charge hydrocarbon refrigeration system with a microchannel 
evaporator and condenser, internal heat exchanger, and compressor as shown in Figure 3.1 and Table 3.1 show the 
system configuration and the detailed specifications.  The reduced data collected from experiment including the 
operating conditions is shown in Table 3.3. 
The model was validated by comparing the thermal and fluid property information collected from 
experiment to the predictions of the simulation model for the same set of operating conditions.  The main areas of 
comparison include the capacities of the heat exchangers, the pressure drop, and system COP.  These three items 
were of the main focus because as a system is made smaller with the use of microchannel tubes, it is important to 
have a thorough understanding of how the microchannel heat exchangers affect the system performance.  The COP 
and capacity are directly related to the pressure drop.  When there is a larger pressure drop in the heat exchangers, a 
higher condensing pressure and a lower evaporation pressure is required to maintain the capacity of the system.  As 
this pressure ratio increases, the compressor requires more power to compress the refrigerant and is does this less 
efficiently at a lower flow rate.  The end result is lower capacity with an increase in power consumption.  There is 
no advantage in making a system smaller if the cost in COP or capacity is large.  Therefore, these items are among 
the most important because if they are not predicted correctly, it will not be possible to use the model to explore new 
systems since the actual cost in capacity in COP is not certain.  The comparison for this model and experiment are 
shown in Figure 3.6 to show how well the capacity, COP, and compressor power can be predicted.  The capacity 
calculation used for experiment and model comparisons is made by measuring the refrigerant enthalpy at the inlet 
and outlet of the heat exchangers and the mass flow rate.   
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Figure 3.6 Experimental and predicted comparison of Q, COP, and power. 
The COP is calculated as a function of compressor power and cooling capacity only.  The fan power is not 
taken into account in the COP calculation.  Equation (12) is the equation used to calculate COP. 
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Another way to compare experiment to model is to compare the various temperatures at the inlet and outlet 
of the heat exchangers as shown in Figure 3.7.  These temperatures relate to the condensing and evaporating 
temperatures, how well the model can predict the effectiveness of the heat exchangers, and the capacities of the heat 
exchangers compared to experiment.   
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Figure 3.7 Experimental and predicted refrigerant temperatures. 
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Figure 3.8 is a comparison between measured and experimental refrigerant pressure drops for the evaporator and 
condenser.  The pressure drop in the condenser and evaporator were both predicted incorrectly by over 30% each.  
The differences in prediction for the two types of heat exchangers are a result of the different configurations of the 
heat exchangers.  The condenser is a two pass parallel flow condenser with a small inlet tube into a large diameter 
header.  The pressure drop because of this expansion and in the unknown geometry of the headers of the condenser 
cannot be predicted with any accuracy.  The pressure drop in the headers also accounts for most of the pressure drop 
seen in the heat exchangers.  The calculated pressure drop in the tubes for each of the experimental conditions is less 
than 2 kPa meaning that most of the pressure drop is within the headers.  Therefore, the predicted pressure drop for 
the condenser is much less than expected since the pressure drop in the headers cannot be predicted to be as large as 
shown in experiment.   
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Figure 3.8 Experimental and predicted evaporator and condenser refrigerant pressure drop. 
The evaporator pressure drop is being over predicted since the evaporator is a serpentine configuration and 
has no headers.  The predicted and measured pressure drop is a result of the pressure drop within the microchannel 
tubes only.  This over prediction may be the result of many unknowns.  Pressure drop is a strong function of the 
friction factor, hydraulic diameter, and mass flux.  The geometry used in the prediction is from the component 
drawings and using nominal values for roughness.  The actual evaporator may have a lower roughness or a larger 
hydraulic diameter than expected resulting in a lower actual pressure drop.   
3.3.4 Model Application 
The need for an accurate system simulation model stems from the fact that measuring the performance of a 
system over a wide range of operating conditions is a very timely process.  Therefore is a system model can be 
validated for a given experimental system, then many more conditions can be simulated and used to explore what 
changes can be made to the system to increase its performance and possibly decrease cost.  A model can simulate a 
variety of heat exchanger geometries or explore other conditions in a parametric study of the system to determine at 
how the system responds to heat exchanger design changes and how sensitive the system is to certain changes and in 
what range of operating parameters maximize the system performance.   
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Another application of a validated model would be to explore new heat exchanger designs and system 
configurations.  New designs may include slight variations such as different fin geometry, fin pitch, or louver pitch.  
The model can also be used to explore more drastic changes to the system such as changing the size of the heat 
exchanger, using a different tube, or using more tubes.  In a system model, this is very powerful because the effect 
of changing one component can be seen in the other components of the system.  For instance, increasing the size of a 
heat exchanger may improve the capacity of that heat exchanger, but the overall system COP may decrease because 
of a larger pressure drop in the new heat exchanger. 
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Figure 3.9 One slab and two slab evaporator comparison. 
The evaporator used in the experimental system is designed for an automotive application and is made to 
produce upwards of 7 kW of cooling capacity.  The baseline system is only able to produce between 1 and 1.5 kW 
of cooling capacity meaning that the evaporator is oversized for the baseline system.  The model can be used to 
explore how the system would respond to decreasing the size of the evaporator.  To understand how the system 
would respond, two evaporators were modeled for the same set of operating conditions.  The baseline system 
evaporator as described above is a two slab design.  Another design may simply be a single slab version of the 
baseline evaporator.  A comparison between designs can be tested over a range of air flow rates comparing the 
capacities, COP, and compressor power needed for both configurations.  Figure 3.9 is a comparison for a range of 
air flow rates between the two slab evaporator in the baseline system and a single slab version of the same 
evaporator that is 33% of the size.  This plot shows that the capacity decreases up to 8.1% and the COP remains 
decreases up to 4.2% when using a single slab instead of a two slab evaporator. 
Figure 3.5 shows how the airside heat transfer coefficient is the limiting factor in heat transfer for the heat 
exchangers.  A logical step would then be to increase the airside area of the heat exchanger by making it larger.  
Since height and width are usually fixed by application, depth can be increased with room to spare since 
microchannel tubes are a fraction of the depth of a fin and tube heat exchanger.   
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Figure 3.10 Effect of varying depth of single slab evaporator. 
Figure 3.9 and Figure 3.10 illustrate how the capacity of the single slab evaporator and parallel flow 
condenser changes as the depth is increased.  The depth of the heat exchangers is increased 200%, the capacity only 
increases 6.0% and 1.3% and COP only increases 3.0% and 4.0% for the evaporator and condenser respectively.  
Increasing the size of the heat exchangers 200% with only a maximum of 6.0% increase in capacity does not seem 
like a reasonable tradeoff. 
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Figure 3.11 Effect of varying depth of condenser. 
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Changing the refrigerant side area is an approach to better balance the airside and refrigerant side heat 
transfer.  Figure 3.11 is a plot showing how the capacity of the condenser and COP of the system vary as the number 
of ports in the microchannel tube of the condenser is reduced from 19 to 6.  The condenser capacity decreases by 
2.2% and the system COP decreases by 6.6% as the ports are reduced by a factor of three.  When the number of 
ports is reduced to 10, the capacity and COP only decrease 0.9% and 2.7% respectively.  This plot illustrates that the 
reduction of ports will decrease system performance, but optimizing the numbers of ports to use can show the limit 
as to when the system no longer responds.  This also verifies that the refrigerant heat transfer coefficient is still the 
more dominant heat transfer in the heat exchanger, but also illustrates that it is possible to reduce the refrigerant 
surface area and therefore internal volume with a small cost in system performance, less than 3%.  
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Figure 3.12 Effect of varying number of ports in microchannel tubes of condenser. 
Figure 3.13 and Figure 3.14 illustrate how increasing the air flow rate on the condenser and evaporator by 
200% and 106% increases the capacities of the heat exchangers by 5.5% and 10.0% respectively.  Therefore, the 
system would have a better performance by only doubling the evaporator air flow rate than if the condenser air flow 
rate were tripled.  The gain in system efficiency with this study shows an increase of 19.3% and 5.0% in COP for the 
condenser and evaporator.  Therefore, it is much more beneficial in system efficiency to increase the condenser air 
flow rate.  Further optimization could be done to see at what flow rates the COP and capacity are maximized 
meaning that any increase after that point only increase performance in a negligible manner. 
The relationship between heat exchanger size and fan power is very important for designing a real system 
where the cost is such an important factor.  If doubling the size of the fan and possibly doubling the cost only 
increases capacity 5%, then it may not be worth the effort to build the system.  This information is where a 
parametric study in the model can benefit in the charge minimization and performance optimization of a real system. 
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Figure 3.13 System performance as a function of evaporator air flow rate.  
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Figure 3.14 System performance as a function of condenser air flow rate. 
3.4 Conclusions 
A detailed system model and has been validated within 75%, 7.8%, and 8.1% for the prediction of the 
pressure drop, capacity, and COP of the system and components respectively.  Correlations for void fraction, 
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pressure drop, heat transfer coefficient, and air side heat transfer coefficient were used with no modifications or 
corrections to the correlations to improve the comparison between experiment and model.  The validated model was 
used to illustrate the heat transfer imbalance between the refrigerant and airside showing that the heat exchangers 
can be made with less ports and therefore less internal volume with a cost of less than 2.7% and 0.9% to the COP 
and capacity respectively.  The model was also used to show that the evaporator can be reduced in size by 66% and 
still maintains a capacity with ±8.1% of the baseline system and that further increasing the depth of the evaporator 
single slab by 200% only increases the evaporator capacity by 6% and condenser capacity by 3%.  The model was 
also used to show how an increase in air flow rate of 200% over the condenser can increase the system COP 19.3% 
but only increases the condenser capacity by 5.5% while in increase in the air flow rate over the evaporator of 106% 
can increase the COP only 5%, but increase the capacity 10%.  The application of the model in these few studies is 
the groundwork for the development of new heat exchangers in smaller packages while maintaining the COP and 
capacity found with the experimental baseline system.   
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Chapter 4. Experimentally Validated Steady State Charge Analysis 
Model of a Low Charge Hydrocarbon Refrigeration System 
Abstract 
This paper presents the development and experimental validation of a steady state system model for 
evaluating the inventory and charge distribution of refrigerant in a low charge hydrocarbon refrigeration system.  
The low charge refrigerant system is defined as a system with a charge of less than 150 grams and a cooling capacity 
between 1 kW and 2 kW.  The thermal performance model is presented in an earlier chapter and it was based on the 
work by Yin et al. (1998) as a finite element approach to thermodynamic modeling.  This model emphasizes the 
charge distribution of refrigerant in microchannel heat exchangers where the refrigerant of interest in this study is 
propane.  This model has been validated to predict the charge within the heat exchangers within ±20% and the 
charge within the compressor within ±13%.  The results shown within this paper illustrate the design of the low 
charge system, the structure of the thermal model, the validation of the model, and application of the model in the 
exploration in the variation of the heat exchanger designs to further minimize charge. 
4.1 Introduction 
Microchannel heat exchangers could be a good option for reducing the charge in refrigeration systems 
because they have a smaller internal volume n than conventional heat exchangers for the same performance.  The 
microchannel tube technology gives the ability to maintain system performance by increasing the refrigerant heat 
transfer coefficient and increase air side heat transfer and pressure drop performance while simultaneously reducing 
the refrigerant heat transfer area and reducing the heat exchanger internal volume.  The size of the heat exchanger 
can be reduced while simultaneously reducing charge.  The smaller microchannel heat exchangers also have a 
smaller thermal mass allowing the system to reach an operating condition faster since there is less thermal inertia in 
the heat exchangers.   
This paper details the modeling of an experimental low charge refrigeration system requiring less than 150 
grams of refrigerant and producing between 1 and 2 kW of cooling capacity.  This experimental system has been 
constructed and tested in the Air Conditioning and Refrigeration Center at the University of Illinois.  This system 
includes a reciprocating hermetic compressor, a microchannel parallel flow condenser, a microchannel serpentine 
evaporator, and an internal heat exchanger.  Figure 4.1 is a schematic of the refrigeration system.   
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Figure 4.1 Schematic of refrigeration system and instrumentation. 
The modeling of the refrigeration system is necessary to further explore design parameters that will 
enhance the performance of the system and reduce the charge within the system.  The model is capable of dividing 
the system into individual components and then further dividing those components into subcomponents focusing on 
aspects such as refrigerant heat transfer coefficients, air side heat transfer coefficients, and refrigerant pressure drop 
in the two phase region.  Exploring these subcomponents makes it possible to understand the physics of the heat 
transfer process in the heat exchanger and to eliminate performance bottlenecks in heat exchanger designs.  The 
model will also allow the exploitation of the thermophysical properties of propane and further optimize heat 
exchanger designs for maximum performance in the smallest package possible while maintaining the COP and 
capacities of the baseline propane system.  This paper will focus on the aspects of heat exchanger design that 
analyze charge and then use that information to further reduce the charge. 
4.2 Experimental Data 
4.2.1 Description of Experimental Setup 
The experimental refrigeration system used to validate the model is a low charge hydrocarbon refrigeration 
system consisting of a hermetic reciprocating compressor, microchannel air cooled condenser, microchannel air 
cooled evaporator, internal heat exchanger, high side receiver, and a fine regulating needle valve used as an 
expansion device.  Table 4.2 includes information describing the experimental system including overall dimensions, 
fin and tube geometry, and volumes for the experimental system evaluated.   
The compressor is a constant speed hermetic reciprocating single piston design with a compression 
displacement of 9.4 cm3.  The lubricant in the compressor is a 3GS Mineral Oil.  The power input to the compressor 
was measured with a watt transducer from which the compressor was supplied power. 
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The condenser is a two pass parallel flow microchannel condenser utilizing 15 parallel microchannel tubes 
in the first pass and 8 tubes in the second pass where the two passes are connected together by a single round header 
located at the opposite end from the inlet and outlet tubes to the condenser as shown in Figure 4.2.  Figure 4.2 shows 
a schematic of the microchannel condenser along with some key information with relationship to its physical 
configuration as well as the fin and tube geometry.   
The evaporator is a multi-circuit multi-slab design and a schematic is shown in Figure 4.3.  The evaporator 
has four inlet ports and four outlet ports supplying two phase refrigerant to four separate circuits with six serpentines 
in each circuit and a total of two slabs.  A slab is defined as one bank of tubes in a vertical plane.  In this evaporator, 
there are four circuits with six serpentines per circuit for a total of 24 tubes in the first slab.  The second slab is in 
series with the air flow from the first slab such that the air flows through the first slab and then through the second 
slab.  The second slab is the same as the first slab, but is two tube banks deep resulting in a total of 24 tubes in a 
bank with 2 banks giving 48 tubes in the second slab.  In the top view of the evaporator shown in Figure 3, the 
individual slabs are marked for clarification.   
The internal heat exchanger is installed in the suction line of the compressor and the liquid line after the 
condenser and its locations is shown in Figure 4.2.  The internal heat exchanger is mounted in a cross flow 
configuration with the low pressure, low density gas flowing through the center of the heat exchanger through a 
series of fins and the high pressure, high density liquid flowing in a concentric volume on the outside of the low 
density gas.  This configuration is able to exchange heat internally without unnecessarily sweating the tubing and 
therefore warming the suction gas to the compressor with that latent load. 
The expansion valve is a fine regulating needle valve that is used to give precise control of refrigerant flow 
rate and the ability to maintain a constant refrigerant exit condition from the evaporator during experiment without 
fluctuations in mass flow rate or pressure.   
The storage device used to store extra refrigerant for different operating conditions is a high side receiver 
located at the exit of the condenser between the mass flow meter and internal heat exchanger.  This receiver is made 
from clear acrylic so that it may also function as a sight glass.  This location was chosen for the receiver/sight glass 
for two reasons.  Installing the device immediately after the condenser allows the flow to be seen when it exits the 
condenser and therefore by maintaining a line of liquid in the receiver, it is possible to ensure the condenser does not 
have liquid refrigerant back up to the condenser and flood the condenser.  Also, by being able to see the flow, liquid 
line column can be maintained in the receiver to ensure only liquid is flowing into the mass flow meter which 
requires a single phase fluid for measurement.   
4.2.2 Test Conditions and Test Methods 
The thermal performance model was validated by comparing model results to those obtained by experiment 
in the microchannel heat transfer lab at the Air Conditioning and Refrigeration Center at University of Illinois.  A 
thorough description of the experimental facility, refrigeration system, instrumentation, calibrations, and 
experimental results can be found in Appendix A, B, C, and D.   
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Table 4.1 Ranges of experimental test conditions. 
Mass flow rate (g/s) 3.5 – 4.6 
Evaporation Temp (°C) 1.4 – 10.7  
Condensing Temp (°C) 41 – 55.1  
Condenser Air Temp (°C) 21 – 41 
Evaporator Air Temp (°C) 15 – 28 
Condenser Air Flow Rate (l/s) 90 – 120 
Evaporator Air Flow Rate (l/s) 50 – 70 
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Figure 4.2 Schematic of two pass parallel flow condenser. 
**All dimensions in [mm] 
15 Tubes – First Pass 
8 Tubes – Second Pass 
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Figure 4.3 Schematic of multi-circuit serpentine microchannel evaporator. 
 
**All dimensions in [mm] 
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Table 4.2 Components of hydrocarbon refrigeration system. 
Manufacturer Tecumseh  
Compressor Type Reciprocating  
Number of pistons 1  
Size (LxWxH) [mm] 201 x 146 x 212  
Weight [kg] 12  
Suction Displacement [cm3] 9.4  
Internal Volume without oil [cm3] 2470  
Oil quantity [cm3] 450  
Oil mass [g] 407  
Oil type 3GS Mineral Oil  
C
om
pr
es
so
r 
Speed [rpm] 3480  
  Condenser Evaporator 
Manufacturer Modine Modine 
Type 2 pass parallel flow 4 circuit, 2 slab 
Face Area (length x width) [cm2] 30.5 x 23.7 = 722 24.4 x 17.6 = 430 
Core Depth [mm] 21.1 85 
Core Volume [cm3] 1451 3655 
Internal Volume [cm3] 220 206 
Free Flow cross sectional area 
[m2] 0.053 0.032 
Fin pitch [mm] 1.59 1.49 
Fin height [mm] 7.96 7.96 
Fin thickness [mm] 0.11 0.10 
Louver angle [deg] 27 27 
Louver pitch [mm] 1.4 1.4 
Louver height [mm] 7.4 7.4 
Air heat transfer area [m2] 1.99 4.4 
Tube pitch [mm] 9.8 11.6 
Tube major dia [mm] 18.77 25.88 
Tube minor dia [mm] 1.9 1.9 
Number of ports per tubes 19 17 
Port hydraulic diameter [mm] 0.731 1.092 
Port shape Triangular Square 
Tube Free Flow Area [mm2] 11.96 20.28 
Refrigerant heat transfer area 
2
0.34 0.695 
H
ea
t E
xc
ha
ng
er
s 
Weight [kg] 0.95 2.51 
Manufacturer Danfos Material  Acrylic 
Model HE 0.5 Internal Volume 26.4 
Liquid Chamber [cm3] 8.5 Height [mm] 133.4 
Vapor Chamber [cm3] 23 Inside Diameter 15.9 
H1 [mm] 20 Outside Diameter 50.8 
L [mm] 178 Overall Height [mm] 152.4 
L1 [mm] 10 
R
ec
ei
ve
r 
Overall Width [mm] 76.2 
L2 [mm] 7 
D [mm] 27.5 
In
te
rn
al
 H
ea
t 
Ex
ch
an
ge
r 
Weight [kg] 0.3 
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The range of experimental data collected is shown in Table 4.1 to illustrate the varying set of conditions to be 
compared between model and experiment.  The range of operating conditions explored is characteristic of a small 
refrigeration application such as a bottle cooler. 
Table 4.3 Experimental results for different operating conditions. 
Data Point m (g/s) Wcomp  (W) COP (-) Qevap (kW) Qcond (kW) 
E-2 3.587 419.7 2.797 1.174 1.532 
I-2 4.638 441 3.109 1.371 1.762 
I-3 4.074 485 2.591 1.257 1.67 
U-3 4.478 488.8 2.569 1.256 1.678 
U-4 4.07 518.9 2.266 1.176 1.61 
AA-2 4.531 535.5 2.29 1.226 1.617 
AB-3 3.997 496.9 2.204 1.095 1.45 
K-5 3.618 401.7 2.733 1.098 1.443 
      
AFR Evap (l/s) AFR Cond (l/s) Teai (C) Teao (C) Tcai (C) Tcao (C) 
68.5 123.3 15.25 2.87 21.73 32.67 
67.6 123.2 26.73 11.34 27.72 40.62 
55.9 97.4 26.6 9.861 27.83 44.11 
68.0 122.7 26.66 12.52 34.99 48.05 
55.7 98.5 26.94 10.09 35.05 50.99 
68.3 122.0 27.42 13.76 40.61 53.51 
69.1 121.7 21.03 9.03 40.58 52.12 
68.4 122.6 15.43 3.57 28.26 38.88 
      
RHei (%RH) DPevap (kPa) DPcond (kPa) xin (-) xout (-) DTsubcool (C) 
0.3885 8.34 12.19 0.1275 1 17.82 
0.3082 11 14.17 0.1866 1 2.48 
0.2694 9.34 13.65 0.1575 1 14.67 
0.3589 10.29 12.78 0.2257 1 1.59 
0.2901 8.98 13.9 0.2062 1 8.78 
0.3287 10.37 9.39 0.249 1 1.47 
0.3744 9.08 11.26 0.2469 0.99 1.42 
0.3945 8.61 10.73 0.1866 1 4.49 
      
Cond (g) Evap (g) Comp (g) SLHX High (g) 
SLHX 
Low (g) 
Discharge 
Line (g) 
40.35 21.19 37.63 22.82 0.39 0.34 
31.54 20.11 45.35 31.61 0.23 0.34 
31.62 22.88 38.59 26.70 0.13 0.39 
29.21 25.46 34.93 23.12 0.55 0.38 
28.79 31.07 37.64 15.50 0.19 0.63 
31.94 19.50 53.22 17.42 0.63 0.67 
30.96 20.39 37.53 23.19 0.74 1.29 
28.59 24.88 39.47 21.57 0.23 0.31 
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The locations of the thermocouples, pressure transducers, and mass flow meter are shown in Figure 4.1.  In 
addition to the refrigerant instrumentation, the air temperatures at the inlet and outlet of the heat exchangers and the 
throat of the flow measuring nozzle, humidity, power required by the compressor, and air flow rate were also 
collected.  This air and refrigerant data makes it possible to calculate the evaporator condenser capacity 
independently, system COP, and refrigerant pressure drop.  The air and refrigerant data was used to ensure that all 
the heat transferred to and from the system was accounted for within an industry accepted ±5% for the evaporator 
and condenser.  Table 4.3 shows the data as collected from each of the experimental tests as well as the criteria for 
each test condition.  The test condition consists of setting the inlet air temperature to the heat exchangers and the air 
flow rate over the heat exchangers.  The other quantities in the table are a result of the system performance.  The 
experimental uncertainties for pressure, temperature, mass flow rate, and scale measurements were within ±10 kPa, 
±0.1°C, ±1.7%, and ±0.3 grams respectively.  The resulting uncertainty in the condenser and evaporator capacities 
and system COP were measured within ±1.3% and ±1.7% respectively.  
4.3 Experimental Methods 
The experimental charge analysis was completed by running an experimental operating condition until 
thermal steady state of the system was achieved.  The thermal performance data was collected at this time.  After the 
data was acquired, the six ball valves located throughout the refrigerant circuit were closed simultaneously and the 
system was switched off.  The location of these six valves can be seen in Figure 4.1 where the red arrows point to 
the six ball valves.  The ball valves are located at the inlet and outlet of each of the components in the system which 
effectively separates the system into six subcomponents including the condenser, evaporator, compressor, discharge 
line, high pressure internal heat exchanger or liquid line or receiver, and low pressure internal heat exchanger.  
When the valves at the inlet and outlet of a component are closed, the component is then separated from the rest of 
the system and the refrigerant during operation is trapped within the component.  Therefore, by shutting all six 
valves at once, the refrigerant that is flowing through the components is trapped within the component and the 
charge from each component can be independently removed and weighed. 
The refrigerant within each component must then be weighed and recorded.  Each component within the 
refrigerant circuit has a connection port.  An aluminum sample cylinder is vacuumed to remove all air and moisture 
from inside and weighed.  The cylinder is then connected to this port and the refrigerant is removed.  However, 
simply connecting a sample cylinder to this port will not guarantee that all charge is removed.  In order to remove all 
charge from the system, the cylinder must be cooled enough to reduce the saturation pressure in the cylinder and 
remove as much charge from the component of interest as possible.  This was accomplished by immersing the 
cylinder in liquid nitrogen at -180 °C.  Figure 4.4 shows the sample cylinder in a liquid nitrogen bath and the 
refrigerant hose that connects the cylinder to the component. 
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Figure 4.4 Liquid nitrogen sample cylinder. 
In turn, the saturation pressure of the refrigerant is reduced to approximately 0 kPa inside of the sample 
cylinder effectively pulling a vacuum on the component and removing all refrigerant from the component and 
placing it in the sample cylinder.  The sample cylinder is disconnected from the system when the pressure inside of 
the component being tested has been reduced to a minimum for at least a five minute period.  Any condensate or ice 
is removed and the cylinder and it is weighed.  The difference in weight when vacuumed and then full with 
refrigerant is the mass of refrigerant present in that component during the steady state operating point of interest. 
The typical pressure within a component after the sample cylinder has reached its minimum pressure is 20 
kPa.  When the residual charge within the component at that pressure is calculated, a total of less than 0.1 grams of 
refrigerant are still within the component.  This sampling method made it possible to completely remove the charge 
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from all components independently and directly compare these experimentally measured results to model predicted 
charge amounts for the same operating point. 
4.4 Simulation Model  
4.4.1 Model Description 
The experimental baseline refrigeration system is modeled with a finite element approach using 
Engineering Equation Solver (EES) software as developed by Klein (2003).  EES is an equation solver that utilizes a 
Newton-Raphson solver to simultaneously solve many equations and unknowns without having to explicitly solve 
for any one variable.  The software also has the ability to calculate properties of refrigerants and fluids from the 
Refprop (1998) database when given at least two independent properties to define the unknown property.  The low 
charge hydrocarbon simulation model was based on the steady state model of a CO2 automotive air conditioning 
system programmed by Yin et al (1998).  Some of the underlying assumptions made in the model include: 
1. Adiabatic flow through all connection tubing. 
2. Isenthalpic expansion of high pressure liquid to low pressure two phase fluid. 
3. Small property changes of fluid when flowing through heat exchangers. 
a. Small pressure drop (<20 kPa). 
b. Small temperature glide (<2 °C). 
4. Uniform temperature and velocity profiles at inlet to heat exchangers. 
5. Uniform air and refrigerant heat transfer coefficients. 
6. Thermal resistance of tube walls and tube fin interface neglected. 
7. Negligible oil circulation rate. 
8. Uniform refrigerant distribution between tubes. 
9. Non superheated exit from evaporator (0.95 ≤ x ≤ 1.0). 
 
The model is structured as a series of simultaneous equations and property information used in 
conservation of energy, conservation of mass, and published correlations for such entities as pressure drop, heat 
transfer coefficients, and void fraction.  The model requires the input information about each component such as in 
the heat exchanger, tube geometry, fin geometry, physical size, and fin density.  The necessary geometry 
information for the heat exchangers is provided in Table 4.2 for the condenser and evaporator.  After basic system 
information is entered into the model, only basic input parameters are needed to run the model.  The inputs needed 
to run the model include the same set of inputs used when running the experiment: air inlet temperatures, air flow 
rates, air humidity, and the exit quality from the evaporator.  Once the component information is entered and the 
conditions are input to the model, it is ready to run.  This thermal performance model and describe any part of the 
system.  The model is a very detailed analysis of the thermal performance of the system components.  Therefore, 
any thermodynamic property than can be calculated can also be an output from the model.  The most common and 
useful outputs include refrigerant pressure drop, mass flow rate, capacities, COP, pressures, and temperatures.  The 
importance of this information is seen when calculating heat exchanger efficiency, system efficiency, and 
component sizing.  The outputs are generated from the given set of inputs and the basic energy equations and 
correlations within the program.  For instance, once the air flow rate and temperature are input, then correlations for 
air side pressure drop and air side heat transfer coefficient are calculated which effectively calculated the capacity of 
the heat exchanger.  Simultaneously on the refrigerant side, the mass flow rate, temperature, and pressure are 
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simultaneously solved providing the necessary values to balance the air and refrigerant heat transfer for each 
component.  As a result, the refrigerant properties are matched to the air properties in order to reach a common 
capacity.  Once all balances are obtained throughout the system within the tolerances of the EES software, the 
system is solved.  Each of the components is then linked to one another with interface variables on the refrigerant 
side.  The interface variables are typically intensive and extensive properties such as refrigerant temperature, 
pressure, and mass flow rate at the inlet to a component. The components are linked to one another by specifying the 
outlet pressure and temperature of one component equal to the inlet pressure and temperature to the next component 
in the system.  Due to this structure of linking the components together, it is possible to isolate the different 
components and to simulate their performances individually.  The advantage to isolating components includes 
focusing on a specific aspect of the system.  Simulating the entire system may cause problems in this situation if for 
instance the pressure drop in the condenser over a range of mass flow rates were to be explored.  In the entire system 
model, it would be difficult to arrive at a solution for each component as the mass flow rate was increased therefore 
making that parametric study impossible.  By focusing only on the condenser component, it would be very easy to 
simulate a range of mass flow rates.  
4.4.2 Model Components 
4.4.2.1 Compressor 
The charge in the hermetic compressor is modeled as three separate components.  These components include the 
amount of charge absorbed in the oil, the amount of charge in the vapor space of the compressor shell, and the 
charge in the compression chamber.  The compressor volume has been experimentally measured to be 2470 cm3 
with 450 cm3 of oil.  The compression chamber is 9.4 cm3.  The vapor space of the shell is then the total volume 
minus the space occupied by oil which is 2020 cm3.  The charge prediction for the vapor space and compression 
chamber is more straight forward than for the prediction of charge absorbed in the oil.  The only information needed 
include the volume and the specific volume or density of the refrigerant.  The density of the refrigerant in the shell 
vapor space is calculated as a function of the inlet refrigerant temperature and pressure to the compressor shell.  The 
density of refrigerant in the compression chamber is a function of the discharge temperature and pressure.  The 
compression chamber is very small and therefore the temperature drop from the compression chamber to the 
discharge line of the compressor is neglected since the change in density is negligible.  The charge within the oil is 
calculated based on solubility data that was experimentally measured in the Air Conditioning and Refrigerant Center 
at the University of Illinois.  The 3GS mineral oil used in the compressor was tested with the propane to yield a 
solubility plot of the mixture as a function of temperature and pressure.  Therefore, if the temperature and pressure 
of the mixture is known, then the quantity of propane in the oil is also known as a function of the volume of the oil 
for this exact type of oil and propane.  This solubility plot is show in Figure 4.5 where the red lines represent the 
percentage of propane in the oil. 
This makes the prediction of refrigerant in oil possible provided the quantity of oil is known.  The total 
charge of propane in the compressor is then the sum of the charge in the vapor space of the shell, the compression 
chamber, and absorbed in the oil. 
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Figure 4.5 Solubility data for 3GS mineral oil and propane. 
4.4.2.2 Heat Exchangers 
The condenser and evaporator models are fundamentally the same.  The differences include the direction of 
heat flow to the fluid and in the different geometry of the heat exchangers.  Both heat exchangers are subdivided into 
smaller elements which consist of different refrigerant flow regimes and different parts of the physical heat 
exchanger such as inlet header, inlet tube, etc.  The condenser is modeled using a total of nine elements where four 
of those elements represent different flow regimes within the microchannel tubes and the other five include inlet 
header, two phase header, outlet header, and inlet and outlet tubes.  The four elements of microchannel tubes include 
superheated vapor, two phase in the first pass, two phase in the second pass, and subcooled liquid.  The evaporator is 
modeled using a total of nine elements where seven of the elements represent the inlet and outlet tubes, inlet and 
outlet header, two phase header, and inlet and outlet header tubes.  The other two elements represent the two phase 
flow in the first slab in the tubes and the two phase flow in the second slab in the tubes.  Since the evaporator was 
constrained to non superheated exit conditions, there is no superheated portion of flow to model.  
It is possible to model the two phase regions of the condenser and evaporator as two large elements because 
both the pressure drop and temperature glide as the refrigerant moves through the heat exchanger are small, 
respectively less than 20 kPa and 2°C.  Since the temperature and pressure changes are small, an average 
temperature or pressure can be used to calculate fluid properties at any point along the flow within the two phase 
region.  For the void fraction and charge prediction, the large two phase elements were further broken down into 
smaller subcomponents to account for the change in quality and therefore void fraction as the refrigerant flowed 
through the tubes.  In the two phase portion of heat transfer, the heat transfer coefficient of the fluid does change 
dramatically.  The model does not account for this large change.  Instead, an average heat transfer coefficient is used 
since the length of the two phase region is relatively short and an average void fraction of the region can be 
assumed.  The heat transfer coefficient is a function of quality, void fraction, and mass flux.  In an evaporator or 
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condenser, the quality is constantly changing as the flow moves through the heat exchanger and therefore the heat 
transfer coefficient is also constantly changing.  However, the refrigerant heat transfer coefficient ranges from 10 to 
50 times larger than the air side heat transfer coefficient and the airside heat transfer area is less than six times larger 
than the refrigerant heat transfer area.  Therefore, the airside heat transfer is the limiting factor to overall heat 
transfer in the microchannel heat exchanger.  Because of this large imbalance, it is possible to assume an average 
heat transfer coefficient for the refrigerant since the restriction to heat transfer is on the air side.  Therefore, one of 
the approximations in the model is to calculate the heat transfer coefficient based on the average properties between 
then inlet and outlet of two phase element.  Even though this is an average heat transfer coefficient, it is large 
enough that it will not restrict the heat transfer to or from the refrigerant as much as changing the air side area of the 
heat exchanger.  This overall average heat transfer coefficient was then used to calculate the local heat transfer along 
the length of the microchannel tubes and then calculate local void fractions and charge.  Summing the predicted 
charge in each of these smaller elements made it possible to calculate the total charge in the two phase region of 
flow.  Figure 4.6 below shows an example of the predicted charge as a function of length of tubing through the first 
and second passes of the condenser and evaporator for operating condition K-5. 
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Figure 4.6 Charge as a function of length along microchannel tubes. 
This approximation of using large elements for the two phase heat transfer is reasonable for a system with a large 
imbalance between refrigerant and airside heat transfer abilities.  If the imbalance were smaller, more refrigerant 
elements would be necessary effectively calculating a local heat transfer coefficient instead of an average heat 
transfer coefficient.  For the charge prediction model, the average heat transfer coefficient was sufficient since the 
region of two phase heat transfer calculated from the average heat transfer coefficient could be subdivided and local 
void fractions calculated.   
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The inlet and outlet tubes from the heat exchangers are also included in the model.  The flow in the 
connecting tubes is modeled as an adiabatic flow.  These tubes do need to be included in the model because all 
extraneous charges have to be accounted for between the individual components in order to match the experimental 
data collected.  For the thoroughness of the model it was important to calculate and incorporate these minor charge 
amounts even though when calculated independently they do not add up to much.  
Emphasis was placed on modeling the real structure of the heat exchanger in combination with validated 
correlations for air and refrigerant side heat transfer coefficients and pressure drops as shown in Table 4.4.  
Table 4.4 Pressure drop and heat transfer correlations used to model the heat exchangers. 
  Condenser Evaporator 
Refrigerant Pressure Drop Souza (1993) Souza (1993) 
Air Side Pressure Drop Chang and Wang (1996b) Chang and Wang (1996b) 
Refrigerant Heat Transfer Coefficient  - -  
Single Phase Gnielinski (1976) N/A  
Two Phase Dobson and Chato (1998) Wattelet and Chato (1994) 
Air Side Heat Transfer Coefficient Chang and Wang (1996a) Chang and Wang (1996a) 
Void Fraction Correlation Nino et al (2002) Nino et al (2002) 
 
This table summarizes the correlations used to calculate the performance of the heat exchangers.  These equations 
were chosen as they were the most recent published correlations and most widely accepted.  These equations are 
also unique as they are some of the first correlations developed for defining characteristics of flow in and around 
microchannel tubes.   
4.4.2.3 Condenser 
The modeling of the condenser tubes was divided into four regions as described above.  The superheated 
region was then further divided into 50 smaller sections to account for the change in properties of the vapor as it is 
cooled from a high discharge temperature around 75°C to the condensing temperature between 30°C and 55°C 
typically.  By dividing this superheated portion into the smaller elements, a more accurate evaluation of the heat 
transfer coefficient and thermophysical properties can be made.  
The two phase heat transfer analysis and assumptions are described above as general two phase flow in 
microchannel heat exchangers.   
The subcooled liquid portion of the condenser is modeled in one element since this portion of the heat 
exchanger accounts for less than 10% of the total charge.  Also, in the subcooled liquid, the properties of the fluid do 
not change drastically since there is a very small pressure drop less than 1 kPa and a small temperature drop less 
than 3 °C.  Therefore the charge in the subcooled portion of the microchannel tubes is accomplished by calculating 
and average density and using the free flow area of the microchannel tubes and the length of the subcooled heat 
transfer section to obtain volume.  Charge is then calculated as a function of the density and volume.   
4.4.2.4 Evaporator 
As described above, the evaporator consists of only two elements of two phase flow.  Since the inlet to the 
evaporator is two phase and the exit of the evaporator is constrained to be non-superheated, this leaves only two 
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phase fluid in the evaporator microchannel tubes.  The evaporator can be evaluated using only two elements without 
a loss in heat transfer or pressure drop accuracy because the evaporation pressure and thus the refrigerant 
temperature in the evaporator are virtually constant.  The temperature glide in the evaporator is less than 1°C and the 
pressure drop is less than 10 kPa.  Only the refrigerant side pressure drop across the coil causes slightly lower 
evaporation temperatures towards the exit of the component, provided that the refrigerant is in the saturated vapor 
state at the exit.  With only this small pressure drop, the properties of the fluid remain basically unchanged and 
assuming either a constant temperature/pressure or an average temperature/pressure permits all fluid properties to be 
calculated with certainty as described above in the condenser description.  For charge prediction the two phase 
region of heat transfer was subdivided as described above to calculate local heat transfer and therefore local void 
fractions in the microchannel tubes along the length of refrigerant flow.  The total charge in the two phase region 
was calculated by summing these smaller sections together. 
4.4.2.5 Internal Heat Exchanger 
The internal heat exchanger (suction line heat exchanger) is modeled in a simplified way.  In normal 
operating conditions, the suction line heat exchanger has the high pressure side filled with high density liquid and 
the low pressure side filled with low density vapor.  There is some two phase refrigerant present in the low pressure 
side of the IHX that is a result of the two phase flow exiting the evaporator, but this is quickly evaporated and 
neglected.  The volumes of the IHX were also measured before any experiments were run to determine the true 
volumes of both the high and low pressure sides including tube fittings.  In experiment, the IHX had a single phase 
fluid on both pressure sides.  An average density of the refrigerant was calculated based on inlet and outlet 
conditions from each section.  The mass of propane in each portion of the IHX was then calculated from the average 
density and measured volume.   
4.4.3 Model Validation 
The model verification was conducted using experimental data, collected over a range of operating 
conditions as shown in Table 4.1, from a low charge hydrocarbon refrigeration system with a microchannel 
evaporator and condenser, internal heat exchanger, and compressor as shown in Figure 4.1 and Table 4.2 show the 
system configuration and the detailed specifications.  The reduced data collected from experiment including the 
operating conditions is shown in Table 4.3. 
The model was validated by comparing the experimentally measured and model predicted charge amounts 
for each of the components in the experimental systems for the same set operating conditions.  In the comparison 
between model and experiment, only the total charge in a given component could be compared including all 
connecting tubes and volumes between the valves that divide a component from the rest of the system.  The model is 
able to further reduce total charges into charges of particular regions, but this was not able to be accomplished in 
experiment.  The comparison for this model and experiment are shown in Figure 4.7 to show how well the charge is 
predicted.   
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Figure 4.7 Model predicted and experimental charge comparison. 
4.4.4 Model Application 
The model has been shown to predict heat exchanger charge within ±20% and compressor total charge 
within ±12%.  The model can then be used to explore how much refrigerant is present in each region of flow and in 
each volume of the components.  In the compressor the charge is calculated as charge in oil, vapor space, and 
compression chamber.  For the operating conditions given above, the model prediction of the individual sub 
components of charge is shown in Figure 4.8.  This figure is very important for quantifying how much charge each 
component contributes to the overall system and also which components would benefit the most from some change 
in their design.  It is obvious to see that the compressor accounts for a large portion of the total system charge.  What 
is even more important to note is that most of the charge in the compressor is absorbed in the oil.  Another large 
contributor of charge includes the liquid line and receiver as well as the headers of the condenser.  The liquid line 
was in place for mass flow measuring and other experimental purposes and was much larger than an actual liquid 
line in a system.  In a real system, the liquid line would be replaced with a capillary tube which would reduce the 
charge in the liquid line to less than 3 grams.  The headers of the condenser are large storage reservoirs.  New header 
designs could be used to reduce the void space in the header to reduce this extraneous volume. 
The experimental results can be compared to model results as shown in Figure 4.8 to validate the overall 
prediction accuracy of the model.  The model can then be used to further break each component in the system into 
more pieces to explore in what parts of the heat exchanger or compressor for example the charge is concentrated.  
Figure 4.9 is the result of using the model to further reduce the charge of each component into the flow regime or 
piece of the heat exchanger.  Now it is possible to see exactly the effect of the quantity of oil and the size of the shell 
in the compressor on the total system charge.  The amount of propane absorbed in the oil of the compressor accounts 
for 50% of the charge in the compressor and almost 25% of the total system charge.  The liquid line of the system 
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also accounts for approximately 10% of the system charge.  The breakdown of charge in the heat exchangers verify 
that the headers account for the majority of the charge in the condenser.  In the condenser, the headers account for 
approximately 60% of the total charge in the condenser.  Therefore, the headers should be focused on as the most 
important component of a heat exchanger for reduction of charge since it accounts for the single largest volume and 
charge in the condenser.  As in Figure 4.8, Figure 4.9 shows that the compressor and condenser are the two largest 
contributors to charge in the system and also have the greatest potential for charge reduction by exploring smaller 
header, smaller compressor shell, and less oil.  The evaporator has small headers, but could benefit by totally 
removing the headers.   
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Figure 4.8 Model predicted charge divided by component for each operating condition. 
The need for an accurate system simulation model stems from the fact that measuring the performance of a 
system over a wide range of operating conditions is a very timely process.  Therefore is a system model can be 
validated for a given experimental system, then many more conditions can be simulated and used to explore what 
changes can be made to the system to increase its performance and decrease the charge of refrigerant.  A model can 
simulate a variety of heat exchanger geometries or explore other conditions in a parametric study of the system to 
determine at how the system responds to heat exchanger design changes and how sensitive the system is to certain 
changes and in what range of operating parameters maximize the system performance.   
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Figure 4.9 Model predicted charge breakdown for all components. 
Another application of a validated model would be to explore new heat exchanger designs and system 
configurations.  New designs may include slight variations such as different fin geometry, fin pitch, or louver pitch.  
The model can also be used to explore more drastic changes to the system such as changing the size of the heat 
exchanger, using a different tube, or using more tubes.  In a system model, this is very powerful because the effect 
of changing one component can be seen in the other components of the system.  For instance, increasing the size of a 
heat exchanger may improve the performance of that heat exchanger, but the charge may increase with that change 
in size as well.  A new microchannel tube or a tube with a smaller hydraulic diameter could be explored to see how 
this reduction in volume relates to reduction in charge and also how the system performance responds.  
Changing the refrigerant side area and volume is an approach to reduce the void fraction in the 
microchannel tubes.  Figure 4.10 is a plot showing how the reduction in charge in the condenser varies with the 
capacity and COP as the number of ports in the microchannel tube of the condenser is reduced from 19 to 9 for 
operating condition AA-2.  The condenser capacity decreases by 2.3% and the system COP decreases by 3.3% and 
the charge decrease 15.6% as the ports are reduced by two.  When the number of ports is only reduced to 13, the 
capacity COP, and charge decrease 0.9%, 1.3%, and 9.4% respectively.  This plot illustrates that the reduction of 
ports will decrease system performance, but optimizing the numbers of ports to use can show the limit as to when 
the system no longer responds.  The plot shows how the COP begins to decrease more rapidly as the number of ports 
is reduced below 13 for this operating condition.   
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Figure 4.10 COP, Q, and charge as a function of number of ports in condenser microchannel tubes. 
When the same variation is applied to the evaporator, there is a different system response as shown in Figure 4.11.  
Mainly, there is less cost in performance for a larger decrease in charge for the evaporator.  For operating conditions 
AA-2, the capacity, COP, and charge decrease 10.2%, 5.4%, and 59.7% respectively as the number of ports is 
reduced from 17 to 2.  However, 2 ports is not realistic and when the trends in performance are evaluated it would 
make more sense to reduce the number of ports to 8.  With 8 ports active the capacity, COP, and charge are reduced 
1.4%, 0.7%, and 40.8% respectively.  Therefore, when the number of ports is reduced by half in the evaporator, 
there is a decrease in charge of 40.8% with only a decrease in capacity and COP of less than 1.5%!  Therefore, one 
could reduce the charge of the system simply by optimizing the number of ports in the microchannel tubes with a 
small decrease in performance.  Overall, reducing the ports to 13 in the condenser and 8 in the evaporator decrease 
the total system charge by 2.1% and 8.1% when changed independently. 
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Figure 4.11 COP, Q, and charge as a function of number of ports in evaporator microchannel tubes. 
4.5 Conclusions 
A detailed system model and has been validated within ±12.6% and ±20% for the prediction of the charge 
of the system and components respectively.  Correlations for void fraction, pressure drop, heat transfer coefficient, 
and air side heat transfer coefficient were used with no modifications or corrections to the correlations to improve 
the comparison between experiment and model.  The validated model was used to illustrate the quantities of 
refrigerant charge in each of the system components and to also subdivide the components to show the quantities of 
charge within each region of flow in the components.  The model was used to show a heat exchanger can be made 
with less ports and therefore less internal volume with a cost of less than 1.4% and 0.7% to the capacity and COP 
respectively and a reduction in charge of over 40%.  The application of the model in these few studies is the 
groundwork for the development of new heat exchangers in smaller packages while maintaining the COP and 
capacity and reducing charge compared to the experimental baseline system.   
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Chapter 5. Parametric Study of Charge Minimization 
Techniques with a Microchannel Condenser 
Abstract 
This paper discusses the exploration via experiment and computer model of multiple microchannel 
condensers for use in a low charge hydrocarbon refrigeration system.  The system contains less than 150 grams of 
refrigerant and is capable of producing between 1 kW and 2 kW of cooling capacity.  The heat exchangers explored 
in this paper were designed to understand various aspects of the charge distribution within the condenser.  The four 
condensers were designed using the same microchannel tubes and fins giving virtually the same air side heat transfer 
area and properties while varying the refrigerant flow configuration of the heat exchanger from a baseline two pass 
parallel flow, to a single pass parallel flow, a single pass parallel flow with blocked ports, and a two circuit 
serpentine design.  This paper presents the experimental and model results in a comparison between the four 
condensers.  The model was shown to predict the capacity and charge of the condenser within ±5% and ±20% 
respectively.  The validated model was then used to further analyze the charge distribution within the heat exchanger 
for the different designs to understand why the different designs required different charge amounts.  Different 
aspects of the various designs were explored to determine what the minimum charge of refrigerant in the condenser 
would be possible and at what cost in performance this minimum charge could be obtained. 
5.1 Introduction 
Reduction of the refrigerant charge within a system can be approached from several different directions.  
The overall system can be made as small as possible therefore reducing the required charge to operate the system; 
however the system performance will suffer as a result of a reduction in size due to an increase in pressure drop and 
decrease in capacity.  Another approach, as taken in this study, is to locate the components that contain the most 
charge within the system and optimize the charge within each of the system components starting with the largest 
contributors.  Chapter 2 shows the largest contributor of charge outside of the compressor is the condenser and 
evaporator where the condenser can account for up to 50% more charge than in the evaporator.  This study looks at 
several condenser designs to develop a relationship between the charge amount in the condenser and its performance 
and to then further study how different condensers may maintain the baseline performance and reduce system charge 
by 5% or more by changing the condenser alone.  The compressor may be the single largest contributor to charge, 
but the technology available with microchannel tubes make the reduction of charge in the heat exchangers possible. 
To compare different condensers, it is imperative that each of the condensers have a design aspect that is 
consistent between them.  The main goal of this study is finding the relationship between performance and charge.  
The charge is directly related to the internal volume of the condenser and the refrigerant flow configuration of the 
condenser.  Therefore, in order to see the effect of a different refrigerant flow configuration on the charge in the 
condenser, all other variables must remain constant.  The four condensers used in this study are made with identical 
subcomponents including microchannel tubes, fins, and headers (if present).  The condensers were made to be the 
same physical size so that their air side heat transfer area, heat transfer coefficient, and face velocity were constant 
for the same set of experimental conditions.  By maintaining these subcomponents constant, any variations in 
condenser performance or charge can be attributed solely to the different refrigerant flow configuration. 
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The condensers are also modeled in the validated model as proposed in Chapter 4.  The model is able to 
reduce the condenser into its fundamental parts which include each region of refrigerant flow and therefore be able 
to predict the charge present in each flow region.  The model is also able to predict how the rest of the system will 
respond to the different condensers therefore calculating the capacity, COP, and compressor power needed for each 
design in a full system model.  The experimental data collected for the condensers will also further validate the 
model for new condenser designs and charge prediction.  For this study, the model was separated into the individual 
system subcomponents including the compressor, condenser, evaporator, and internal heat exchanger.  Only the 
condenser model was used to compare experiment to model since that was the study of interest.  Removing the other 
components from the model made the direct comparison of experimental conditions to the exact same conditions in 
the model.  When the full system model is used, the other components may alter the performance of the condenser 
therefore introducing error in the comparisons.  The separate condenser model eliminates the unrelated errors and 
only the errors present in the condenser model will be seen and a comparison to experiment will quantify those 
errors in prediction. 
5.2 Experimental Facility 
The experimental facility used is located in the Air Conditioning and Refrigeration Center at the University 
of Illinois Urbana/Champaign.  The laboratory consists of the low charge hydrocarbon refrigeration system and two 
independently controlled re-circulating air wind tunnel loops.  A schematic of the facility can be found in Figure 5.1 
which illustrates how the refrigeration system and wind tunnel loops are interconnected.   
Figure 5.1 shows the two independent wind tunnels and the configuration of the test sections within each 
wind tunnel.  The test sections of each wind tunnel consist of a flow straightener, a flow settling section, the heat 
exchanger section, flow measuring nozzles, and flow settling means before being re-circulated by an industrial high 
pressure direct drive blower through a bank of heaters and humidifiers.  Since each wind tunnel is independently 
controlled, the air flow rate, air inlet temperature, and humidity can be controlled independently.  A detailed 
description of the facility can be found in Appendix A.   
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Figure 5.1 Schematic of experimental facility. 
5.2.1 Measurements 
The measurements made in the laboratory include the temperature and pressure of the refrigerant at the 
inlet and outlet of the condenser with the use of calibrated immersion thermocouples and calibrated refrigerant 
absolute and differential pressure transducers.  Air temperature measurements are made with the use of calibrated 
thermocouples and thermocouple grids located at the inlet and outlet of the condenser and the temperature of the air 
is measured with a calibrated thermocouple at the outlet of the flow measuring nozzle.  Humidity measurements are 
made at the outlet of the condenser flow measuring nozzle.  The refrigerant mass flow rate is measured after the high 
side receiver which is located in the refrigerant flow after the condenser.  The accuracy of the immersion 
thermocouples, absolute pressure transducers, differential pressure transducers, mass flow meter, and scale is 
±0.1 °C, ±20 kPa, ±0.3 kPa, ±1.7%, ±0.3 grams respectively.  The refrigerant and air side energy balances were 
calculated and measured within ±5% as shown in Figure 5.2.   
The error bars are shown at ±5% representing the highest and lowest acceptable values.  Comparison of the 
refrigerant and air side energy balances are useful for validating that the data taken can independently be confirmed 
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in two ways.  More detailed information regarding equipment calibration, sensor types and description, and 
instrumentation placement can be found in Appendix B and C. 
Figure 5.3 is a schematic of the experimental refrigeration system.  This schematic is useful for locating the 
instrumentation positions within the system and also show where the ball valves are located that were used to trap 
the refrigerant within each component.  It can be seen that there was a ball valve located in the refrigerant line 
immediately before and after the condenser.   
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Figure 5.2 Refrigerant and air side energy balance. 
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Figure 5.3 Schematic of refrigeration system. 
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Between these two valves was the necessary tubing to connect the condenser to the system, the pressure taps, 
thermocouple taps, and charge removal ports.  In experiment, this tubing and instrumentation remained constant for 
all four condensers to minimize any error in charge or pressure drop prediction within these sections.  The other 
system components were arranged in a similar manner as the condenser, but were not evaluated in this discussion. 
5.3 Description of Experimental Condensers 
In this study of charge minimization strategies, there were four condensers evaluated and the details of 
these condensers can be found in Table 5.1.  The four designs include three parallel flow and one serpentine design.  
In order to study various aspects of each parallel flow design and then compare those three parallel flow designs to a 
serpentine design, each condenser design has at least one aspect of its design that is not known by either calculation 
or experiment.  But, when these four similar designs information is pooled together, those unknowns can be 
calculated.  The unknown quantities are all related to the charge prediction in the condenser.  The model can predict 
the charge in the tubes of the heat exchangers within ±20%, as will be shown in experiment later, but the header 
charge distribution is unknown.  Therefore, by predicting what the charge should be in the tubes of the condenser, 
then measuring the charge experimentally first for the serpentine condenser that has miniscule headers volumes, the 
difference between the measured charge and the calculated charge in the tubes is the charge in the headers.  For 
these specific condenser headers, which are all the same, an approximation can be made to predict the charge in the 
headers and therefore predict the total charge of the condenser with much better accuracy.  This will be possible 
since the study includes heat exchangers with multiphase headers, no headers, and single phase headers. 
5.3.1 Condenser 1 – Two Circuit Serpentine 
Condenser 1 is a two circuit serpentine condenser and a picture of Condenser 1 is shown in Figure 5.4 and a 
schematic of the condenser is shown in Figure 5.8.  The internal volume of this condenser is the smallest of the four 
at 105.2 cm3.  This small volume is a result of not having headers.  However, a serpentine condenser does incur a 
higher pressure drop than a parallel flow design because there are fewer tubes for the refrigerant to flow through and 
the length of each tube is much longer.  Since there is less refrigerant free flow area, the mass flux and therefore the 
void fraction is also much higher in a serpentine design as compared to a parallel flow design which increases the 
vapor space and reduced the charge in the microchannel tubes.  
Therefore, a serpentine condenser will have a higher pressure drop than a parallel flow condenser, but the 
charge within the tubes will be less than the charge in a lower mass flux designs of a parallel flow design.  The 
serpentine design is very useful for verifying the pressure drop and void fraction correlations used in the model since 
there are no headers to incur additional unknown pressure drops and charge.  By validating the models prediction of 
pressure drop and void fraction with the serpentine condenser, it is possible to move on to more complex parallel 
flow designs knowing that the pressure drop and charge in the tubes is predicted within ±20%.   
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Figure 5.4 Two circuit serpentine condenser. 
5.3.2 Condenser 2 – Two Pass Parallel Flow 
Condenser 2 is a two pass parallel flow condenser and a picture of Condenser 2 is shown in Figure 5.5 and 
a schematic is shown in Figure 5.9.  The internal volume of this condenser is 196.2 cm3.  This condenser design has 
the largest number of unknowns since there is a superheated vapor inlet header, multiphase header, and subcooled 
liquid header.  The inlet header charge is the only header charge known with certainty since it is a single phase 
vapor in a given size volume.  The header volume has been measured by cutting the header open and measuring the 
void space around the tubes that protrude into the header.  This represents two of the three headers with an unknown 
charge distribution and pressure drop.   
 
Figure 5.5 Two pass parallel flow condenser. 
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5.3.3 Condenser 3 – One Pass Parallel Flow 
Condenser 3 is a one pass parallel flow condenser and a picture of Condenser 3 is shown in Figure 5.6 and 
a schematic is shown in Figure 5.9.  This condenser will result in the lowest pressure drop of the condensers in this 
study since it has the most parallel tubes and therefore the highest free flow area and lowest mass flux per tube.  The 
internal volume of this condenser is 198.5 cm3.  This condenser has only two headers, superheated vapor inlet 
header and subcooled liquid outlet header, meaning the pressure drop is unknown in both headers and the charge 
distribution is unknown in the outlet header.  As described in the description of Condenser 2, the inlet header is 
single phase vapor and the volume has been measured and is known, therefore the charge in the inlet header can be 
calculated with certainty.  The tubes are also well described with the validated void fraction and pressure drop 
correlations from Condenser 1.  Therefore, the only unknowns are the pressure drop in the inlet and outlet headers 
and the charge distribution in the outlet header which can both be determined with a comparison between the model 
and experiment to account for the additional measured pressure drop and the additional measured charge where 
these additional quantities can both be attributed to the outlet header.   
 
Figure 5.6 One pass parallel flow condenser. 
5.3.4 Condenser 4 – One Pass Parallel Flow with 10 ports 
Condenser 4 is a one pass parallel flow condenser identical to Condenser 3, except 9 ports in each of the 
tubes are intentionally blocked.  A picture of Condenser 4 is shown in Figure 5.7 and a schematic is shown in Figure 
5.11.  Blocking the ports will slightly increase the pressure drop seen in the condenser, but will also increase the 
mass flux in the tubes increasing the heat transfer and void fraction resulting in a reduction of charge in the 
microchannel tubes. 
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Figure 5.7 One pass parallel flow condenser with 9 intentionally blocked ports per tube. 
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Table 5.1 Components of hydrocarbon refrigeration system. 
Manufacturer Tecumseh    
Compressor Type Reciprocating    
Number of pistons 1    
Size (LxWxH) [mm] 201 x 146 x 212    
Weight [kg] 12    
Suction Displacement [cm3] 9.4    
Internal Volume without oil [cm3] 2470    
Oil quantity [cm3] 450    
Oil mass [g] 407    
Oil type 3GS Mineral Oil    
C
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Speed [rpm] 3480    
 Condenser 1 Condenser 2 Condenser 3 Condenser 4 
Manufacturer Modine Modine Modine Modine
Type 2 circuit serpentine 2 pass parallel 1 pass parallel 1 pass parallel 
Face Area (length x width) [cm2] 643 612 612 612
Core Depth [mm] 21.1 21.1 21.1 21.1
Fin pitch [mm] 1.59 1.59 1.59 1.59
Fin height [mm] 7.96 7.96 7.96 7.96
Fin thickness [mm] 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11
Louver angle [deg] 27 27 27 27
Louver pitch [mm] 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.4
Louver height [mm] 7.4 7.4 7.4 7.4
Air heat transfer area [m2] 1.825 1.810 1.810 1.810
Tube pitch [mm] 9.8 9.8 9.8 9.8
Tube major dia [mm] 18.77 18.77 18.77 18.77
Tube minor dia [mm] 1.9 1.9 1.9 1.9
Number of ports per tubes 19 19 19 10
Port hydraulic diameter [mm] 0.7747 0.7747 0.7747 0.7747
Port shape Triangular Triangular Triangular Triangular
Tube Free Flow Area [mm2] 11.96 11.96 11.96 11.96
Refrigerant heat transfer area [m2] 0.429 0.379 0.379 0.199
Weight [kg] 0.86 0.90 0.90 0.90
Total Internal Volume [cm3] 105.2 202.9 198.5 163.7
Connecting tube internal volume [cm3] 11.0 10.7 10.7 10.7
Inlet header internal volume [cm3] 5.6 39.2 57.2 57.2
Two phase header internal volume 
3
N/A 57.2 N/A N/A
Outlet header internal volume [cm3] 5.6 22.4 57.2 57.2
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Microchannel Tube Volume [cm3] 83.0 73.4 73.4 38.6
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Figure 5.8 Schematic of two circuit serpentine condenser. 
**All dimensions in [mm] 
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Figure 5.9 Schematic of two pass parallel flow condenser.
15 Tubes – First Pass 
8 Tubes – Second Pass 
**All dimensions in [mm] 
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Figure 5.10 Schematic of one pass parallel flow condenser. 
23 Tubes 
**All dimensions in [mm] 
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Figure 5.11 Schematic of one pass parallel flow condenser with 9 intentionally blocked ports. 
23 Tubes 
**All dimensions in [mm] 
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5.3.5 Microchannel Tubes and Fins 
The same microchannel tube was used for each of the condenser designs.  A detailed schematic of the 
microchannel tube is shown along with each condenser schematic.  There are 19 ports in the tube in a triangular 
shape.  The tubes are extruded aluminum tubes with a major diameter of 18.77 mm and a minor diameter of 1.9 mm 
and a hydraulic diameter of 0.775 mm.  The fins are also common among the condensers.  The fin pitch of the 
condensers was 1.59 mm with a fin height of 7.92 mm.  Corresponding fin and tube details can be found in Table 5.1. 
5.4 Results 
5.4.1 Experimental 
The four condensers were experimentally compared by testing each condenser over the same range of 
operating conditions.  The conditions that were maintained include the inlet air temperature, the inlet refrigerant 
temperature, refrigerant mass flow rate, and face velocity.  The face velocity was maintained as apposed to the air 
flow rate since there was a slight difference, less than 3%, in air side heat exchange surface area between the 
serpentine and parallel flow designs.  The same velocity means the Reynolds number and therefore the heat transfer 
coefficient would be the same for all four condensers.  The humidity remained constant during the testing around 
50%.  The matrix of conditions run on the condensers included three face velocities, 1.5 m/s, 2.0 m/s, and 2.5 m/s 
and to inlet air temperatures of 25°C and 35°C.  These conditions were chosen to reflect typical operating conditions 
for a heat exchanger of this size.  Table 5.2 shows the experimental data collected for all four condensers at each 
operating condition.   
The four condensers should have different performance characteristics since they implement different 
refrigerant flow configurations.  The one pass parallel flow condensers have the lowest capacity of the four 
condensers.  They have the lowest capacity because the refrigerant heat transfer is a function of the mass flux of the 
refrigerant, in general, the higher the mass flux, the higher the heat transfer. The one pass condensers have the 
lowest mass flux since they utilize more tubes in parallel with one another than in the serpentine or two pass 
configuration.  This is evident in Figure 5.12 where the capacities for each of the test conditions are shown for each 
condenser.  Figure 5.12 as been magnified to show capacities in the range of 1.05 to 1.45 kW and more closely 
illustrate the differences in measured capacity for the range operating conditions for each condenser.   
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Figure 5.12 Experimental comparison of condenser capacity for each test condition. 
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All of the condensers have a capacity within 1.3% of one another with the exception of Condenser 2 under 
test condition A which was 2.4% higher than the next highest condenser.  For these test conditions, the capacity was 
between 1.15 and 1.4 kW and a difference in measured capacities of 1.3% equates to less than 20 Watts.  For this 
small difference, it is possible to say that all four condensers have the same capacity. 
The flow configuration of the different designs does not have a dominant effect on the capacity of the heat 
exchanger, but it does have an effect on the charge and pressure drop within each heat exchanger.  Figure 5.13 
shows the charge experimentally measured for each condenser at each operating condition.  This shows that the 
lowest recorded refrigerant charge was 22.0 grams and the highest was 31.1 grams of propane.  The serpentine and 
blocked port condensers have the lowest charges compared to the two and one pass parallel flow condensers.  For 
most of the operating conditions, the blocked port parallel flow condenser had the lowest charge with the exception 
of condition E where the serpentine had the lowest charge.  Condenser 3 has the largest charge since it has the 
lowest void fraction and lowest mass flux and also the largest header filled with subcooled liquid.  Condenser 2 has 
a large charge amount on account of a large multiphase and subcooled headers in addition to a low mass flux. A 
more detailed discussion of the charge breakdown within the condensers to better understand the differences in 
measured charge will be explored with the computer model in the following sections.   
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Figure 5.13 Experimental comparison of charge for each condenser. 
Another measure of performance of interest includes the pressure drop caused by the condenser and its 
effect on the system.  The pressure drop has a direct relationship to the efficiency of the system.  A larger pressure 
drop is equivalent to a temperature glide through the two phase region of flow in the condenser.  This in turn mean 
the refrigerant needs to be at a higher temperature in order to reject heat to the air which then requires the inlet 
pressure to the condenser to be higher.  This increase in pressure requires the compressor to compress the refrigerant 
more which decreases the pressure ratio across the compress, decreases the efficiency of the compressor, and 
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decreases the refrigerant mass flow rate which all decrease the system efficiency and capacity.  Figure 5.14 is a plot 
of the recorded pressure drop for the four condensers showing the one pass parallel flow with the lowest pressure 
drop, then the two pass, one pass with blocked ports, and finally the serpentine condenser.  This is as expected since 
the largest refrigerant free flow area begins with the one pass parallel flow, two pass parallel flow, one pass with 
blocked ports parallel flow, and serpentine condensers.  The pressure drop for Condenser 2, 3, and 4 are all less than 
5 kPa which is a very small pressure drop and virtually negligible when comparing differences in system 
performance at these different pressure drops.  In this study, only the difference in performance of four condensers 
were measured.  The other components in the system including evaporator, compressor, and internal heat exchanger 
were not analyzed.   
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Figure 5.14 Experimental comparison of pressure drop for all four condensers. 
Therefore the system COP is not able to be calculated and compared for the four condensers.  The main 
reason it was not recorded was because the operating conditions of the evaporator were varied between condensers 
so that the same inlet refrigerant conditions to the condensers could be obtained.  Therefore, a comparison of COP 
would not be appropriate.  The difference in pressure drop between the parallel flow and serpentine condensers is 
staggering since they are different by orders of magnitude.  The pressure drop in the serpentine condenser is a 
maximum around 44 kPa which is still small in comparison to pressure drops in other systems, but the pressure drop 
in the parallel flow condensers is always less than 5 kPa.  This is gives a parallel flow design a large advantage over 
a serpentine design. 
Two other ways of measuring the performance of the condensers include comparing the exit air and 
refrigerant temperatures from the condenser.  The exit air temperature is indicative of the capacity of the system and 
also shows the effectiveness of the heat exchanger where a higher relative exit air temperature compared to the other 
condenser exit air temperatures at the same operating condition represents a more effective heat exchanger.  A 
higher exit air temperature is a result of the heat exchanger being able to transfer more heat to the air.  Figure 5.15 is 
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a comparison of the exit air temperature from the condensers where the maximum difference between any two heat 
exchangers for a given test condition is 0.7 °C and the total temperature rise from inlet to outlet is between 7.6 and 
13.9 °C depending on the operating condition.   
Figure 5.16 is a similar comparison to that shown in Figure 5.15 except it is showing refrigerant exit 
temperatures.  A lower refrigerant exit temperature represents a more effective heat exchanger and more subcooling 
resulting in more heat removal from the refrigerant.  The effectiveness of the heat exchanger is the ability of the heat 
exchanger to reduce the refrigerant temperature as much as possible.  A heat exchanger with perfect effectiveness 
would have refrigerant and air temperatures that at the same at the exit of the condenser.  A lower exit refrigerant 
temperature also results in more subcooling of the refrigerant.  An increase in subcooling and effectiveness results in 
a larger evaporator capacity.  It should be noted that the drainage of refrigerant from the condenser was 
unobstructed.  It was checked by confirming the existence of a liquid/vapor interface in the transparent high pressure 
receiver.  The refrigerant heat transfer is very high for two phase flow, but when the refrigerant is single phase such 
as the superheated vapor or subcooled liquid flows, the refrigerant heat transfer is very low.  Increasing the mass 
flux can increase this heat transfer.  In Figure 5.16, the maximum temperature difference between any two heat 
exchangers for a given test condition is 2.4 °C with an average temperature difference between refrigerant and air of 
1.2 °C with a temperature difference between the inlet and outlet refrigerant between 28.2 and 36.7 °C.  The two 
pass and serpentine condenser show the lower exit refrigerant temperatures illustrating that they are more effective 
at their heat removal from the refrigerant.  These two heat exchangers were able to extract more heat from the 
subcooled liquid refrigerant because they had the highest mass fluxes.  The flow in the serpentine condenser only 
had to pass through 2 tubes and in the two pass condenser the flow had to flow through 8 tubes.  The one pass 
condensers had the flow pass through 23 tubes.  This shows that an increase in capacity can be accomplished by 
increasing the heat transfer in the subcooled liquid flow of a condenser. 
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Figure 5.15 Experimental comparison of exit air temperatures from the condensers. 
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Figure 5.16 Experimental comparison of exit refrigerant temperatures from the condensers. 
5.4.2 Comparison of Model and Experiment 
The experimental data shown in Table 5.2 was simulated in a computer model to further validate the 
models prediction capabilities and to also understand how the different operating conditions and flow configurations 
of heat exchangers would affect heat exchanger and system performance.  The validation of the model is 
accomplished by comparing the prediction of capacity, pressure drop, and charge to the experimental results 
presented in Table 5.2.  The power of the model comes with the prediction of component performance for conditions 
not explored experimentally and also in predicting how changes in geometry or flow conditions will affect the 
condenser performance.  The model enables the heat exchangers to be broken down into more basic components that 
can be analyzed enabling an in depth look into pressure drop and charge prediction within the heat exchanger.  The 
more basic components of the condenser model include separating the charge and pressure drop contributions into 
different regions of the heat exchanger including superheated vapor, two phase, and subcooled liquid refrigerant.  
Further details behind the methodology in the prediction of performance, pressure drop, and charge distribution can 
be found in Chapters 3 and 4.  A comparison between predicted and experimental charge prediction is shown in 
Figure 5.17.  The charge in the serpentine condenser is under predicted and the charge in the parallel flow 
condensers is predicted within ±20%.   
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Table 5.2 Experimental data collected for four condensers. 
 Tcai (C) Tcao (C) Tcri (C) Tcro (C) Q (m3/s) Pcri (kPa) Pcro (kPa)  
Cond1 A 35.75 49.41 80.19 48.67 88.2 1749 1722 
Cond1 B 35.72 46.91 81.61 47.21 117.1 1697 1661 
Cond1 C 35.63 44.44 81.23 45.30 146.8 1630 1593 
Cond1 D 25.60 40.01 70.34 40.32 87.6 1476 1436 
Cond1 E 25.54 36.05 71.02 37.09 121.6 1376 1332 
Cond1 F 25.52 33.84 70.97 35.30 147.5 1323 1283 
Cond2 A 35.69 49.32 80.26 48.21 87.2 1736 1734 
Cond2 B 35.67 46.22 81.77 46.17 118.1 1667 1666 
Cond2 C 35.67 43.96 80.73 44.48 146.8 1601 1600 
Cond2 C-2 35.66 43.95 81.08 44.43 147 1602 1600 
Cond2 D 25.57 39.41 69.64 39.94 87.8 1455 1453 
Cond2 E 25.49 35.73 70.83 36.58 119 1353 1351 
Cond2 F-2 25.55 33.28 70.41 34.64 147.5 1288 1284 
Cond2 F 25.52 33.20 70.12 34.66 147.6 1286 1283 
Cond3 A 35.74 49.07 79.10 48.94 89.1 1730 1728 
Cond3 B 35.66 46.60 81.80 46.41 121.6 1686 1684 
Cond3 C 35.53 44.27 81.00 45.64 146.8 1604 1603 
Cond3 D 25.55 39.30 69.11 40.90 89.8 1443 1442 
Cond3 E 25.50 35.82 70.96 35.94 122.3 1374 1372 
Cond3 F 25.48 33.79 70.65 35.99 147.6 1289 1287 
Cond4 A 35.82 49.34 80.27 48.98 87.9 1721 1717 
Cond4 B 35.70 46.90 81.92 47.66 116.7 1669 1666 
Cond4 C 35.65 44.43 81.36 45.74 146 1598 1598 
Cond4 D 25.72 39.64 70.42 41.12 87.5 1443 1441 
Cond4 E 25.63 36.23 71.53 38.36 117.6 1352 1349 
Cond4 F 25.59 33.81 70.82 36.10 146.1 1282 1279 
        
DP (kPa) mdot (g/s) Qair (kW) Qref (kW)
RHci 
(%RH) 
DTsubcool 
(C) 
Charge 
(g) 
G (kg/m2-
s) Vface (m/s)
26.28 3.33 1.309 1.194 23.2 1.574 24.21 139.3 1.37
35.85 3.64 1.432 1.337 22.9 1.364 23.53 152.2 1.82
36.63 3.58 1.427 1.338 23.4 1.394 23.83 149.5 2.28
39.86 3.60 1.405 1.327 36.8 1.738 22.90 150.3 1.36
43.74 3.61 1.434 1.381 39.7 1.712 22.03 150.8 1.89
40.05 3.48 1.383 1.356 41.7 1.906 23.83 145.6 2.30
1.35 3.36 1.288 1.208 20.2 2.348 28.11 12.2 1.43
1.41 3.64 1.354 1.354 23.3 2.538 28.61 13.2 1.93
1.04 3.58 1.328 1.347 22.5 2.411 27.63 13.0 2.40
2.07 3.56 1.335 1.344 21.7 2.456 N/A 13.0 2.40
2.77 3.62 1.354 1.335 37.1 2.636 29.03 13.1 1.44
2.60 3.61 1.363 1.387 38.7 2.825 28.39 13.1 1.95
3.32 3.47 1.284 1.357 38.1 2.602 N/A 12.6 2.41
2.59 3.47 1.281 1.355 37.9 2.543 28.51 12.6 2.41
1.41 3.32 1.284 1.180 20.7 1.461 30.62 12.1 1.46
1.40 3.65 1.445 1.352 23.0 2.802 31.14 13.3 1.99
0.96 3.59 1.399 1.339 22.6 1.335 30.96 13.0 2.40
1.82 3.61 1.371 1.322 37.2 1.339 31.11 13.1 1.47
2.03 3.59 1.414 1.387 41.1 4.137 29.45 13.1 2.00
2.44 3.49 1.380 1.354 37.4 1.341 29.85 12.7 2.41
3.65 3.30 1.298 1.182 23.2 1.127 23.16 22.8 1.44
2.63 3.64 1.439 1.337 19.2 1.057 23.07 25.1 1.91
0.75 3.57 1.418 1.334 23.1 1.071 22.83 24.7 2.39
1.98 3.59 1.370 1.321 40.1 1.096 23.00 24.8 1.43
2.83 3.61 1.412 1.376 39.4 0.9921 22.74 25.0 1.92
2.48 3.48 1.368 1.348 39.8 0.9788 22.58 24.0 2.39
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There are several reasons for these discrepancies.  At this time, there are no models in open literature that 
predicts the pressure drop and void fraction within headers of parallel flow microchannel condensers with the flow 
entering the header perpendicular to the header.  Also, the charge prediction correlations by Nino et al.(2002) were 
developed using fluids other than hydrocarbon refrigerants.  Experiments have not been conducted to directly 
compare the experimental void fraction to the void fraction correlations developed for a test section of microchannel 
tube until now.  Therefore, comparison between model and experiment with the serpentine condenser information is 
the first comparison between the correlation by Nino et al. (2002) and the prediction for pressure drop and void 
fraction with hydrocarbons.  The serpentine condenser contains no headers or charge reservoirs, therefore by directly 
comparing experiment to the model for the serpentine condenser, the differences in the void fraction and pressure 
drop correlation can be calculated.  The serpentine condenser consists of only a short inlet and outlet port and the 
remainder of the heat exchanger is microchannel tubes.   
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Figure 5.17 Experimental and model predicted condenser charge. 
It can be seen that the Nino et al. (2002) correlation under predicts the charge in the serpentine condenser 
by approximately 20%.  In this case, the average charge prediction using the Nino et al. (2002) correlation was 
predicted to be 20% less than experiment and the pressure drop was over predicted by 5% to 25% compared to 
experimental data.  Therefore, prediction of void fraction within ±20% in the microchannel tubes is considered a 
conservative estimate.  Overall, the prediction of pressure drop and charge can be trusted with an accuracy of 25% 
and 20% respectively.  If the void fraction correlation were further developed to include hydrocarbons such as 
propane, the accuracy of these predictions may be improved.   
The prediction within the microchannel tubes of void fraction and pressure drop has been shown above to 
be known with a given accuracy.  Therefore in the case of parallel flow condensers, there has to be some accounting 
for the charge within the headers of the condenser.  In order to reach a conclusion for prediction in the headers, a 
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comparison was made between experiment and model.  Any discrepancies between the model and experiment for 
the condensers were then compared to then account for the additional pressure drop and charge in the headers and 
then implement this in the model.  For the parallel flow condensers, the headers were assumed to be filled 60% with 
vapor refrigerant and 40% with liquid refrigerant.  These values are the results of the above comparison and 
assuming that the flow is fully separated in the headers of the heat exchanger into a vapor and liquid component.  
This was the best method used to predict header charge.  Another method included a calculation assuming an 
average void fraction or two phase quality within the header and would always severely under predict the charge 
within the header.  By assuming this distribution, the charge prediction of the parallel flow condensers falls with 
±20% of the experimentally measured charge.   
The under prediction of charge in the serpentine condenser can be attributed to poor distribution between the 
circuits of the condenser besides the imperfect correlation by Nino et al. (2002).  The bottom circuit of the serpentine 
condenser may have collected more liquid since it had to drain upward as opposed to the top circuit which could 
easily drain liquid refrigerant downward in the direction of gravity.  A detailed schematic to show the arrangement of 
the refrigerant circuits in the two circuit serpentine condenser can be found in Figure 5.8.  The pressure drop 
prediction of the serpentine condenser is within ±25% of the experimental data shown in Figure 5.18, but the 
predicted pressure drop for the parallel flow condensers was incorrectly under predicted by a maximum of 75% as 
shown in Figure 5.19.  The over prediction of pressure drop within the serpentine condenser can be attributed to the 
several 180° bends in the tubing to create the two serpentine circuits.  Each of these turns adds a small pressure drop, 
but the geometry of the ports of the tube in these bends is unknown and therefore there is no compensation for the 
pressure drop seen within the bends in the simulation model.  The discrepancy in the parallel flow condenser can be 
attributed to several design characteristics.  The flow enters the header in a small diameter tube before expanding into 
the header which is perpendicular to the flow direction.  The fluid must then flow into the header and around each of 
the protruding microchannel tubes distributing itself to each tube in the parallel flow design.  The flow then contracts 
into each microchannel tube, flows through the microchannel tube, expand into the next header, flow around the 
protruding microchannel tubes, contract into the exit tube, and flow out the exit tube.  All of this flow around the 
microchannel tubes, unknown mixing at inlet and outlet, and expansion and contraction of flow attribute to the 
additional pressure drops in experiment that are not predicted well by the computer simulation.  The pressure drop 
shown in Figure 5.19 is predicted to be virtually constant over the range of operating conditions.  This is once again 
due to the poor prediction of pressure drop in the headers.  For the different operating conditions, the pressure drop in 
the microchannel tubes remained virtually constant, however it is assumed that the pressure drop in the headers 
changed drastically.  The experimental results show a larger pressure drop for some operating conditions because of 
this, but the model is unable to capture this effect and the pressure drop in the headers is small and therefore the 
predicted pressure drop is insensitive to operating conditions.  Because of the large discrepancy of pressure drop 
between experiment and prediction, a nitrogen flow test was performed on the experimental condensers to better 
understand the pressure drop using an ideal gas.  Unfortunately, the extra pressure drop seen in experiment was also 
seen in the nitrogen flow test and cannot be accounted for.  Therefore, it is assumed that there is some interaction 
with the flow in, out, and through the headers of the heat exchanger that is causing excessive pressure drop that 
cannot be accounted for with traditional pressure drop, flow expansion, or flow contraction relationships.  The only 
pressure drop that can be used for model and correlation validation is the serpentine condenser because there are no 
headers or distribution issues with this condenser design.  The experiments with the serpentine condenser proves the 
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correlation is able to predict the pressure drop for a condenser with simple geometry, but the more complex geometry 
seen in the parallel flow condensers cannot be predicted well.  
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Figure 5.18 Comparison of predicted and experimental pressure drop for serpentine condenser. 
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Figure 5.19 Comparison of predicted and experimental pressure drop for parallel flow condenser. 
As discussed in the above section discussing experimental heat exchanger performance, the refrigerant 
temperature at the exit of the condenser has an affect on the system capacity and COP.  The exit refrigerant and air 
temperatures also illustrate how well the model can predict the effectiveness of the heat exchanger and ultimately 
the capacity and outlet temperature.  A good prediction of outlet temperature is important for comparing the 
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condensation temperature and pressure of different condensers.  The condensation temperature and pressure relate 
directly to how well a heat exchanger performs.  Incorrectly predicting the appropriate approach temperature 
difference between the refrigerant and air can drastically affect the expected capacity of the condenser.  The 
condensation pressure is also very critical in predicting other system components and if not predicted well, will 
introduce error into all other components of the system.  A comparison between model output and experiment was 
made to validate the accuracy in which the model could predict the exit air and refrigerant temperatures of the 
condenser as shown in Figure 5.20.   
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Figure 5.20 Comparison of predicted and experimental condenser temperatures. 
The direct comparison of capacity between model and experiment is one of the most critical comparisons to make.  
Figure 5.21 shows this comparison and illustrates the ability of the model to predict the capacity within ±5.5% of 
experiment for all 30 data points collected.  In almost every case the prediction of capacity was slightly higher than 
experiment which can be expected since the correlations used for determining heat transfer coefficients and areas 
assume ideal heat transfer surfaces and minimal and uniform thermal resistances.  The accuracy of this prediction is 
important because when studying different heat exchanger configurations or sizes with the computer model, the 
absolute value of the capacity is known to be predicted well for these four condensers and therefore heat exchangers 
can be further optimized for a given application with confidence the new calculations for capacity are actually 
improvements and not simply capture improvements in trends.  A change to a physical component of the heat 
exchanger can be made and the absolute change and final capacity are known to be accurate. 
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Figure 5.21 Comparison of experimental and predicted condenser capacity. 
The last quantity of interest is the ability to predict the charge in the condenser.  The model also allows the 
charge to be analyzed even further and broken down into the individual components of charge that add up to the 
final charge within the condenser.  Figure 5.22 is the predicted breakdown of charge within the condenser.  The 
breakdown includes regions of superheated vapor, two phase, subcooled liquid, inlet header, outlet header, 
connecting tubes, etc.  It was shown earlier that the model could predict the charge of the condenser within ±20% of 
experiment when the discrepancies in header charge were accounted for with the model.   
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Figure 5.22 Model predicted charge breakdown in condenser. 
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This charge breakdown shows the major differences in charge contribution among the four heat exchangers 
tested.  The four condensers have been shown to produce the same capacity, but they all do so with a large 
difference in charge required.  The connecting tubes used to connect the heat exchangers to the rest of the 
refrigeration system remained the same for all experiments.  The breakdown of internal volumes for each condenser 
is shown in Figure 5.23 which graphically represents the data from Table 5.1. 
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Figure 5.23 Breakdown of volume for each condenser. 
Therefore any error associated with prediction of charge or volume of connecting tubes is kept constant for 
each prediction and measurement of charge.  This is why the charge in connecting tubes remains constant for each 
experiment presented in Figure 5.22.  The next contribution to charge is the superheated inlet header.  Figure 5.8 
through Figure 5.11 show schematics of the four heat exchangers.  The superheated inlet header is the header shown 
on the left side of these schematics and is considered the connecting port on the inlet of serpentine condenser.  The 
charge in the header accounts for 2 to 4 grams of charge out of a maximum charge of 29 grams in the parallel flow 
condensers which is almost an insignificant amount.  The superheated vapor present within the microchannel tubes 
is the next portion of the plot and this accounts for a very small, less than 0.5 grams of charge for each condenser.  
The two phase region of flow within the microchannel tubes is plotted next showing the largest contribution of two 
phase charge in the microchannel tubes was present in the serpentine condenser.  The two phase header is the second 
largest contribution to charge in the four condensers listed.  This is the header that connects the first pass to the 
second pass in the two pass parallel flow condenser.  In Figure 5.9 the two phase header is the header on the right 
side of the schematic.  This header has a large amount of charge because the refrigerant exits the tubes in the first 
pass and is collected in this two phase header.  It is assumed that the header separates the flow into vapor and liquid 
where the more dense liquid sinks to the bottom of the vertical header and collects there and the vapor portion of the 
flow fills the rest of the header.  As shown in the charge predictions of Figure 5.22 the distribution of liquid and 
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vapor in the two phase header was assumed to be approximately a 60/40 split where 60% of the header was filled 
with vapor refrigerant.  This number was arrived at by comparing the data collected for the parallel flow condensers 
and assuming that the distribution was mostly uniform throughout the rest of the heat exchanger and comparing 
experiment to model predictions.  The percentage of liquid and vapor in the two phase header was adjusted until the 
data for all the predicted condensers fell within the 20% range when compared to experiment.  The subcooled charge 
accounts for less than 3 grams with the remaining largest amount of charge being present in the subcooled header.  
The subcooled refrigerant is the densest refrigerant and the headers are assumed to be almost completely filled with 
liquid at the exit of the heat exchanger leading to a large percentage of the total charge in the subcooled condenser.  
During experiment, care was taken to ensure the condenser was never flooded and that there was always proper 
drainage from the condenser outlet.  Therefore, the exit header was not filled with refrigerant as a result of 
experimental error, but filled with refrigerant because of condenser design. 
5.5 Model Application 
Four microchannel condensers have been used to gather experimental performance and validate a computer 
model for the prediction of charge, pressure drop, and capacity.  The next step is to use the validated model to 
further predict changes in the heat exchanger designs to further decrease the refrigerant charge and maintain or 
improve condenser performance.  The experimental and model analysis has illustrated several key points.  A parallel 
flow condenser always had a lower pressure drop than the serpentine configuration.  In experiment, the maximum 
pressure drop in a parallel flow condenser was 3.7 kPa compared to the maximum pressure drop for the serpentine 
condenser under the same operating conditions to be 43.7 kPa.  Therefore, larger parallel flow condensers can be 
designed for larger applications whereas a serpentine condenser has a limitation to the size and types of systems it 
can be applied in since the pressure drop of larger condensers may drastically decrease the performance of the 
system and increase the charge in the condenser.  Experiment and model also show that the headers account for a 
majority of the charge in the parallel flow condensers.  Experiment also proved that simply removing the headers 
and increasing the mass flux through the microchannel tubes of the heat exchanger are not the only solution to 
reduce charge and in most experiments, simply reducing the number of ports in each microchannel tube of a parallel 
flow condenser proved to have a great reduction in charge than removing headers and using a serpentine tube.  The 
advantages of each condenser configuration should be explored to understand the interaction between charge, 
pressure drop, and capacity.  This is accomplished by utilizing the information learned from experiment and model 
simulations as presented earlier in this chapter and using the model to predict how the refrigeration system will 
respond to changes in heat exchanger geometry.   
The types of heat exchangers to be explored include a single pass parallel flow, two pass parallel flow, and 
serpentine condenser as illustrated in Figure 5.8, Figure 5.10, and Figure 5.9 respectively.  There are four key areas 
of interest to be investigated which include size and volume of headers, number of ports in each microchannel tube, 
circuiting, and heat transfer limitations.  These variations will develop a picture of what parameters of the heat 
exchanger including charge, pressure drop, and capacity are most sensitive to changes in geometry and also the 
maximum value in which they can vary.  The iterations shown are for the same operating condition of 35 oC air inlet 
temperature at 2.5 m/s face velocity to the condenser. 
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In the following heat exchanger iterations, certain parameters had to remain constant in order to compare 
different condensers and evaluate the differences in performance.  In these test cases, the refrigerant parameters 
remained constant between heat exchanger comparisons resulting in a constant mass flow rate, temperature, and 
pressure at the inlet to the condenser for the three condensers.  Therefore if a condenser were able to increase its 
capacity or subcooling for a given operating condition, it is considered to be a more efficient condenser and can be 
directly compared to the other condensers for the same operating condition. 
Currently, the header is a round tube with an internal diameter of 19.3 mm and the microchannel tubes 
protrude into the header 7.6 mm.  The size of the header is a function of the size of the microchannel tube.  The 
header cannot be narrower than the microchannel tube since the microchannel tube would not longer fit into the 
header.  If the internal diameter of the header is approximately the same at the major diameter of the microchannel 
tube, then the tube must penetrate the header halfway so that the entire tube is within the header and no ports are 
blocked.  Therefore, if the header were manufactured to be less round and either flattened or totally square, the tubes 
would not need to protrude into the header as far and the depth of the header could be reduced from 19.3 mm to 10 
mm or less while maintaining the same width as with the round header of 19.3 mm.  This change in header geometry 
would effectively reduce the internal volume by 84%.  The model was used to predict how this modification to the 
header in the one pass and two pass parallel flow designs affects the charge in the condenser as shown in Figure 5.24 
below where the “A” suffix denotes the condensers with the reduced size header.   
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Figure 5.24 Comparison of parallel flow condenser charge with original and modified headers. 
These figures show a direct comparison of the charge required for the parallel flow condensers with and 
without the header modification.  The charge is reduced 29.7%, or from a maximum of 29.0 grams to 22.6 grams in 
the two pass condenser (Cond 2).  The two phase header present in the two pass condenser is the largest header in 
the parallel flow condensers and is most drastically affected when the volume of the header is reduced.  The 
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reduction of the superheated and subcooled headers reduces the charge as well, but not to the same degree as 
reducing the two phase header volume.  Designing the headers in this way reduces the unnecessary volume between 
the protruding ends of the tubes and also reduces the volume in which the refrigerant collects within the header.   
Increasing the mass flux within the microchannel tubes also decreases refrigerant charge as described 
earlier.  Therefore, the number of ports in the microchannel tubes will be reduced from the original 19 and the affect 
on the system performance will be evaluated.  The number of ports was reduced for each heat exchanger until the 
model would no longer converge and results could not be obtained.  Figure 5.25, Figure 5.27, and Figure 5.28 show 
one pass parallel flow, two pass parallel flow, and serpentine condensers as a function of number of ports per 
microchannel tube and the condenser charge, pressure drop, and capacity respectively.  Figure 5.25 illustrates the 
sensitivity of charge to the number of ports per tube in the condenser.  The charge seems to have a linear 
relationship with the number of ports therefore showing that any decrease in the number of ports relates 
proportionally to a decrease in the charge of the condenser.  The decrease in charge for the three condensers as the 
number of ports is reduced from 19 to 7, 11, and 9 is 55.5%, 16.6%, and 26.3% for the serpentine, two pass, and one 
pass condensers respectively.  This further confirms the sensitivity of void fraction to mass flux since the serpentine 
condenser mass flux increases 11.5 times faster than the parallel flow condensers as the number of ports are 
decreased.   
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Figure 5.25 Charge reduction as number of ports per tube varied for each condenser. 
As the number of ports is decreased and the mass flux increases which increases the void fraction.  As the 
void fraction increases the charge in the tubes decreases more quickly as the number of ports are reduced and the 
mass flux increases.  The serpentine condenser shows this trend clearly since the charge decreases more quickly as 
the ports are reduced since it has the highest mass flux initially.  The two pass condenser charge also decreases more 
quickly than in the one pass condenser since the mass flux is higher in the first pass of the two pass condenser and 
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then increases again as the refrigerant flows through the second pass of the two pass condenser.  Figure 5.26 shows 
the amount of charge in the microchannel tubes in the two phase region of the condenser.  This plot shows that the 
two phase charge is reduced approximately 50% in the microchannel tubes as the number of ports are reduced.  This 
plots shows that the number of ports can be reduced 63%, 37%, and 53% with a decrease in charge of 53%, 33%, 
48% for the serpentine, two pass, and one pass condensers.  Therefore, when the mass flux is higher in the 
serpentine condenser, the charge decreases more quickly than the similar decrease in volume.  The two pass 
condenser behaves the same where the total decrease in charge is quicker than the decrease in the number of ports 
compared to the one pass condenser which has the lowest mass flux and also the smallest overall change in charge 
with the reduction in the number of ports.   
The main difference between the parallel flow and serpentine flow condenser is the number of tubes in 
parallel.  The serpentine condenser has two parallel tubes, two pass has 15 in the first pass and 8 in the second, and 
the one pass has 23.  Therefore it seems that decreasing the number of ports and multi-passing a condenser has the 
most positive effect on the reduction of charge in the microchannel tubes.   
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Figure 5.26 Two phase refrigerant charge in microchannel tubes as a function of number of ports. 
Figure 5.27 shows that the pressure drop is a very strong function of the number of ports and increases very rapidly 
as the number of ports is reduced.  This relationship is a quadratic relationship where the pressure drop increases 
911%, 46%, and 33% for the serpentine, two pass, and one pass condensers respectively when the ports are reduced.  
It is interesting to note that as the number of ports is increased above approximately 17 ports per tube, the pressure 
drop levels off dramatically indicating that in this region for this hydraulic diameter port, the pressure drop is not as 
sensitive to variations in the number of ports.   
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Figure 5.27 Pressure drop as number of ports per tube varied for each condenser. 
Figure 5.28 relates the capacity as a function of the number of ports where the y-axis scale has been 
modified to better show changes in the data.  As expected, when the number of ports of the parallel flow condensers 
is increased, the capacity also increases.  However, initially the increase is not a steady increase in capacity.  The 
capacity initially increases at a quicker rate for the parallel flow condensers.  The serpentine condenser shows 
virtually no change in its capacity as the number of ports is varied.  The serpentine condenser has a much higher 
mass flux than the parallel flow condensers because there are only two tubes for the refrigerant to flow through 
compared to the parallel flow condenser with at least 15 tubes.  As the mass flux is further increased when the 
number or ports are reduced, refrigerant heat transfer increases slightly and the air side heat transfer remains the 
same.  Because the mass flux is so much higher in all flow regions of the serpentine condenser, the air side heat 
transfer is always the limiting factor.  However, in the parallel flow condensers, the air side heat transfer is not 
always the limiting factor when there is single phase flow.  The mass flux and heat transfer is very low in the single 
phase regions and therefore the total capacity is sensitive to the conditions when the resistance to heat transfer 
switches between the refrigerant and air.  The serpentine condenser does not have this occur and therefore because 
of the very large imbalance where the air side resistance is much higher than the refrigerant resistance, the capacity 
of the serpentine condenser does not benefit from increasing or decreasing the number or ports.  The capacity 
increases for the parallel flow condensers because the refrigerant surface area used to transfer heat is increased, but 
the increase is very small since the heat exchangers are limited on the air side.  Therefore, an increase of only 2.9% 
and 4.2% is made in the two pass and one pass condensers respectively.  This shows how increasing the refrigerant 
heat transfer surface area by 3.2 times gains less than 5% in total capacity with a large relative cost in pressure drop.   
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Figure 5.28 Change in capacity as number of ports per tube varied for each condenser. 
The decrease in capacity seen in the serpentine design can be attributed to the higher mass flux and more 
turbulent flow in the superheated and subcooled flow regions.  This allows more heat to be transferred initially in the 
superheated region, but as the refrigerant surface area and free flow area are increased, the heat exchanger is limited 
and therefore the capacity flattens out as ports are varied.  The capacity of the serpentine condenser changes only 
0.1% as the number of ports is increased is changed compared to the 2.9% and 4.2% increase in capacity seen in the 
parallel flow condensers with more ports in use than in the serpentine condenser.   
When the number of ports is varied in the microchannel tubes, the refrigerant free flow area and refrigerant 
heat transfer area are changed.  In the above description, the number of ports was reduced from the original 19.  In 
turn, this increases the pressure drop and heat transfer in the heat exchangers and decreases the charge.  The 
serpentine condenser is the most sensitive to the variation in number or ports because it has a smaller refrigerant free 
flow area compared to the parallel flow condensers.  The parallel flow condensers are the most sensitive to changes 
in capacity since the limitations of heat transfer are normally on the refrigerant for single phase flow in these 
configurations and reducing the number of ports increases the mass flux and the heat transfer so that the condenser is 
limited only by air side performance.  The charge reduction is substantial for all three heat exchanger designs where 
the serpentine condenser benefited the most in the reduction of charge as the number of ports is reduced.  In this 
comparison, the serpentine condenser may have the lowest attainable charge, but the decrease in system efficiency 
sustained as the pressure drop increases to 275 kPa is too much to justify this as a viable option.  Therefore, from a 
system performance analysis, the parallel flow condensers are the most versatile in reducing charge while 
maintaining performance. 
A serpentine condenser does have distinct advantages in small systems.  The serpentine design has no 
headers to store refrigerant charge or take up physical space and they also benefit by having a higher mass flux in 
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the microchannel tubes and therefore a higher void fraction than parallel flow condensers.  For systems with small 
mass flow rates and smaller cooling capacities, a serpentine condenser can have an advantage over parallel flow 
condensers since it will require less charge and be a smaller package for the same capacity.  The serpentine design 
has also lower cost compared to parallel flow due to the elimination of expensive headers.  To better understand 
when a serpentine condenser does not have an advantage over a parallel flow condenser, the model was used to 
change the size of the condenser and understand at what point the system performance began to suffer the most as 
the heat exchanger is increased in physical size.  This information is shown in Figure 5.29, Figure 5.30, and Figure 
5.31 where the capacity, pressure drop, and charge are plotted as a function of the overall width of the condenser for 
a serpentine and one and two pass parallel flow condenser. 
As the width of the condenser is increased, the charge and the pressure drop within the condenser linearly 
increase as a function of length.  This is what would be expected from this change.  As the condenser is increased in 
size from approximately 275 mm to 900 mm, the charge increases 182%, 122%, and 119% for the serpentine, two 
pass, and one pass condensers as shown in Figure 5.29.  This illustrates that the serpentine condenser is more 
sensitive to a change in physical size than the parallel flow condensers.  This is because the average void fraction 
decreases as the length increases since the refrigerant heat transfer area is much larger.  In the parallel flow 
condensers, the increase in length does not decrease the void fraction as quickly since the flow is divided among 
many more tubes and therefore the average void fraction remains higher than in the serpentine condenser.  This 
trend shows that for a given size heat exchanger, it may be more advantageous to utilize a parallel flow condenser in 
place of a serpentine if the goal is to use a heat exchanger with a minimum charge.  For the condensers evaluated, 
this transition point to utilize a parallel flow condenser over a serpentine condenser occurs when the condenser 
becomes larger than 400 mm in width.  At that size, the serpentine condenser contains more charge than the parallel 
flow condensers. 
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Figure 5.29 Charge for each condenser shown as a function of condenser width. 
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Figure 5.30 shows a pressure drop increase of 162%, 59%, and 34% for the serpentine, two pass, and one 
pass condensers.  Once again, the serpentine condenser is much more sensitive to a change in physical size than the 
parallel flow condensers.  The explanation for this has to do with the way in which a serpentine condenser functions.  
A serpentine condenser is constructed by using a single tube per circuit that bends back and forth to reduce the 
overall length of tube into a smaller package.  This serpentine condenser consists of two circuits for a total of two 
microchannel tubes that bend back and forth 12 times each.  When the condenser is made wider or taller, these 
continuous tubes must become longer, but they increase one unit of length increase for every serpentine back and 
forth.  For every 1 mm increase in width of the condenser, the serpentine tube increases 12 mm in length per circuit.  
Therefore, this serpentine condenser tube increases in length 12 mm for every 1 mm of increase in the parallel flow 
design.  Since pressure drop is directly proportional to length, this translates into a 12 fold increase in pressure drop 
compared to a similar size increase for a parallel flow condenser for the same increase in width.  No matter how 
much the width of the condenser is increased, the maximum pressure drop seen in the parallel flow condenser is 
never as high as the minimum pressure drop in the serpentine condenser.  Since the pressure drop is much higher for 
the serpentine condenser, the parallel flow condenser’s pressure drop is shown on the left axis and the serpentine 
pressure drop is shown on the right axis.  The one pass condenser pressure drop increases at a very slow rate 
whereas the two pass condenser pressure drop increases quicker since it has a higher mass flux. 
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Figure 5.30 Pressure drop for each condenser shown as a function of condenser width. 
Figure 5.31 illustrates the change in capacity as a function of width of the condenser.  As the width of the condenser 
is increased, the air side heat transfer area increases proportionally and results in an increase in capacity.  As the 
width is increased, the capacity becomes saturated after 900 mm in width.  The initial change in the capacity is very 
drastic and occurs within the first 3 fold increase in width.  The y-axis has been shortened to better show the 
differences among the three condensers.  The total change in capacity as the width is increased 6 fold is 0.0%, 4.2%, 
3.0% for the serpentine, two pass, and one pass condenser respectively which equates to an increase in capacity of 
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less than 50 Watts with less than 10 Watts difference in capacity between the one pass and two pass condenser.  The 
initial increase in capacity for the one and two pass condenser can be attributed to the flow configuration of the 
condenser.  The parallel flow condensers benefit from the increased refrigerant heat transfer surface area because 
they have a low mass flux and therefore require more area to transfer heat.  The serpentine condenser has a much 
higher mass flux and therefore is always limited by the air side performance and not the refrigerant.  This limitation 
on the serpentine condenser is evident by observing how the capacity does not improve as the heat exchanger is 
made larger.  The parallel flow condensers are more balanced in performance between air and refrigerant sides.  In 
the single phase flow regions, the limiting mode of heat transfer can be on the refrigerant side and therefore 
increasing the refrigerant heat transfer area by increasing the width of the condenser moves this restriction to the air 
side and therefore initially gains capacity.   
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Figure 5.31 Capacity for each condenser shown as a function of condenser width. 
After the limitation is moved to the air side, no increase in width can further increase capacity without increasing the 
ratio of air side heat transfer area to refrigerant heat transfer area.  This shows that the serpentine condenser is less 
sensitive to the change in width than the parallel flow condenser.  It also shows that when the condenser is increased 
in size to be more than 700 mm wide, the increase in performance better realized for the two pass configuration than 
for the one pass or serpentine. 
When the width of the condenser is varied, the pressure drop, charge, and capacity increase.  The pressure 
drop increases proportionally to the increase in width as does the charge.  However, the capacity remains unchanged 
for the serpentine condenser and increases a maximum of 50 Watts for the parallel flow condensers.  Therefore, 
unless the air flow rates or refrigerant flow rate were increased, increasing the physical size of the heat exchanger 
will not increase the capacity.  This does prove the parallel flow condenser to be better suited for scaling than the 
serpentine condenser since it will always have a lower pressure drop than a serpentine condenser of the same size. 
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As described earlier, the heat transfer of the condenser is limited by the air side of the heat exchanger.  
Therefore, there is more potential to transfer heat on the refrigerant side than on the air side.  A better performing 
condenser could be designed by matching the heat transfer potentials of the air side and refrigerant side more 
closely.  This change could also further reduce the refrigerant side volume and further reduce the charge of the 
condenser.  The refrigerant heat transfer coefficient is 10 to 50 times larger than the air side heat transfer coefficient.  
Therefore, the air side area must be 10 to 50 times larger than the refrigerant side area to have no limitation to heat 
flow or equal resistances for the refrigerant and air, neglecting cost.  The current condensers have a ratio of 
approximately 6 to 1 of air side area to refrigerant side area.  The refrigerant side does limit the heat flow in the 
single phase regions of refrigerant flow.  The first limitation on the refrigerant side is the region of subcooled liquid.  
The subcooled liquid transfers the smallest amount of energy with a heat transfer coefficient less than 440 W/m2-K 
and the smallest temperature potential of less than 5°C between entering air and refrigerant.  The superheated vapor 
single phase, but is able to transfer more heat than the subcooled liquid because of a larger temperature potential 
between the refrigerant and entering air.  The heat transfer coefficient in the superheated region is less than 110 
W/m2-K.  The heat transfer coefficients for the serpentine condenser are Therefore, with an average air side heat 
transfer coefficient of 100 W/m2-K, the air side area only has to be 1.1 times larger than the refrigerant side area to 
not be the limiting factor to the heat exchange rate in the superheated region and 4 times larger not to be limiting in 
the subcooled region of flow.  In an ideal heat exchanger, the superheated and subcooled regions would be designed 
so that their size of heat transfer would not allow this to happen and the refrigerant side heat transfer area in the two 
phase region could be further reduced.  If the refrigerant side area was further reduced or the air side area was 
increased, the system would be more balanced and heat transfer potential would not go unused.  In order to 
accomplish this, less microchannel tube could be used with the same number of fins.  This is done by removing 
every other tube in a serpentine or parallel flow condenser and replacing the tube with a filler plate.  This simulates a 
fin that is twice as high since a taller fin was not available in production at the time of realization of this project.  
Using twice as many fins with a filler plate in place of a tube is referred to as a splitter fin.  Therefore, half as many 
tubes would be utilized for refrigerant flow, but the air side area would remain the same.  This would increase the 
ratio of air side area to refrigerant side area to less than 3 to 1.  The disadvantage of this design results in a decrease 
in fin efficiency since the length of the extended surfaces of the fins were doubled between microchannel tubes and 
the refrigerant heat transfer area was reduced.  Figure 5.32 shows a prediction of the charge of a parallel flow 
condenser with every other microchannel tube removed compared to the same condenser with the original number 
of microchannel tubes in place.   
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Figure 5.32 Splitter fin condenser compared to original condenser in charge reduction. 
The decrease in charge is almost uniform among the 6 data points where the charge has been reduced between 
19.0% and 23.0% for the parallel flow and 42.9% and 44.5% for the serpentine.  Removing the microchannel tube 
increases the mass flux per tube and increases the average void fraction of the parallel flow condenser thereby 
reducing the charge within the condenser.  The serpentine tube is shortened when every other tube is removed and 
therefore has less volume for the charge.  This splitter fin greatly reduces the charge in the condenser. 
The pressure drop is a direct function of the length of tube to flow through and the mass flux of the 
refrigerant.  In this study, the length of tube remained constant, but the total refrigerant flow area was reduced in the 
parallel flow condenser therefore increasing the mass flux which directly increased the pressure drop within the heat 
exchanger.  However, in the serpentine condenser, removing every other row of tubes equates to shortening the 
length of refrigerant tubing which is directly related to the pressure drop.  By decreasing the length of tube the 
refrigerant has to flow through, the pressure drop is decreased.   
In Figure 5.33 the pressure drop in the parallel flow condenser is increased 31%, but in the serpentine 
condenser the pressure drop is decreased 46%.  The increase in pressure drop of the parallel flow condenser is 31%, 
but this equates to less than a 0.3 kPa which is a negligible amount.  This is the only variation where the serpentine 
condenser benefits from a change in geometry.  The pressure drop of the serpentine condenser may have decreased, 
but it is still larger than the pressure drop of the parallel flow condenser.  However, a pressure drop of 19 kPa is very 
low for a condenser of this size and is a very acceptable value as compared to the pressure drop of 34 kPa of the 
original serpentine condenser. 
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Figure 5.33 Pressure drop comparison of splitter fin and original parallel flow condenser. 
Figure 5.34 is a comparison of the capacity for the splitter fin design and the original condensers.  In all 6 
test cases the capacity decreases for the splitter fin design as compared to the original condenser.  The capacity 
decrease is due to the reduction in refrigerant heat transfer area and in the reduction of the fin efficiency.  The 
parallel flow condenser is already limited in the single phase flow regions of heat transfer because of a low mass 
flux and further reducing the refrigerant side area and decreasing air side performance decreases capacity because of 
the sensitivity to these changes.  The serpentine condenser is not as susceptible to the decrease in refrigerant side 
area because the mass flux of refrigerant in the serpentine condenser is 10 times the mass flux in the parallel flow 
condensers and has a great heat transfer potential in the single phase regions than the parallel flow condenser.  The 
air side performance is decreased due to lower fin efficiency since there are now twice as many fins per 
microchannel tube as there were originally and each tube must transfer heat along the entire fin length resulting in a 
lower total heat transfer capacity.   
The total refrigerant heat transfer area was reduced approximately 50%, but the capacity decreased a 
maximum of 2.6% for the serpentine and 5.8% for the parallel flow.  This illustrates that the parallel flow condenser 
is more sensitive to changes performance than the serpentine condenser and this can be attributed to the lower mass 
fluxes seen in the parallel flow condenser.   
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Figure 5.34 Comparison of capacity for splitter fin and original parallel flow condenser. 
The splitter fin condenser is capable of decreasing the pressure drop and charge 44.5% in the serpentine 
condenser for a cost of only 2.6% in capacity.  The parallel flow condenser was also very impressive with a 23.0% 
decrease in charge, a 31.7% increase in pressure drop, and a 5.8% decrease in capacity.  The serpentine condenser 
has a more desirable result from the use of splitter fins than the parallel flow condenser.  The decrease in capacity 
seen in both condensers could be compensated by increasing the size of the condenser to increase refrigerant and air 
side area or by increasing size and reducing the number of ports. 
5.6 Summary and Conclusions 
Several iterations of microchannel condensers have been analyzed experimentally and with computer 
simulations to explore the sensitivity of condenser charge, capacity, and pressure drop with variations in flow 
configurations and geometry.  The above iterations bring forth the limitations of both parallel flow and serpentine 
condensers.  The serpentine condenser is not as scalable as the parallel flow condenser since the pressure drop 
increases too quickly as the heat exchanger is made physically larger.  The serpentine condenser is also more 
sensitive to a reduction in refrigerant free flow area because the pressure drop increases very quickly as the number 
of ports are changed.  However, the serpentine condenser’s performance is superior to the parallel flow condenser 
for the original design size utilizing splitter fins.  In this configuration, there are no headers to store refrigerant 
charge and the heat exchanger can be made larger since there is initially less tubing length and therefore less 
pressure drop. The mass flux still remains the same between the splitter fin and original condensers since there are 
only two tubes in parallel and therefore the charge is reduced since there is less tubing.  The parallel flow condenser 
is very scalable and able to be made larger for higher load applications with a small penalty in pressure drop and a 
proportional increase in refrigerant charge.  The parallel flow condenser could benefit greatly from redesigned 
headers that utilize space and volume more efficiently so that refrigerant can be distributed to many tubes without 
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large volumes storing charge.  For smaller heat exchanger designs that maximize performance while minimizing 
charge, the serpentine condenser utilizing a splitter fin is the more desirable option.  When a larger condenser is 
needed with more tube rows or a wider design, the parallel flow condenser is far superior to the serpentine since the 
increase in charge, pressure drop, and capacity are all proportional to the increase in size.  The design limitation in a 
parallel flow condenser is to use a minimum number of tubes in parallel since this would yield the highest mass flux 
and therefore the lowest charge. 
The strategy behind the condenser iterations was to reduce the refrigerant charge within the condenser and 
to study the resultant change in performance.  The primary way in which the refrigerant charge was reduced was 
accomplished by reducing the refrigerant volume.  The volume was reduced by making the heat exchanger 
physically smaller and reducing the refrigerant free flow area and therefore reducing refrigerant heat transfer area.  
The refrigerant heat transfer area could be reduced in the condenser with a small decrease in capacity because the 
limitation on performance is primarily on the air side heat transfer.  The sensitivity of the change in refrigerant heat 
transfer area can be seen in the splitter fin condenser.  The splitter fin condenser shows that the parallel flow 
condenser’s performance decreased 5.8% as refrigerant heat transfer area was reduced compared to the serpentine 
condenser which decreased in performance less than 2.6% as the refrigerant heat transfer area is reduced 
approximately 50%.  As the numbers of ports were reduced per tube, the performance of both heat exchangers 
decreased since there was once again less refrigerant heat transfer area.  When the width was varied the change in 
charge and pressure drop increased proportionally to the increase in width, but the capacity increased less than 4% 
for a 400% change in width which is equivalent to air and refrigerant heat transfer area.  Overall, a decrease in 
performance will occur as the charge is reduced.  In some instances, the capacity of the heat exchanger was virtually 
unchanged while the charge was drastically reduced.  These are the changes that are to be pursued for a minimal 
charge condenser with maximum performance.   
A model has been developed that has been validated experimentally with the data from four condensers.  
The model is able to predict the capacity, pressure drop, and charge within 5%, 30% for the serpentine and 75% for 
the parallel flow, and 25% respectively.  Results from experiment and model show the largest portion of the charge 
is present in the headers of the parallel flow condensers.  Experiment and model predictions also show the greatest 
opportunity to reduce charge within the condenser is to increase the mass flux of the refrigerant and minimize or 
remove the header volumes.  Experiment showed that a parallel flow condenser with a reduced number of ports per 
tube was able to contain less refrigerant charge with a fraction of the pressure drop of the serpentine condenser.  The 
serpentine condenser had the highest mass flux and highest void fraction with an average void fraction of 95%.  
Therefore, trying to increase the void fraction any further to reduce the charge in the microchannel tubes has only a 
negligible effect compared to decreasing the size of the headers only a few percent.  Experiment also showed that 
the orientation of the two circuit serpentine condenser could greatly affect the charge in the heat exchanger.  When 
the heat exchanger is mounted in a horizontal flow configuration, it is assumed that liquid refrigerant remains in the 
lower circuit and does not completely drain as compared to the top circuit.  This imperfect distribution causes the 
condenser to have a higher charge presumably in the subcooled region.  Further analysis with the computer model 
shows the limitations of reducing the charge in the condensers by reducing the number of ports.  Therefore, for this 
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size condenser without changing the headers, the lowest charge condenser will have 11.8 grams of refrigerant, or 
55.5% less charge, at the cost of capacity and pressure drop of 0.7% increase and 90% increase respectively.  The 
most efficient design involved the use of splitter fins to reduce the amount of refrigerant tubing which decreases the 
charge as much as 50% for less than a 5% decrease in performance. 
The experimental work with these four condensers also further validates the prediction capability of the 
computer model showing the robust capability of the model to predict new heat exchanger configurations over a 
wide range of operating conditions within ±5.1% as determined experimentally.  The model was also used to 
breakdown the charge within the heat exchangers into the different flow regimes.  This is beneficial in focusing on 
what aspect of the heat exchanger design is the limiting factor to future low charge designs and what changes in the 
heat exchanger design would have the largest impact on reducing the charge.  Future work would expand on the 
advancements made with the predictions for new condenser designs to optimize a condenser for charge, capacity, 
and pressure drop utilizing fewer microchannel tubes in serpentine and parallel flow configurations and increasing 
the mass flux in the parallel flow condenser. 
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Appendix A. Experimental Facility 
The laboratory for microchannel heat transfer in the Air Conditioning and Refrigeration Center (ACRC) at 
the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign is located in laboratory B229 in Mechanical Engineering Laboratory 
Building, 105 S. Mathews, Urbana, IL.   
The laboratory consists of two wind tunnels for heat exchangers and the refrigeration system connected to 
both wind tunnels.  Figure A.1 shows a view of the experimental facility illustrating the locations of the different 
components in the lab.   
 
Figure A.1 Picture of experimental facility showing locations of components. 
A.1 Wind tunnels for heat exchangers 
The experimental facilities were designed to give two procedures to determine system performance: 
refrigerant side and air side.  Each side yields its own energy balance calculation to find the capacity of the system 
independently.  The design was made so that two independent procedures could provide agreement of the widely 
accepted standard of ±5%.   
Each wind tunnel has added insulation to increase the overall R-value of the test section in order to 
minimize the heat loss immediately after the heat exchanger and obtain an accurate energy balance.  Fiberglass 
insulation board coated with aluminum foil on both sides measuring 2.54 cm thick and having a thermal 
conductivity of 0.026 W/m-K was bolted to the outside of the sheet metal of the condenser wind tunnel test section.   
The condenser wind tunnel was calibrated to determine the heat loss through the walls of the test section.  
This calibration was used to determine the overall heat transfer coefficient of the test section.  The calibration was 
performed by measuring a temperature difference between the air exiting the flow measuring nozzle and the 
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temperature of the air surrounding the outside of the wind tunnel.  The temperature of the room was measured at two 
locations using a Type T thermocouple mounted 0.3 m and 2 m from the floor.  These room temperature 
measurements were average together to represent the average room temperature.  The temperature at the 
thermocouple grid at the exit of the heat exchanger was also recorded.  The blowers were then switched on 
circulating air through the wind tunnel.  These three temperatures were measured along with the air flow rate.  In 
these calibrations, the air inside the wind tunnel was warmer than the room air and therefore heat was lost from the 
wind tunnel into the room.  This amount of heat loss was measured as the difference in temperature between the air 
exiting the throat of the flow measuring nozzle and the average air temperature at the exit of the heat exchanger 
measured by the thermocouple grid.  Using the air flow rate, the amount of heat lost from inside the wind tunnel is 
known and therefore must be directly related to the temperature difference between the inside of the wind tunnel and 
the surrounding air of the room.  Therefore a relationship between heat loss per degree of temperature difference and 
air flow rate can be made to account for this heat loss or gain during operating conditions and this relationship is 
shown in Equation A-1.   
wwwtr TAUQ ∆=   (A-1) 
Equation A-1 is the overall heat lost due to transmission.  This procedure was repeated for various temperatures and 
air flow rates to obtain an average UA value for each wind tunnel test section.  This UA value is then used to reverse 
calculate the temperature of the air at the exit of the heat exchanger during experiment and therefore predict the 
airside capacity of the heat exchanger.  Table A.1 gives the values of the heat transfer coefficients and surface areas 
for the evaporator and condenser test sections.  These calculated UA values are then used in the reduction of the 
experimental data to calculate the air temperature at the outlet of the heat exchanger. 
Table A.1 Heat transfer coefficients and surface areas for transmission losses in environmental chambers. 
 Heat transfer 
coefficient, UA (W/°C)
Test Section Surface 
Area (m2) 
Condenser  11.9 1.44 
Evaporator 16.4 0.84 
 
The wind tunnels are two independent recirculating air wind tunnels with test sections for the condenser and 
evaporator.  Figure A.2 shows a schematic of the experimental facility and illustrates how the entire system is 
interconnected. 
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Figure A.2 Experimental facility schematic. 
A closer view of the evaporator test section is shown in Figure A.3.  The airflow through the test section is from left 
to right through a 180° turn on the far left through a flow straightener, the evaporator, flow measuring nozzles, 
settling screens and into the blower.  The instrumentation on the outside of the test section is for the connection of 
all temperature and pressure transducers being used on the evaporator portion of the system. 
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Figure A.3 Evaporator wind tunnel test section. 
A close up view of the evaporator is shown in Figure A.4 where the sixteen thermocouples on the air outlet 
thermocouple grid can be seen.  The inlet and outlet refrigerant thermocouples are also in clear view.  The four inlet 
tubes exiting the distributor can be seen entering the inlet headers of the evaporator as well.   
The condenser wind tunnel is shown completely in Figure A.1 and in Figure A.5 the test section of the 
metal duct condenser wind tunnel is shown.  This picture shows the refrigerant tubes entering the test section for one 
condenser tested.  There are three blue handle ball valves visible in this picture as well.  The two valves on the 
outside of the test section were used to separate the condenser from the rest of the system.  The valve inside the test 
section with a refrigerant charging port connected to it was used to remove the charge from the condenser once the 
condenser was separated from the rest of the system.  Present in this picture are also the refrigerant absolute and 
differential pressure transducers used on the condenser and the inlet and outlet refrigerant thermocouples. 
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Figure A.4 Evaporator showing outlet thermocouple grid and inlet refrigerant tubing. 
 
Figure A.5 Inlet side of condenser showing refrigerant tubing and instrumentation. 
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A.2 Flow Straightener 
The evaporator wind tunnels use air straightener to aid in getting a uniform airflow into the heat exchanger.  
The air straightener is 15 cm deep and made of aluminum with passages in the shape of a honeycomb structure. The 
air straightener is located at the inlet of the test section before both the heat exchanger and thermocouple grid. 
The flow straightener at the inlet of the wind tunnel in the calorimetric chamber serves to reduce 
turbulence.  Uniformity of the velocity profile was checked and the difference in the twelve grid points of the duct 
inlet is shown in the Appendix F.  Additional screens were used when needed to improve uniformity inlet air 
velocity profile.  Air flow rate is measured using ANSI/ASHRAE standard nozzles located after the heat 
exchangers.  The nozzles are used with ±0.17% FS differential pressure transducers, a thermocouple, and a humidity 
sensor mounted in the exiting stream of the nozzle to obtain the air flow rates using the instrumentation to calculate 
air density and velocity of air through the nozzle throat. 
A.3 Thermocouple Grid 
Thermocouple grids are located at the inlet and outlet of the heat exchanger.  The grid is made up of welded 
type T thermocouples averaged together to get a representative air temperature.  The evaporator duct has a grid of 
twelve welded thermocouples at the inlet, sixteen at the exit as well as one calibrated thermocouple at both 
locations.  The condenser duct has a grid of three welded thermocouples at the inlet, twenty five at the exit as well as 
one calibrated thermocouple at both locations.  The calibrated thermocouple serves as an absolute reference for air 
temperature and compensates for offsets in thermocouple connections to the data acquisition system and the 
thermocouple grids are used for information purposes to evaluate refrigerant distribution in the heat exchanger by 
measuring the difference in air temperatures at the exit of the heat exchanger. 
A.4 Nozzles 
Each wind tunnel is equipped with two nozzles to determine the air flow rate over a broad range.  The 
nozzles for the evaporator wind tunnel have a 2.5” nominal diameter.  The nozzles for the condenser wind tunnel 
have a 3” and 6” nominal diameter.  The data points collected were done at low flow rates, therefore only the 3” 
nozzle in the condenser loop and one 2.5” nozzle in the evaporator loop were used.  The nozzles installed in wind 
tunnels comply with ANSI/ASHRAE Standard 41.2-1987 (RA 92).  The following equations are used to determine 
the air flow rate.  
nvm v'2PCAQ =  (B.2) 
where, 
Qm air flow rate (m3/s) 
C nozzle discharge coefficient (0.98) 
A nozzle throat area (m2) 
Pv pressure drop across the nozzle (Pa) 
v’n  specific volume of air at nozzle (m3/kg) 
vn specific volume of air at dry and wet bulb temperature conditions existing at nozzle but at standard 
barometric pressure (m3/kg) 
ωm humidity ratio of air at nozzle (kg water/kg dry air) 
PB barometric pressure (kPa) 
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Each nozzle temperature is measured using an immersion type T thermocouple placed in the center of the exiting air 
stream.  The pressure drop across the nozzle is measure using a Setra differential pressure transducer with four 
identical pressure taps located on either side of the nozzle divider.   
A.5 Heaters 
The air temperature is controlled with a Watlow Model PID and Din-a-mite model %% SCR power 
controller connected to a bank of 4.7 kW of heaters.  A chilled water supply is circulated through an automotive 
truck radiator located before the heaters to cool the air before being heated to the proper temperature.  The chilled 
water supply is used to remove the heated added by the condenser so that the PID controlled heaters can heat the air 
before it returns to the condenser inlet.  The chilled water radiator also acts as a radiation shield to the nozzle 
temperature measurement.  Since the heaters may reach temperatures up to 700 °C, it is important to protect any 
temperature measurements from the radiation caused by this large temperature difference.   
In the evaporator loop, there are two banks or heaters with a heating capacity of 2.3 kW each.  One bank is 
controlled by a Watlow Series 93 PID and Din-a-mite SCR power controller and the other is either switched on or 
off depending on the capacity of the component being tested and whether it requires additional heaters to maintain a 
given temperature.  The heaters in the evaporator loop are also shielded from the nozzle thermocouples by means of 
a aluminum screen used for flow settling.  Two of these 40% free area screens are installed one inch apart from one 
another between the heaters and nozzles.  These screens do not allow a line of sight from the heaters to the nozzle 
and protect the thermocouple from radiation effects. 
A.6 Blowers 
In both wind tunnels, the air flow is induced by connecting the duct to the inlet to a blower.  The blower 
then sucks air through the duct (and all components).  The blowers used are high-pressure, direct-drive blowers.  For 
the evaporator wind tunnel, the blower has 15.2 cm circular inlet and 10.2 cm x 8.9 cm rectangular exit.  The motor 
is a 3 phase, 1 HP motor with a maximum of 3450 rpm.  For the condenser wind tunnel, the blower has a 17.8 cm 
circular inlet and 12.7 cm x 10.2 cm rectangular exits.  The motors are 3 phase, 5 HP with a maximum of 3500 rpm.  
For both wind tunnels, the blowers are controlled using a frequency controller.  The speed of the blower motor is set 
using the frequency controller and the air flow rate is calculated from the nozzle measurement. 
A.7 Humidifier 
For the evaporator wind tunnel, the inlet humidity was controlled and maintained for wet conditions.  This 
is accomplished by using a Watlow PID in conjunction with a Vaisala HMP233 humidity sensor, a solenoid valve, 
and a low pressure steam supply.  The Watlow PID is set to supply a given humidity and senses the current humidity 
from the Vaisala HMP233.  The PID will then open and close the solenoid valve allowing steam to flow into the 
wind tunnel.  The steam supply is injected into the wind tunnel immediately after the blower exit to mix the 
turbulent air flow and steam well.   
A.8 Oil Concentration 
The oil concentration is measured by sampling the liquid line of the system.  A small 3/8” diameter copper 
tube with Schrader valves at either end was introduced into the flow of the liquid line.  After a steady flow through 
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the sample tube was obtained, the Schrader valves were closed and the sample was weighed filed with oil and 
refrigerant.  The refrigerant was then released very slowly over 20 to 30 minutes leaving only the oil behind.  The 
sample was weighed again to obtain the oil amount.  In this way, the ratio of oil to refrigerant could be calculated.   
A.9 Safety Systems 
The R290 used in experiment is an instrument grade 99.7% pure propane fluid.  It has no added scent 
agents to warn of a leak, but it odorless and invisible.  Therefore it is important to have a system of sensors to 
monitor for a leak of propane and power down the laboratory.  This is accomplished by using two gas sensors that 
have two individual sensors connected to each gas sensor unit.  The remote sensors are placed in the condenser wind 
tunnel by the tubing, in the evaporator wind tunnel by the tubing, in the center of the refrigeration system platform, 
and in the lower duct of the evaporator wind tunnel.  Propane is denser than air and will settle on the lowest part of 
the equipment or room.  The sensors are triggered at 1% of the lower explosive limit (LEL) of propane and the LEL 
is 2.15%.  Once the sensors are triggered, a relay turns off power to all the components of the system and the system 
cannot be restarted until the quantity of propane in the environment is within safe levels. 
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Appendix B. Instrument List 
This appendix lists all of the instruments used in taking the data.  The list is divided into four tables. Table 
B.1 lists all instruments used in the airside calculations. Table B.2 lists all instruments used in the refrigerant side 
calculations. 
Table B.1 List of all instruments used in calculating the air side balance. 
Air Side  
Measurement Instrument Brand Range Accuracy Description/Location 
Temperature Type T Welded Thermocouple Omega -200 to 350°C 
1°C or 0.75% 
above 0°C 
Inlet and outlet air temperature grids 
for evaporator and condenser (56) 
Temperature 
Type T 
Thermocouple 
Probe 
Omega -200 to 350°C 1°C or 0.75% above 0°C 
Absolute air temperature at heat 
exchanger inlet, outlet, and nozzle 
throat (7) 
Pressure Drop 
Differential 
Pressure 
Transducer 
Setra 0 to 250 Pa ±0.17%FS Pressure drop across condenser (1) 
Pressure Drop 
Differential 
Pressure 
Transducer 
Setra 0 to 1250 Pa ±0.17%FS Pressure drop across evaporator (1) 
Pressure Drop 
Differential 
Pressure 
Transducer 
Setra 0 to 625 Pa ±0.17%FS Pressure drop across condenser wind tunnel nozzle (1) 
Pressure Drop 
Differential 
Pressure 
Transducer 
Setra 0 to 625 Pa ±0.17%FS Pressure drop across evaporator wind tunnel nozzle (1) 
Atmospheric 
Pressure 
Pressure 
Transducer Setra 80 to 110 kPa  Barometric pressure (1) 
Table B.2 List of all instruments used in calculating the refrigerant side balance. 
Refrigerant Side 
Measurement Instrument Brand Range Accuracy Description/Location 
Temperature 
Type T 
Thermocouple 
Probe 
Omega -200 to 350oC 1°C or 0.75% above 0°C 
All refrigerant temperatures: 
evaporator inlet and outlet, 
condenser inlet and outlet, slhx high 
and low side inlet and outlet (8) 
High Pressure Pressure Transducer Setra 0 to 3450 kPa ±0.20%FS Condenser inlet (1) 
Low Pressure Pressure Transducer Setra 0 to 1720 kPa ±0.20%FS Evaporator inlet (1) 
Differential 
Pressure 
Differential 
Pressure 
Transducer 
Setra 0 to 170 kPa ±0.17%FS Condenser and evaporator pressure drop (2) 
Refrigerant Flow 
Rate 
DT25 Mass Flow 
Meter 
Micro 
Motion 
Nominal  
0 to 0.30 kg/s 
Maximum 
0.61 kg/s 
±0.15% Flow 
Rate  
Refrigerant mass flow rate 
measured after condenser before 
slhx on high side (1) 
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Appendix C. Instrument List and Calibration Information 
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Figure C.1 Perd calibration. (Setra Model C228-1 Serial #355271) 
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Figure C.2 Pcrd calibration. (Setra Model C228-1 Serial #353886) 
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Figure C.3 Peri calibration. (Setra Model 204 Serial #356981) 
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Figure C.4 Pcri calibration. (Setra Model C228-1 Serial #356980) 
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Figure C.5 Pslhxhiout calibration. (Setra Model 280E Serial #317237) 
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Figure C.6 Pslhxlowout calibration. (Setra Model 280E Serial #172534) 
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Figure C.7 DPslhxlow calibration. (Setra Model C230 Serial #1004377) 
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Figure C.8 DPslhxhigh calibration. (Setra Model C228-1 Serial #319466) 
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Figure C.9 Pcp calibration. (Setra Model 280E Serial #172532) 
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Figure C.10 Pcn calibration. (Setra Model 270 Serial #321750) 
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Figure C.11 Pend calibration. (Setra Model 239 Serial #231121) 
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Figure C.12 Pcnd calibration. (Setra Model 264 Serial #183746) 
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Figure C.13 Ped calibration. (Setra Model 239 Serial #872129) 
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Figure C.14 Pcd calibration.  (Setra Model 239 Serial #351249) 
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Figure C.15 Tcri calibration. 
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Figure C.16 Tcro calibration. 
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Figure C.17 Teri calibration. 
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Figure C.18 Tero calibration. 
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Figure C.19 Tslhxhi_in calibration. 
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Figure C.20 Tslhxhi_out calibration. 
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Figure C.21 Tslhxlow_in calibration. 
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Figure C.22 Tslhxlow_out calibration. 
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Figure C.23 Ten1 calibration. 
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Figure C.24 Ten2 calibration. 
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Figure C.25 Tcn2 calibration. 
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Figure C.26 Teai calibration. 
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Figure C.27 Teao calibration. 
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Figure C.28 Tcai calibration. 
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Figure C.29 Tcao calibration. 
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Table C.1 Summary of calibrations. 
Name Manufacturer Model Serial # Range Calibration Equation
Perd Setra C228-1 355271 0-25 Psi 0.0343566083674143*x + -8.61311260430861
Pcrd Setra C228-1 353886 0-25 Psi 0.0345885358382933*x + 3.3188943862391
Peri Setra 204 356981 0-500 Psia 0.690295294464026*x + -10.8873359151194
Pcri Setra 204 356980 0-500 Psia 0.688059644028235*x + -6.67330553579788
Pslhx hi out Setra 280E 317237 0-500 Psia 0.692430564064358*x + -15.1229973798838
Pslhx low out Setra 280E 172534 0-250 Psia 0.344860689196373*x + -10.0529962342269
DP slhx low Setra C230 1004377 0-25 Psi 0.0375774261285515*x + -0.600614453572148
DP slhx high Setra C228-1 319466 0-1 Psi 0.00146126328575009*x + -0.337487017857768
Pcp Setra 280E 172532 0-250 Psia 0.345212023582395*x + -12.8056820193083
Tcri Omega GTMQSS-062U-6 -100-260 oC 0.995528433870133*x + 0.237996384193999
Tcro Omega GTMQSS-062U-6 -100-260 oC 0.996228203909416*x + 0.333108912313974
Teri Omega GTMQSS-062U-6 -100-260 oC 0.999717096703782*x + 0.0633206616421968
Tero Omega GTMQSS-062U-6 -100-260 oC 0.998644118291477*x + 0.00191272464188183
Tslhx hi in Omega GTMQSS-062U-6 -100-260 oC 0.998350788043194*x + 0.0960591003386486
Tslhx hi out Omega GTMQSS-062U-6 -100-260 oC 1.00015707889817*x + 0.242733974108305
Tslhx low in Omega GTMQSS-062U-6 -100-260 oC 1.00001960034752*x + 0.0519672034754224
Tslhx low out Omega GTMQSS-062U-6 -100-260 oC 0.998554814672673*x + 0.0439503228127536
Ten1 Omega GTMQSS-062U-6 -100-260 oC 1.00128196564354*x + 0.0388606314640666
Ten2 Omega GTMQSS-062U-6 -100-260 oC 1.00016262798788*x + -0.00282381800477286
Tcn2 Omega GTMQSS-062U-6 -100-260 oC 1.00209048853999*x + 0.223633811125943
Teai Omega GTMQSS-062U-6 -100-260 oC 1.00207216969513*x + 0.019508255471211
Teao Omega GTMQSS-062U-6 -100-260 oC 1.0040086289849*x + -0.076159936683507
Tcai Omega GTMQSS-062U-6 -100-260 oC 1.00017914964723*x + 0.0174056609111732
Tcao Omega GTMQSS-062U-6 -100-260 oC 1.00274073255742*x + -0.00390600890029635
Pend Setra 239 231121 0-2.5" WC 0.120433433383381*x + 8.48200805233027
Pcnd Setra 264 183746 0-5" WC 0.237055577411541*x + 8.13266762638118
Ped Setra 239 872129 0-1" WC 0.0479260235702778*x + -3.69219386002496
Pcd Setra 239 351249 0-5" WC 0.24486551598667*x + 5.54384966921061
Pcn Setra 270 321750 0-20 Psia 0.0275424713112216*x + 0.410838137696021
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Appendix D. Data Analysis EES Code 
{ 
Procedure AirFlowRate ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
This procedure calculates air flow rates and velocities through the nozzles. 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Calls: none 
Called by: main program 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Inputs: 
CDguess nozzle discharge coefficient guess 
D   nozzle throat diameter, [m] 
Tn   nozzle temperature, [C] 
Pn   nozzle entrance pressure, [kPa] 
DPn  pressure drop across nozzle, [Pa] 
Wn   humidity ratio at nozzle 
 
Outputs: 
Ma_wet  wet air mass flow rate, [kg/s] which is the total flow rate, not flow rate of moist 
component of air 
Ma_dry  dry air mass flow rate, [kg/s] 
Q_m3  volumetric flow rate, [m^3/s] 
Q_cfm volumetric flow rate, [cfm] 
Vel   air velocity through nozzle, [m/s] 
Vn   specific volume of air at nozzle, [m^3/kg] 
Re   Reynolds Number at nozzle 
CDnew  discharge coefficient corresponding to Reynolds Number 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
} 
 
 
 
Procedure AirFlowRate (CDguess, D, Tn, Pn, DPn, Wn : Ma_wet, Ma_dry, Q_m3, Q_cfm, Vel, Vn, Re, 
CDold) 
 $Common ENN 
 An = pi * D^2/4          
 {nozzle throat area [m^2]} 
 Vn = VOLUME(AirH2O,T=Tn,P=Pn,w=Wn)                               {Specific volume of moist air} 
 CDnew = CDguess     
 repeat            
 {iterate to find proper discharge coefficient} 
  MW=MOLARMASS(Propane) 
  rho = DENSITY(AirH2O, T = Tn, P = Pn, w=Wn)   {air density at nozzle, 
[kg/m^3]} 
  beta=0.001189997   
  alpha=1-(DPn/(rho*R#*1000/MW*(Tn+273.15)))  
  CDold = CDnew 
  phi=1-(0.548+.71*beta^4)*(1-alpha)   
  Q_m3 = CDold * PHI*An * (2 * DPn * Vn)^0.5 
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Q_cfm = Q_m3 * convert(m^3/s, ft^3/min) 
  M_air=rho*Q_m3 
  Vel = Q_m3/An         
 {Flow properties at nozzle exit, despite inlet is standard}   
  Ma_wet = Q_m3/Vn         {treat as 
incompressible AirH2O flow} 
  Ma_dry = Ma_wet/(1+Wn)        
  mu = VISCOSITY(AirH2O, T = Tn, P=Pn, w=Wn)   {air viscosity at nozzle, 
[kg/m-sec]} 
  Re = rho * Vel * D/mu 
  CDnew = .9986 - 7.006/Re^.5 + 134.6/Re     {discharge 
coefficient correlation} 
 
 until (abs(CDold - CDnew) < .001) 
 
  
END 
 
{ 
Procedure Efficiency -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
This procedure calculates the various compressor efficiencies. 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Calls: none 
Called by: main program 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Inputs: 
Mr     refrigerant mass flow rate in compressor [g/s] 
Tri     refrigerant inlet temperature [C] 
Pri     refrigerant inlet pressure [C] 
Tro     refrigerant outlet temperature [C] 
Pro     refrigerant outlet pressure [C] 
W_comp   compressor work [kW] 
Vc     compressor speed [rpm] 
V_disp    compressor suction volume [cc] 
 
Outputs: 
h_in    inlet refrigerant enthalpy [kJ/kg] 
h_out    outlet refrigerant enthalpy [kJ/kg] 
eta_c    compression efficiency [-] 
eta_v    volumetric efficiency [-] 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
} 
 
Procedure Efficiency (Mr, Tri, Pri, Tro, Pro, W_comp, Vc, V_suc : h_in, h_out, eta_isen, eta_mech, 
eta_comp, eta_v) 
  
 h_in = ENTHALPY(propane, T = Tri, P = Pri) 
 s_in = ENTROPY(propane, T = Tri, P = Pri)     {inlet refrigerant 
entropy [kJ/kg-K]} 
 h_out_isen = ENTHALPY(propane, P = Pro, s = s_in)   {isentropic outlet 
refrigerant enthalpy [kJ/kg]} 
 h_out = ENTHALPY(propane, T = Tro, P = Pro)                               {outlet refrigerant 
entropy [kJ/kg-K]} 
 eta_isen = (Mr) * (h_out_isen - h_in)/W_comp                  {Isentropic efficiency} 
        eta_mech= (Mr) * (h_out - h_in)/W_comp                            {Mechanical efficiency} 
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        eta_comp= (h_out_isen - h_in)/(h_out - h_in)                                {Compression (or indicated) 
efficiency} 
  
 v_in = VOLUME(propane, T = Tri, P = Pri)     {inlet refrigerant 
specific volume [m^3/kg]} 
 Vdot_c = Mr * v_in         
 {refrigerant displacement rate [m^3/s]} 
 eta_v = (Vdot_c)/(V_suc/1e6 * Vc/60)                                 {Volumetric Efficiency} 
End 
 
 
{    Begin Main Program Section     } 
 
VersionDate = 081502    {Date of Revision} 
today$=concat$('Today is ',DATE$)   {Date of file} 
 
{ 
These variables may need to be updated depending on the current system status --------- 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------   
} 
 
Patm=102 
V_disp =9.4    {compressor suction volume [ccm]} 
Xoil=0                                         {oil circulation rate}               
 
 
{Humidity information} 
{RH_cond=36.88 
Tcond_hum=22.678 
 
RH_evap_noz=37.45 
Tevap_hum_noz=20.935 
 
RH_evap_in=36 
Tevap_hum_in=21.67} 
 
 
Mr_gs=Mr*1000 
W_w=W_comp*1000 
 
 
{ 
------------------------------------------Outdoor Chamber Calculations -----------------------------------------------------
-------------------------- 
} 
 
 
 
{Chamber Humidity} 
Rhci =RELHUM(AirH2O,T=Tcai,P=Pcai,w=Wci)              {relative humidity at inlet } 
Wci = HumRat(AIRH2O, P = 99, T = Tcond_hum, R=RH_cond/100)                           {estimated 
Rh=40%} 
 
{Air Flow Rate Parameters} 
CDc = 0.99           {discharge 
coefficient guess value} 
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D_c[1] = 3*convert(in,m) {2.5"}         {nozzle 1 
diameter [m]} 
D_c[2] = 0.1524 {6"}         {nozzle 2 
diameter [m]} 
 
{Air Flow Rate Through Nozzles} 
cond_noz_num=1 
 
duplicate i=1,cond_noz_num 
 
 Call AirFlowRate( CDc, D_c[i], Tcn, Pcn, Pcnd, Wci : ma_wet_c[i], ma_dry_c[i], AFR_m3_c[i], 
AFR_cfm_c[i], Vel_c[i], Vn_c[i], Re_c[i], CDc[i]) 
  
end 
 
{Total Air Flow Rates} 
Ma_outdoor_dry = sum(ma_dry_c[i], i=1,cond_noz_num)                {dry air mass 
flow rate [kg(dry air)/s]}                                                  
Ma_outdoor = sum(ma_wet_c[i], i=1,cond_noz_num)      {wet air mass 
flow rate [kg/s]} 
AFR_m3_outdoor = sum(AFR_m3_c[i], i=1,cond_noz_num)      {wet volumetric 
air flow rate [m^3/s]} 
AFR_cfm_outdoor = sum(AFR_cfm_c[i], i=1,cond_noz_num)    {wet volumetric air flow rate 
[cfm]} 
 
 
{Air-Side Energy Balance} 
Pcao=Pcn+Pcnd/1000 
Pcai=Pcao+50/1000 
hcai = ENTHALPY(AirH2O, T = Tcai, P = Pcai, w = Wci)   {moist inlet air enthalpy 
[kJ/kg]} 
hcan = ENTHALPY(AirH2O, T = Tcn, P = Pcn, w = Wci)   {moist nozzle air enthalpy 
[kJ/kg]} 
hcao= ENTHALPY(AirH2O, T = Tcao, P = Pcao, w = Wci) 
hcao_calc= ENTHALPY(AirH2O, T = Tcao_calc, P = Pcao, w = Wci) 
 
Tcai_calc=Tcai 
 
Qoutdoor_air_compare = Ma_outdoor_dry * ( hcao_calc - hcai ) "[kW]" 
Qoutdoor_air   = Ma_outdoor_dry * (hcan - hcai) - Qoutdoor_air2 
 
Qoutdoor_air2 = Ma_outdoor_dry * (hcan - hcao_calc  ) 
Qoutdoor_air2 = UA_outdoor2 * (  Tcn - Tamb )  
 
 
Q_1_2=Ma_outdoor_dry * (hcao_calc-hcai) 
Q_2_3=Ma_outdoor_dry * (hcao_calc-hcan) 
Q_1_3=Ma_outdoor_dry * (hcan-hcai) 
 
{Insert Calculated UA values for the outdoor wind tunnel here} 
UA_outdoor2=-0.00690416064 - 0.0535355477*Ma_outdoor_dry   
 
 
{Refrigerant-Side Energy Balance} 
{Pcro, DPcr, Tcri, Tcro are measured parameters and supplied by test file in excel form, assuming 
super-critical state} 
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hcri = ENTHALPY(propane, T = Tcri, P = Pcri)    {refrigerant inlet enthalpy 
[kJ/kg]} 
hcro = ENTHALPY(propane, T = Tcro, P = Pcro)            {refrigerant exit enthalpy [kJ/kg]} 
Qoutdoor_ref = Mr*(1-Xoil) * (hcri - hcro) 
 
{+Mr*Xoil*(2.0499*(Tcri-Tcro)+2.261e-3/2*(Tcri^2-Tcro^2))            {[kW]}              } 
 
 
Q_outdoor_error = ( Qoutdoor_ref - Qoutdoor_air ) / Qoutdoor_ref * 100 
Q_cond_missing=(Qoutdoor_air - Qoutdoor_ref)*1000  "[W]" 
 
{ 
---------------------------------------------------------------Indoor Chamber Calculations ----------------------------------
----------------------------------------------- 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
} 
 
{Chamber Humidity} 
Rhei = RELHUM(AirH2O, T = Teai, P = Patm, W=Wei)  {inlet relative humidity} 
Rhen = RELHUM(AirH2O, T = Ten, P = Pen, W=Wen)  {relative humidity after nozzle} 
Wei = HUMRAT(AirH2O, T = Tevap_hum_in, P = Patm, R=RH_evap_in/100)  {inlet humidity 
ratio} 
Wen= Wei   "HUMRAT(AirH2O, T = Tevap_hum_noz, P = Patm, R=RH_evap_noz/100) 
 {inlet humidity ratio}" 
Tdpei=DEWPOINT(AirH2O,T=Teai,P=Patm, R=RHei) 
Tdpen=DEWPOINT(AirH2O,T=Teai,P=Patm, R=RHen) 
 
{Air Flow Rate Parameters} 
Pen = Patm - Ped/1000 - Pcnd/1000     {air pressure at nozzle exit 
[kPa]} 
CDe = 0.975           
 {discharge coefficient guess value} 
D_e[1] = 0.0635 {2.5"}         {nozzle 1 
diameter [m]} 
D_e[2] = 0.0635 {2.5"}         {nozzle 2 
diameter [m]} 
  
{Air Flow Rates Through Nozzles} 
evap_noz_num=2 
duplicate i=1,evap_noz_num 
 
 Call AirFlowRate( CDe, D_e[i], Ten, Pen, Pend, Wen : ma_wet_e[i], ma_dry_e[i], AFR_m3_e[i], 
AFR_cfm_e[i], Vel_e[i], Vn_e[i], Re_e[i], CDe[i]) 
  
end 
 
{Total Air Flow Rates} 
Ma_indoor_dry = sum(ma_dry_e[i], i=1,evap_noz_num)       {total dry air 
mass flow rate [kg/s]} 
Ma_indoor_wet = sum(ma_wet_e[i], i=1,evap_noz_num)       {total wet air 
mass flow rate [kg/s]} 
AFR_m3_indoor = sum(AFR_m3_e[i] , i=1,evap_noz_num)     {total volumetric 
air flow rate [m^3/s]} 
AFR_cfm_indoor = sum(AFR_cfm_e[i] , i=1,evap_noz_num)    {total volumetric air 
flow rate [cfm]} 
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{Total Air-Side Heat Transfer} 
Peao=Patm-Ped/1000 
heai = ENTHALPY(AirH2O, T = Teai, P = Patm, R = Rhei)  {moist inlet air enthalpy [kJ/kg]} 
hean = ENTHALPY(AirH2O, T = Ten, P = Pen, R = Rhen)  {moist nozzle air enthalpy [kJ/kg]} 
heao= ENTHALPY(AirH2O, T = Teao, P = Peao, w = Wei)                                                                                                     
 
 
{heai_calc = ENTHALPY(AirH2O, T = Teai_calc, P = Patm, R = Rhei) {moist inlet air enthalpy 
[kJ/kg]}} 
heao_calc= ENTHALPY(AirH2O, T = Teao_calc, P = Peao, w = Wei) 
  
Qindoor_air_compare = Ma_indoor_dry * (heai - heao_calc) 
Qindoor_air = Ma_indoor_dry * (heai - hean) + (Qindoor_air1+ Qindoor_air2)   "positive" 
 
 
Teai=Teai_calc 
 
{Qindoor_air1 = 0} 
{Qindoor_air1 = Ma_indoor_dry * (heai - heai_calc)} 
Qindoor_air1 = UA_indoor1 * (   Tamb - ( Teai_calc + Teai ) / 2  )  
 
Qindoor_air2 = Ma_indoor_dry * (hean - heao_calc) 
Qindoor_air2 = UA_indoor2 * (  Tamb -  Ten    )  
 
UA_indoor1 = 0  {0.00738* Ma_indoor_dry - 0.00050} 
 
UA_indoor2=0.00280109984 + 0.1088758*Ma_indoor_dry 
Q_evap_missing=(Qindoor_air-Qindoor_ref)*1000 
    
Tcond2=temperature(propane, x=.5, p=pcri) 
{Sensible Air-Side Heat Transfer} 
heai_dry = ENTHALPY(Air, T= Teai)      {dry inlet air enthalpy 
[kJ/kg]} 
hean_dry = ENTHALPY(Air, T = Ten)      {dry nozzle air enthalpy 
[kJ/kg]} 
hvin = ENTHALPY(Steam_NBS, T =Teai, x = 1)    {water vapor inlet enthalpy 
[kJ/kg} 
hvout = ENTHALPY(Steam_NBS, T = Ten, x = 1)    {water vapor nozzle enthalpy 
[kJ/kg]} 
Qindoor_sensible_psych = Ma_indoor_dry * (heai_dry - hean_dry) + (Ma_indoor_wet - Ma_indoor_dry) * 
(hvin - hvout) 
Qindoor_sensible_cond = Qindoor_air - Qindoor_latent_cond 
 
{Latent Air-Side Heat Transfer} 
Mw_kgps = Dslope * convert(lbm/s, kg/s)     {condensation rate [kg/s]} 
Mw_gps = Mw_kgps * 1000         {condensation 
rate [g/s]} 
h_fg = ENTHALPY(Steam_NBS, T = Tdpei, x = 1) - ENTHALPY(Steam_NBS, T = Tdpei, x = 0) {heat of 
vaporization [kJ/kg]} 
Qindoor_latent_cond = Mw_kgps * h_fg 
Qindoor_latent_psych = Qindoor_air - Qindoor_sensible_psych 
 
{Refrigerant-Side Energy Balance} 
{Pero, Perd, Tero are measured parameters} 
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Teri_sat=TEMPERATURE(propane, P = Peri, x = 0.5)                                 {2 phase inlet, sat. 
temp. [C]} 
Tero_sat=TEMPERATURE(propane, P = Pero, x = 0.5)   {2-phase outlet sat. temp. [C]} 
heri = ENTHALPY(propane, T = Tslhxhi_out, P = Pslhxhiout)    
 {refrigerant inlet enthalpy [kJ/kg]} 
{hero=ENTHALPY(propane, T=Tero, P = Pero)}  
{hero=ENTHALPY(propane, T=Tslhxlow_in, P = Pero)} 
Qindoor_ref = Mr*(1-Xoil) * (hero - heri) 
 
{+Mr*Xoil*(2.0499*(Tero-Teri)+2.261e-3/2*(Tero^2-Teri^2))  {[kW]}   } 
 
{Refrigerator Qualities}                                                                
h_liq_in = ENTHALPY(propane, P = Peri, x = 0)     {saturated liquid 
enthalpy [kJ/kg]} 
h_vap_in = ENTHALPY(propane, P = Peri, x = 1)     {saturated vapor 
enthalpy [kJ/kg]} 
x_in = (heri - h_liq_in)/(h_vap_in - h_liq_in)     {inlet quality [-]} 
 
h_liq_out = ENTHALPY(propane, T = Tero_sat, x = 0)    {saturated liquid 
enthalpy [kJ/kg]} 
h_vap_out = ENTHALPY(propane, T = Tero_sat, x = 1)   {saturated vapor enthalpy 
[kJ/kg]} 
x_out = (hero - h_liq_out)/(h_vap_out - h_liq_out)    {exit quality [-]} 
 
hero=hslhxlow_in 
 
{Error Calculations} 
 
 
Qindoor_error = ( Qindoor_ref -Qindoor_air ) / Qindoor_ref*100 
Qindoor_error_2 = ( Qindoor_ref -Qindoor_air_compare ) / Qindoor_ref*100 
 
{-------------------------------SLHX-----------------------------} 
hslhxhi_in=enthalpy(propane, p=pslhxhiin, t=tslhxhi_in) 
hslhxhi_out=enthalpy(propane, p=pslhxhiout, t=tslhxhi_out) 
{hslhxlow_in=enthalpy(propane, p=pslhxlowin, t=tslhxlow_in)} 
hslhxlow_out=enthalpy(propane, p=pslhxlowout, t=tslhxlow_out) 
 
Q_max=mr*c_slhx_min*(Tslhxhi_in-Tslhxlow_in) 
 
epsilon=Q_slhx/Q_max 
 
Q_slhx_check=mr*epsilon*c_slhx_min*(Tslhxhi_in-Tslhxlow_in) 
 
 
Q_slhx=mr*(hslhxhi_in-hslhxhi_out) 
Q_slhx=Mr*(hslhxlow_out-hslhxlow_in) 
 
{Specific Heats for heat transfer} 
CP_slhx_hi=cp(propane, T=Tslhxhi_in, P=Pslhxhiin) 
CP_slhx_low=CP(propane, T=(Tslhxlow_in+Tslhxlow_out)/2, P=Pslhxlowout) 
C_slhx_min=MIN(CP_slhx_low, cp_slhx_hi) 
C_slhx_max=MAX(CP_slhx_low, cp_slhx_hi) 
Cr_slhx=C_slhx_min/C_slhx_max 
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{---------------------------------------Compressor---------------------------------} 
 
Prcpi=Pcp 
Prcpo=Pcri 
Trcpi=Tslhxlow_out 
Trcpo=Tcri 
{ 
Compressor Calculations -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
} 
 
P_ratio = Prcpo/Prcpi           
 {compression ratio} 
 
{Efficiency Calculations} 
Call Efficiency(Mr*(1-Xoil), Trcpi, Prcpi, Trcpo, Prcpo, W_comp, Vc, V_disp : h_compin, h_compout, 
eta_isen, eta_mech, eta_comp, eta_v)     
Vc=(2900/3000)*3600 
 
DT_sup_cp_in=Trcpi-TEMPERATURE(propane,P=Prcpi,x=0.5)                         {compressor inlet 
superheat} 
 
T_superheat=Tero-Tero_sat 
T_subcool=Tcro_sat-Tcro 
 
Tcro_sat=temperature(propane, x=0, P=Pcro) 
 
{-------------------------------------System Performance -------------------------------------} 
COP_indoor_air = Qindoor_air/W_comp 
COP_indoor_ref = Qindoor_ref/W_comp 
 
COP_outdoor_air = Qoutdoor_air/W_comp - 1 
COP_outdoor_ref = Qoutdoor_ref/W_comp - 1 
 
 
T_sat_cond=temperature(propane, x=.5, P=pcro) 
P_sat_cond=pressure(propane, x=.5, T=Tcro) 
 
 
DPer=Peri-Pero 
DPcr=Pcri-Pcro 
 
 
h[1]=hcri 
h[2]=hcro 
h[3]=hslhxhi_in 
h[4]=hslhxhi_out 
h[5]=heri 
h[6]=hero 
h[7]=hslhxlow_in 
h[8]=hslhxlow_out 
h[9]=h[1] 
 
p[1]=pcri 
p[2]=pcro 
p[3]=pslhxhiin 
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p[4]=pslhxhiout 
p[5]=peri 
p[6]=pero 
p[7]=pslhxlowin 
p[8]=pslhxlowout 
p[9]=p[1] 
 
 
 
 
"---------------------------------------System Data----------------------------------------" 
 
" Excel Data " 
Pcri=LOOKUP('data',i,1) 
Pcro=LOOKUP('data',i,2) 
Pslhxhiin=LOOKUP('data',i,3) 
Pslhxhiout=LOOKUP('data',i,4) 
Peri=LOOKUP('data',i,5) 
Pero=LOOKUP('data',i,6) 
Pslhxlowin=LOOKUP('data',i,7) 
Pslhxlowout=LOOKUP('data',i,8) 
Tcri=LOOKUP('data',i,9) 
Tcro=LOOKUP('data',i,10) 
Tslhxhi_in=LOOKUP('data',i,11) 
Tslhxhi_out=LOOKUP('data',i,12) 
Teri=LOOKUP('data',i,13) 
Tero=LOOKUP('data',i,14) 
Tslhxlow_in=LOOKUP('data',i,15) 
Tslhxlow_out=LOOKUP('data',i,16) 
Teai=LOOKUP('data',i,17) 
Teao=LOOKUP('data',i,18) 
Ten=LOOKUP('data',i,19) 
Tcai=LOOKUP('data',i,20) 
Tcao=LOOKUP('data',i,21) 
Tcn=LOOKUP('data',i,22) 
Tamb=LOOKUP('data',i,23) 
mr=LOOKUP('data',i,24)/1000 
W_Comp=LOOKUP('data',i,25)/1000 
Pend=LOOKUP('data',i,26) 
Ped=LOOKUP('data',i,27) 
Pcnd=LOOKUP('data',i,28) 
Pcn=LOOKUP('data',i,29) 
Pcp=LOOKUP('data',i,30) 
Tcp=LOOKUP('data',i,31) 
RH_evap_in=LOOKUP('data',i,32) 
Tevap_hum_in=LOOKUP('data',i,33) 
RH_evap_noz=LOOKUP('data',i,34) 
Tevap_hum_noz=LOOKUP('data',i,35) 
RH_cond=LOOKUP('data',i,36) 
Tcond_hum=LOOKUP('data',i,37) 
Mw_kgps=0 
Mass_propane=123 "[g]" 
 
max=2 
confidence=5 
x[0]=0 
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y[0]=0 
x[1]=(1-confidence/100)*max 
y[1]=max 
x[2]=0 
y[2]=0 
x[3]=max 
y[3]=(1-confidence/100)*max 
x[4]=0 
y[4]=0 
x[5]=max 
y[5]=max 
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Appendix E. Low Charge Hydrocarbon System Model 
for Two Pass Parallel Flow Condenser 
 
{ Reynolds and Prandtl  number } 
Procedure REPR(rho,Vel,D,mu,cp,K:Re,Pr) 
    Re=rho*Vel*D/mu 
     Pr = mu*cp/(K/1000) 
 end 
 
{Nusselt number from Gnielinski (1976) correlation,   0.5<Pr<2000, 2300<Re<5000000  } 
Procedure NU(f,Re,Pr:NuNum) 
   NuNum =(f/8)*(Re-1000)*Pr/(1+12.7*(f/8)^0.5*(Pr^(2/3)-1)) 
 if NuNum<=3.66 then NuNum=3.66 
end 
 
{ Thermodynamic properties by knowing temperature and pressure } 
procedure KNOWTP(T1, P1 :V,H,mu,k,cp)    
 H=ENTHALPY(PROPANE_MH,T=T1,P=P1) 
 V=VOLUME(PROPANE_MH,T=T1,P=P1) 
 cp=SPECHEAT(PROPANE_MH,T=T1,P=P1) 
 mu=VISCOSITY(PROPANE_MH,T=T1,P=P1) 
 k=CONDUCTIVITY(PROPANE_MH,T=T1,P=P1) 
end 
 
{ Enthalpy and volume by knowing temperature and pressure } 
procedure TPHV(T1, P1 :V,H)    
 H=ENTHALPY(PROPANE_MH,T=T1,P=P1) 
 V=VOLUME(PROPANE_MH,T=T1,P=P1) 
end 
 
{Saturation pressure, enthalpy and volume by knowing temperature and quality } 
procedure TQHV(T1,x1 :P,V,H)    
 H=ENTHALPY(PROPANE_MH,T=T1,x=x1) 
 V=VOLUME(PROPANE_MH,T=T1,x=x1) 
 P=PRESSURE(PROPANE_MH,T=T1,x=x1) 
end 
 
{ Calculate saturated properties of  R744 from saturation temperature } 
procedure SATPROP(Tr:Pv,vv,vl,hv,hl,muv,mul,kv,kl,cpl) 
 vv=VOLUME(PROPANE_MH,T=Tr,x=1) 
 vl=VOLUME(PROPANE_MH,T=Tr,x=0) 
 hv=ENTHALPY(PROPANE_MH,T=Tr,x=1) 
 hl=ENTHALPY(PROPANE_MH,T=Tr,x=0) 
 Pv=PRESSURE(PROPANE_MH,T=Tr,x=1) 
 Pl=PRESSURE(PROPANE_MH,T=Tr,x=0) 
 muv=VISCOSITY(PROPANE_MH,T=Tr,P=Pv-2) 
 mul=VISCOSITY(PROPANE_MH,T=Tr,P=Pl+2) 
 kv=CONDUCTIVITY(PROPANE_MH,T=Tr,P=Pv-2) 
 kl=CONDUCTIVITY(PROPANE_MH,T=Tr,P=Pv+2) 
  
 cpl=SPECHEAT(PROPANE_MH,T=Tr,P=Pl+2) 
end 
 
{ Calculate saturated properties of  R744 from saturation temperature } 
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procedure SATVAPOR(Tr,X1:vv,hv,muv,kv,cpv) 
 vv=VOLUME(PROPANE_MH,T=Tr,x=X1) 
 hv=ENTHALPY(PROPANE_MH,T=Tr,x=X1) 
 Pv=PRESSURE(PROPANE_MH,T=Tr,x=X1) 
 muv=VISCOSITY(PROPANE_MH,T=Tr,P=Pv-2) 
 kv=CONDUCTIVITY(PROPANE_MH,T=Tr,P=Pv-2) 
 cpv=SPECHEAT(PROPANE_MH,T=Tr,P=Pv-2) 
end 
 
{ Procudure for calculating the saturated air enthalpy } 
Procedure SATAIRENTH(T1:hs) 
 P1=101.325 
 hs=ENTHALPY(AIRH2O,T=T1,P=P1,R=1) 
end 
 
 
{ mass transfer coefficient calculation 
Input:      P_atm      atmospheric pressure  
                T_air         air temperature 
                w_air         air humidity ratio 
                H_air        air side heat transfer coefficient 
Output:  HD_air      mass transfer coefficient 
                CpaEw     specific heat of moist air 
                Lewis        Lewis number  } 
 
procedure MASSTRAN(P_atm,T_air,w_air, H_air: HD_air,CpaEw,Lewis) 
 
{HD_air is in W/m^2.K  } 
 CpaEw=SPECHEAT(AIRH2O,T=T_air,P=P_atm,w=w_air)               " specific heat  of moist air" 
 K_a=CONDUCTIVITY(AIRH2O,T=T_air,P=P_atm,w=w_air)           "  thermal conductivity of air 
" 
 v_a=VOLUME(AIRH2O,T=T_air,P=P_atm,w=w_air)                                    " specific volume of 
air " 
 
{ Dab is mass diffusivity between air and water vapor, m^2/s } 
 Dab=2.6e-5*((T_air+273.15)/298)^1.75*(101.13/P_atm) 
 Lewis=K_a*v_a/(CpaEw*Dab*1000)                                                        " Lewis number  " 
 HD_air=H_air/CpaEw*Lewis^(-2/3)                                                           " mass transfer 
coefficient " 
end 
 
 
{ heat transfer coefficient for 2ph R744 } 
procedure H2PH(X , T ,m , G , Dport_suc , Aport_suc , V_suc : h_suc) 
 call  SATProp(T : Pv,vv,vl,hv,hl,mu_v,mu_l,k_v,k_l,cp_l) 
 
 Xtt=((1-X)/X)^0.9*(vl/vv)^0.5*(mu_l/mu_v)^0.1 
 
  
 
 hfg=hv-hl 
 
 Prl=mu_l*cp_l/(k_l/1000) 
 
 Rel=1/vl*V_suc*Dport_suc/mu_l *(1-X) 
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 h_l=0.023*k_l/Dport_suc*(Rel)^0.8*Prl^0.4 
 
 Frl=G^2/(1/vl)^2/9.314/Dport_suc 
 
 F=1+1.925*Xtt^(-0.83) 
 
 h_suc=F * h_l 
 
end 
 
 
{ heat transfer coefficient calculation for propane from Rademacher and Hwang correlation 
Input:                 Tr    refrigerant temperature 
                            Tw  tube wall temperature, here fin temperature was used 
                            x      quality of refrigerant 
                            Di    diameter of port 
                            G     mass flux of refrigerant 
                            Pe   evaporation pressure 
Output:              h_744    heat transfer coefficient of propane } 
 
procedure H_PROPANEHR(Tr,Tw,x,Di,G,Pe   :    h_744) 
 
 call  SatProp(Tr   :    Pv,vv,vl,hv,hl,muv,mul,kv,kl,cpl) 
       hfg=(hv-hl)                                                                      " latent heat " 
 prl=cpl*mul/kl*1000                                                           " Prandtl 
number for saturated liquid propane" 
 Rel=G*Di/mul                                                                      " 
Reynolds number for saturated liquid propane " 
 Xtt=(mul/muv)^0.1*(vl/vv)^0.5*ABS((1-x)/x)^0.9                " Lockhard-
Martinelli turbulent parameter " 
 
  IF (Xtt >= 10) THEN 
   F=1                                                                                " forced 
convection enhancement factor " 
  ELSE 
   F=2.0*(0.213+x^(-1))^0.736 
  ENDIF 
 
 Ten1=SURFACETENSION(PROPANE_MH,T=Tr) 
 X0=0.05*(Ten1/9.81/(1/vl-1/vv))^0.5                              " 
modified Bennett-Chen coefficient " 
 F1=kl^0.79*cpl^0.5*(1/vl)^0.49/Ten1^0.6/mul^0.29/hfg^0.24/(1/vv)^0.24 
 Ts1=TEMPERATURE(PROPANE_MH,P=Pe,x=0) 
 Ps1=PRESSURE(PROPANE_MH,T=Tw,x=0) 
 hl=0.023*(kl/Di)*Rel^0.8*prl^0.4                                    " heat transfer 
coefficient for saturated liquid propane" 
 hfc=hl*prl^0.6                                                                       " forced 
convection heat transfer coefficient   " 
 S=(1-EXP(-F*hl*X0/kl))/(F*hl*X0/kl)                                 " 
modified Bennett-Chen coefficient " 
 hnb=0.00122*F1*ABS(Tw-Ts1)^0.4*(ABS(Ps1-Pe)*1000)^0.75      " nucleate boiling heat 
transfer coefficient " 
 h_744 =( S * hnb + F * hfc )                                                                                 " total heat 
transfer coefficient " 
 
end 
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{Boiling heat transfer coefficient 
J.P. Wattelet ACRC TR-35 May 1993  } 
 
Procedure h_boil( Tr, Di, G, x, q : h_tp ) 
 n=2.5 
 Pcrit=P_crit(propane) 
 
  call  SatProp(Tr   :    Pv,vv,vl,hv,hl,muv,mul,kv,kl,cpl) 
 X_tt=(mul/muv)^(0.1)*(vl/vv)^(0.5)*((1-x)/x)^(0.9)     " Lockhart-Martinelli turbulent 
parameter " 
 M=MOLARMASS(Propane) 
 P_r=Pv/Pcrit 
 Fr_L=G^2/((1/vl)^2*g#*Di)          
 " Liquid Froude number " 
 Pr_L=cpl*mul/kl*1000  
 Re_L=G*(1-x)*Di/mul   
 
 IF (Fr_L<.25) THEN 
  R=1.32*Fr_L^(0.2)   
 ELSE 
  R=1   
 ENDIF 
 
 OMEGA=0.551*P_r^(0.492) 
 X_tt_m=((1-x)/x)^(0.9)*OMEGA  "modified Lockhart-Martinelli turbulent parameter" 
 F=1+1.925*X_tt_m^(-0.83) 
 
 h_l=0.023*kl/Di*Re_L^(0.8)*Pr_L^(0.4)  "liquid heat transfer coefficient" 
 h_cb=F*h_l*R         "convective boiling 
heat transfer coefficient" 
 h_nb=55*M^(-0.5)*q^(0.67)*P_r^(0.12)*(-log10(P_r))^(-0.55)  "nucleate boiling heat 
transfer coefficient" 
 h_tp=(h_nb^n + h_cb^n)^(1/n) 
  
 
END 
 
{Victor Nino void fraction} 
Procedure VOIDFRACTION(x, T_in, g, dh : alpha) 
 
 sigma=SURFACETENSION(propane_mh,T=T_in)    "Surface tension" 
 mul=VISCOSITY(propane_mh, t=T_in, x=0)      "Liquid 
viscosity" 
 muv=VISCOSITY(propane_mh, t=T_in, x=1)      
 "Vapor viscosity" 
 rho_liq=DENSITY(propane_mh, T=T_in, x=0)     "Liquid density" 
 rho_vap=DENSITY(propane_mh, T=T_in, x=1)     "Vapor density" 
 We=x^2*g^2*dh/(rho_vap*sigma)       {Vapor Weber 
number} 
 Xtt=((1-x)/x)^(.875)*(rho_vap/rho_liq)^(.5)*(mul/muv)^(.125)  "Lockhart Martinelli 
turbulent parameter" 
 {alpha=(1+(Xtt+(1/We^1.3))*(rho_liq/rho_vap)^0.9)^(-.06)   "Annular flow 
void fraction into section being evaluated"} 
alpha=1/(1+(1-x)/x*(rho_vap/rho_liq))       
 "Intermittent flow void fraction into section being evaluated" 
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end 
 
{ 
Dobson-Chato heat transfer correlation for horizontal condensing tubes 
Input:                 Tr    refrigerant temperature 
                            x      quality of refrigerant 
                            Di    diameter of port 
                            G     mass flux of refrigerant 
Output:              htc    liquid heat transfer coefficient of propane  
} 
Procedure HTC_Dobson_Chato(Tr, G, Di, x, Tw, Theta : htc ) 
 
  call  SatProp(Tr   :    Pv,vv,vl,hv,hl,muv,mul,kv,kl,cpl) 
  Call VOIDFRACTION(x, Tr, G, Di : alpha_nino) 
 {jh=convert(deg, rad) 
 Theta_L=Theta*jh} 
 X_tt=(mul/muv)^(0.1)*(vl/vv)^(0.5)*((1-x)/x)^(0.9)     " Lockhart-Martinelli turbulent 
parameter " 
 hfg=hv-hl 
 Tsat=Tr 
 Pcrit=P_crit(propane) 
 Pred=Pv/Pcrit 
  
 Re_L=G*(1-x)*Di/mul                 
 Re_vo=G*x*Di/muv 
 Re_lo=G*x*Di/mul 
 Pr_L=cpl*mul/kl*1000                                                           " Prandtl 
number for saturated liquid propane" 
 Ga=g#*(1/vl)*((1/vl)-(1/vv))*Di^3/mul^2       
 "Galileo number" 
 Ja_L = cpl*(Tsat-Tw)/hfg                                                     " Liquid 
Jakob number " 
 Fr_L=G^2/((1/vl)^2*g#*Di)          
 " Liquid Froude number " 
  
 IF (Fr_L <= .7) THEN 
  c1=4.172+ 5.48*Fr_L-1.564*Fr_L^2 
  c2=1.773-.169*Fr_L 
 ELSE 
  c1=7.242 
  c2=1.655 
endif 
  
 F_tp=1+2.22/(X_tt^0.889) 
 F_tp_shah=1+(3.8/Pred^.38)*(x/(1-x))^.76  " Shah 1979 two phase multiplier 
correlation " 
 F_tp_cav=(2.64*(1+(vv/vl)^.5*(x/(1-x))))^.8  " Cavallini and Zeccchin 1974 two phase 
multiplier " 
 
 Ft=SQRT((G^2*x^3)/((1-x)/vv^2*g#*Di)) 
{alpha_newell 
Alpha_zivi 
alpha_butterworth 
alpha_nino} 
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alpha=alpha_nino 
phi_l= (1.376+c1/(X_tt^c2))^.5 "wavy correlating parameter " 
 
 {h_shah=htc*((1-x)^.8+(3.8*x^.76*(1-x)^.04)/Pred)} 
 
Nu_forced=0.0195*Re_L^.8*Pr_L^.4*(phi_l) "forced convection Nusselt number " 
Nu_shah=0.023*Re_l^(0.8)*Pr_L^(0.4)*F_tp_shah  " Shah correlation for condensing heat 
transfer " 
Nu_dobson_chato_ann=.023*(Re_L^0.8)*(Pr_L^0.4) * F_tp " Dobson Chato two phase multiplier 
annular correlation for condensing heat transfer " 
Nu_dobson_chato_wav=0.23*(Re_vo^(.12))/(1+1.11*X_tt^(0.58))*(Ga*Pr_L/Ja_L)^.25 + (arccos(2*alpha-
1)/180) * Nu_forced  " Dobson Chato two phase multiplier wavy correlation for condensing heat 
transfer "  "(1-theta_L/pi)" 
 
IF (Re_L <=1250) THEN 
 Fr_so= 0.025*(Re_L^(1.59))*(((1+1.09*(X_tt^0.039))/X_tt)^1.5) / (Ga^0.5) 
ELSE 
 Fr_so= 1.26*(Re_L^1.04)* (((1+1.09*(X_tt^0.039))/X_tt)^1.5) / (Ga^0.5) 
ENDIF 
 
 IF (G<500) THEN 
  IF (Fr_so <=20) THEN 
   Nu=Nu_dobson_chato_wav 
  ELSE 
   Nu=Nu_dobson_chato_ann 
  ENDIF 
 Else 
  Nu=Nu_dobson_chato_ann 
 ENDIF 
 
htc=kl*Nu/Di  "[W/m^2-K]" 
 
end 
 
 
{Two phase pressure drop in connecting tubes 
A simple friction pressure drop correlation for two phase fow in pipes  
H. Muller-Steinhagen and K. Heck May 26, 1986} 
 
 
Procedure Delta_P_tp(P1, G, x_in, L, D  : DELTA_P) 
 c=3 
Tr=temperature(propane, x=x_in, p=p1) 
call  SatProp(Tr   :    Pv,vv,vl,hv,hl,muv,mul,kv,kl,cpl) 
rho_l=1/vl 
rho_v=1/vv 
 
Re_L=G*D/mul 
Re_V=G*D/muv 
 
IF (Re_L <= 1187) THEN 
 f_L=64/Re_L 
ELSE 
 f_L=.3164/Re_L^(0.25) 
ENDIF 
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IF (Re_V <= 1187) THEN 
 f_V=64/Re_V 
ELSE 
 f_V=.3164/Re_V^(0.25) 
ENDIF 
 
A=f_L/D*G^2/(2000*rho_l)  "kPa/m" 
B=f_V/D*G^2/(2000*rho_v)  "kPa/m" 
 
Gamma=A+2*(B-A)*X_in   "kPa/m" 
 
Delta_P=L*(Gamma*(1-x_in)^(1/c) + B*x_in^c) 
 
END 
 
 
 
{ Reynolds number at saturated liquid condition } 
Procedure REYN(G,D,mul:Re)  
 Re=G*D/mul 
end 
 
{ Air side heat transfer calculation procedure: using Chang & Wang correlation  } 
 
procedure RAIRIHX(Ta,Wa,vel, rh1:hair,Re_air) 
 
$common ThetaLo_IF,Lp_IF,FP_IF,FL_IF,Td_IF,LL_IF,Tp_IF,Lh_IF,Finth,Pa 
 muair=VISCOSITY(AIRH2O,T=Ta,P=PA,w=Wa)                      " air visicosity " 
 rho=DENSITY(AIRH2O,T=Ta,P=PA,w=Wa)         " air density " 
 Re_air=vel*rho*LP_IF/muair                               " air Reynolds number " 
{ original Chang&Wang correlation } 
 jcw=Re_air^(-0.49)*(THETALO_IF/90)^0.27*(FP_IF/LP_IF)^(-0.14)*(FL_IF/LP_IF)^(-
0.29)*(TD_IF/LP_IF)^(-0.23)*(LL_IF/LP_IF)^0.68*(TP_IF/LP_IF)^(-0.28)*(FINTH/LP_IF)^(-0.05) 
{ Sunden and Svantesson, 1992 } 
 j_ss=3.67*Re_air^(-0.591)*(THETALO_IF/90)^0.239*(FP_IF/LP_IF)^(0.0206)*(FL_IF/LP_IF)^(-
0.285)*(LH_IF/LP_IF)^(0.0671)*(TP_IF/LP_IF)^(-0.243) 
{ Kim correlation } 
 j_km=Re_air^(-0.512)*(THETALO_IF/90)^0.243*(FP_IF/LP_IF)^(-0.171)*(FL_IF/LP_IF)^(-
0.29)*(TD_IF/LP_IF)^(-0.248)*(LL_IF/LP_IF)^0.68*(TP_IF/LP_IF)^(-0.275)*(FINTH/LP_IF)^(-0.05) 
  Kair=CONDUCTIVITY(AIRH2O,T=Ta,P=PA,w=Wa)            " air thermal conductivity " 
                  {RH1=RELHUM(AIRH2O,T=Ta,P=PA,w=Wa)} 
  cpair=SPECHEAT(AIRH2O,T=Ta,P=PA,R=rh1)*1000          " air specific heat " 
  Prair=muair*cpair/(Kair)                                " Prandtl number " 
  st=jcw*Prair^(-2/3)                                          " Stanton number, jcw means Chang & 
Wang correlation  " 
  hair=st*rho*vel*cpair                                     " heat transfer coefficient " 
 
end 
 
{ Fin efficiency } 
Procedure EFF_FIN(hair,SfinoverSair:etaf,etaa) 
$common Finth,FL_IF 
 {K_fin=164 {for Al}                                            " thermal conductitity of fin material "} 
 K_fin=250 {for Al}                                            " thermal conductitity of fin material " 
 ML=(2*hair/(K_fin*FINTH))^0.5*FL_IF/2 
 etaf=TANH(ML)/ML                                           " fin efficiency " 
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 etaa=1-SfinoverSair*(1-etaf)                      " air side surface efficiency " 
end 
 
{ Fin efficiency for wet serface} 
Procedure EFF_FINW(hair,SfinoverSair,T_fin,Tr,Wea,Pa:etaf,etaa) 
$common Finth,FL_IF 
 K_fin= 164 {for Al}     "thermal conductitity of fin material " 
 cpa=SPECHEAT(AIRH2O,T=Tr,P=Pa,W=Wea) 
 hr=ENTHALPY(AIRH2O,T=Tr,P=Pa,R=1) 
 hw=ENTHALPY(AIRH2O,T=T_fin,P=Pa,R=1) 
{ bw=(hr-hw)/(Tr-T_fin) 
 hw=1/(cpa/(bw*hair) +0.0005/K_fin)  " 0.0005 is the assumed water film thickness on fin 
surface "} 
 ML=(2*hair/(K_fin*FINTH))^0.5*FL_IF/2 
 etaf=TANH(ML)/ML                                           " fin efficiency " 
 etaa=1-SfinoverSair*(1-etaf)                      " air side surface efficiency " 
end 
 
 
 
{Simplified Void fraction calcuation} 
 
Procedure  VOIDFACTOR(x,vv,vl:raf) 
 
 R1=1+((1-x)/x)*(vl/vv)^0.67 
 raf=1/R1 
if (raf>=1) then raf=0.9999 
end 
 
Procedure  VOIDFACTOR2(x, T1 : raf, vv, vl ) 
 vv=volume(propane_mh, T=T1, x=1) 
 vl=volume(propane_mh, T=T1, x=0) 
 R1=1+((1-x)/x)*(vl/vv)^0.67 
 raf=1/R1 
if (raf>=1) then raf=0.9999 
end 
 
 
{ pressure drop calculation } 
{ Friction Factor correlation, churchill } 
Procedure FF(Re,relrough:Fr) 
 Term1=8/Re 
 Term=2.457*LN(1/((7/Re)^0.9+0.27*relrough)) 
 A=Term^16 
 B=(37530/Re)^16 
 term2=1/(A+B)^(3/2) 
 Fr=8*(Term1^12+term2)^(1/12) 
end 
 
{ T. N. Tran, M.-C. Chyu, M. W. Wambsganss, and D. M. France: Two-phase pressure drop of 
refrigerants during flow boiling 
 in small channels: An experimental investigation and correlation development. July, 1999 }  
Procedure SIGMAF1(vl,vv,muv,mul,Tr,D,x,G:fai) 
$common Relrough_MCT 
 Ten1=SURFACETENSION(PROPANE_MH,T=Tr) 
 Re_L=G*D/mul 
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 Re_v=G*D/muv 
 relrough=0 
 CALL FF(Re_L,relrough:Fr_L) 
 call FF(Re_v,relrough:Fr_v) 
 gama=(Fr_v/Fr_L)^0.5*(vv/vl)^0.5 
 C=4.2 
 N_conf=(Ten1/9.81/(1/vl-1/vv))^0.5/D 
 fai=1+(C*gama^2-1)*(N_conf*x^0.875*(1-x)^0.875+x^1.75) 
end 
 
{ Souza correlation } 
Procedure SIGMAF(vl,vv,mul,muv,x,G : fai) 
 Xtt=(mul/muv)^0.1*(vl/vv)^0.5*((1-x)/x)^0.9            " Lockhard-Martinelli turbulent parameter " 
 gama=(vv/vl)^0.5*(muv/mul)^0.125 
 fai=1+(gama^2-1)*x^1.75*(1+0.952*gama*Xtt^0.4126) 
end 
 
{ pressure drop calculation  
From  Souza, A. L., and Pimenta, M.M., Prediction of pressure drop during horizontal two-phase 
flow  
of pure and mixed refrigerants, ASME Conf. Cavitation and multiphase flow, HTD-vol. 210, pp.161-
171, 1995} 
procedure PRESS_D(Tr,x1,x2,f,L,D,G,vl,v1,mr,A,v2:DP) 
  call  SatProp(Tr:Pv,vv,vl,hv,hl,muv,mul,kv,kl,cpl) 
 Step=(x1-x2)/5 
 x[1]=x1 
 duplicate i=1,5-1 
  X[i+1]=x[i]-step 
 end 
 duplicate i=1,5 
  call SIGMAF(vl , vv , mul , muv , x[i] , G  :  f1[i]) 
  {call sigmaF1(vl,vv,muv,mul,Tr,D,x[i],G:f1[i])} 
 end 
 fai=SUM(f1[I]*Step,I=1,5)/(x1-x2)  
 dP_f = f*G^2*L/D*vl*fai/2000     "friction part " 
 
{ Acceleration part} 
 CALL VOIDFACTOR(x1,vv,vl:raf1) 
 call voidFactor(x2,vv,vl:raf2) 
 A11=x1^2*vv/raf1+(1-x1)^2*vl/(1-raf1) 
 A12=x2^2*vv/raf2+(1-x2)^2*vl/(1-raf2) 
 DP_acc=G^2*(A12-A11)/1000 
 DP=(dP_f+DP_acc) 
end 
 
 
{Victor Nino pressure drop for intermittent flow} 
Module PRESSURE_DROP(Dh, G, x_in, x_out, T_in, L, Nports : Delta_P) 
  
  call  SatProp(T_in : Pv , vv , vl , hv , hl , muv , mul , kv , kl , cpl) 
 rho_liq=DENSITY(propane_mh, T=T_in, x=0) 
 rho_vap=DENSITY(propane_mh, T=T_in, x=1) 
 
 sigma=SURFACETENSION(propane_mh,T=T_in) "Surface tension" 
 alpha_int=1/(1+(1-x_in)/x_in*(rho_vap/rho_liq))  "Intermittent flow void fraction" 
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 Xtt_in=((1-x_in)/x_in)^(.875)*(rho_vap/rho_liq)^(.5)*(mul/muv)^(.125) "Lockhart Martinelli 
turbulent parameter" 
 Xtt_out=((1-x_out)/x_out)^(.875)*(rho_vap/rho_liq)^(.5)*(mul/muv)^(.125) "Lockhart Martinelli 
turbulent parameter" 
 We_in=x_in^2*G^2*Dh/(rho_vap*sigma)  {Vapor Weber number} 
 We_out=x_out^2*G^2*Dh/(rho_vap*sigma)  {Vapor Weber number} 
 
 alpha_annular_in=(1+(Xtt_in+(1/We_in^1.3))*(rho_liq/rho_vap)^0.9)^(-.06) "Annular flow 
void fraction into section being evaluated" 
 alpha_annular_out=(1+(Xtt_out+(1/We_out^1.3))*(rho_liq/rho_vap)^0.9)^(-.06) "Annular flow 
void fraction into section being evaluated" 
 
 a1=alpha_annular_in 
 a2=alpha_annular_out 
 
We=x^2*G^2*Dh/(rho_vap*sigma) 
Xtt=((1-x)/x)^(.875)*(rho_vap/rho_liq)^(.5)*(mul/muv)^(.125) 
alpha=(1+(Xtt+(1/We^1.3))*(rho_liq/rho_vap)^0.9)^(-.06) 
rho2ph=(1-alpha)*rho_liq+alpha*rho_vap 
dpdz=0.045*(1/Dh)*(G^2/(2*rho2ph)) 
deltap1=INTEGRAL(dpdz, x, x_in, x_out) 
deLtaP1f=L*deltap1/1000 
 
 {Frictional Pressure Drop} 
 dP_f=L/(x_out-x_in)*0.045*(1/Dh)*(G^2/2)*((x_out^2/(2*rho_vap)+(x_out-x_out^2/2)/rho_liq)-
(x_in^2/(2*rho_vap)+(x_in-x_in^2/2)/rho_liq))/1000 "[kPa]" 
 
 {Accelerational Pressure Drop} 
 dP_a=G^2*((x_out^2/a2/rho_vap+(1-x_out)^2/(1-a2)/rho_liq)-(x_in^2/a1/rho_vap+(1-x_in)^2/(1-
a1)/rho_liq))/1000 "[kPa]" 
 
 {Total Pressure Drop} 
 Delta_P=dP_f+dP_a "[kPa]" 
 
 
end 
 
 
procedure SLABAREA(W_GC,N_MCT,MCT_th,D_MCT,D_fin,Fin_th,N_fpm,H_GC,Di,Nport,mca,W_Fin, 
P_cond_port, A_cond_port : A_r_CS, A_r_elemt,A_air_CS,A_air_elemt,Ar,Internal_volume_tubes) 
 
{ Crosssection area of fins and Microchannel tubes} 
 Area_fin_CS=W_Fin*Fin_th*2*N_fpm*W_GC*(N_MCT+1) 
 Area_MCT_CS=2*W_GC*MCT_th*(N_MCT+2) 
 Area_gascooler_CS=H_GC*W_GC 
 
{ Air side face area } 
 A_face = Area_gascooler_CS - Area_MCT_CS - Area_fin_CS 
 
{Air side HT area } 
 A_air_MCT=2*W_GC*D_MCT*(N_MCT+2) 
 A_air_fin=2*D_fin*W_Fin*N_fpm*W_GC*(N_MCT+1) 
 A_air = A_air_MCT + A_air_fin  
 
{propane side HT area } 
 P_cond=P_cond_port*Nport   
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 A_r=P_cond*W_GC*N_MCT 
 A_r1=A_air_MCT 
 
 Ar=A_air_fin/A_air                            " air side fin area over total area " 
 Ar2=A_air/A_r 
 A_r_CS_port=A_cond_port*Nport 
 A_r_CS=A_r_CS_port*N_MCT "Cross sectional area of all ports per tube" 
 A_r_elemt=A_r 
 A_air_elemt=A_air 
 A_air_CS=A_face 
 Internal_volume_tubes=A_r_CS*W_GC*N_MCT 
 
end 
 
procedure FINDIM(W_fin,MCT_th: F1,L1,Tp) 
 F1=W_fin                                              " fin length [mm]" 
 L1=F1-2/1000                                         " louver length [mm]" 
 Tp=F1+MCT_th                                   " tube pitch [mm]" 
end 
 
 
 
{ Air side heat transfer calculation procedure: using Chang & Wang correlation  
input: Ta                           air temperature 
            Gair                        mass flux of air 
            SfinoverSair       Air side fin area devided by total air side area 
output: hairMC            heat transfer coefficient 
              etaf                   fin efficiency 
              etaa                 surface effectiveness 
              Re_air             Reynolds number} 
procedure RAIRMCHX(Ta,Gair,SfinoverSair,ThetaLo,Lp,Fp,F1,Td,L1,T_p,Finth, Fd: 
hairMC,etaf,etaa,Re_air) 
 muair=VISCOSITY(AIR,T=Ta)           " air viscosity  " 
 Re_air=Gair*Lp/muair 
{ original Chang&Wang correlation } 
 j=Re_air^(-0.49)*(ThetaLo/90)^0.27*(Fp/Lp)^(-0.14)*(F1/Lp)^(-0.29)*(Td/Lp)^(-
0.23)*(L1/Lp)^0.68*(T_p/Lp)^(-0.28)*(Finth/Lp)^(-0.05) 
{ Sunden and Svantesson, 1992 } 
 j_ss=3.67*Re_air^(-0.591)*(ThetaLo/90)^0.239*(Fp/Lp)^(0.0206)*(F1/L1)^(-
0.285)*(L1/Lp)^(0.0671)*(T_p/Lp)^(-0.243) 
{ Kim correlation } 
 j_km=Re_air^(-0.512)*(ThetaLo/90)^0.243*(Fp/Lp)^(-0.171)*(F1/L1)^(-0.29)*(Td/Lp)^(-
0.248)*(L1/Lp)^0.68*(T_p/Lp)^(-0.275)*(FINTH/LP)^(-0.05) 
 
{Kim Bullard correlation } 
 
j_kb=Re_air^(-.487)*(ThetaLo/90)^(.257)*(Fp/Lp)^(-0.13)*(F1/Lp)^(-0.29)*(Fd/Lp)^(-
0.235)*(L1/Lp)^0.68*(T_p/Lp)^(-0.279)*(Finth/Lp)^(-0.05) 
 
 Kair=CONDUCTIVITY(AIR,T=Ta)    " air thermal conductivity " 
 cpair=SPECHEAT(AIR,T=Ta)           " air specific heat   " 
 Prair=muair*cpair/(Kair)*1000           " Prandtl number  " 
 st=j*Prair^(-2/3)                                      " Stanton number " 
 hair=Gair*cpair*st*1000                      " heat thansfer coefficient " 
 K_fin=164                                                  "  fin material thermal conductivity " 
 ML=(2*hair/(K_fin*Finth))^0.5*(0.5*F1) 
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 etaf=TANH(ML)/ML                                   " fin efficiency " 
 etaa=1-SfinoverSair*(1-etaf)               " air side surface efficiency  " 
 
 hairMC=hair 
end 
 
{ Single phase friction and acceleration pressure drop in tube } 
procedure SINGLEPHASEDP(f,L,D,G,V1,V2:DP) 
 DP =  f*(L/D)*G^2*V2/2000+G^2*(V1-V2)/1000         " pressure drop of propane " 
end 
 
{ Single phase friction  pressure drop in tube } 
procedure SINGLEPHASEFPD(m,mu,v,L,D:DP) 
 A=PI*(D/2)^2 
 G=m/A 
 Re=G*D/mu 
 call FF(Re,0:f) 
 DP =f*(L/D)*G^2*v/2000 
end 
 
Procedure EPSNTU(Ca,Cr,ha,Aa,seff,hr,Ar,Trin,Tain:Trout,Taout) 
$common MCT_th 
 K_tube=168/1000 
 Rtw=0 
if Aa=0 then 
 R1=0 
 else 
  R1=1/(seff*Aa*ha)+1/(hr*Ar)+Rtw 
endif 
 UA=1/R1 
 C_MIN=MIN(Ca,Cr) 
 C_MAX=MAX(Ca,Cr) 
 C_ratio=C_MIN/C_MAX 
 NTU=UA/(C_MIN*1000)   " Change the unit " 
 eps=1-EXP(C_ratio^(-1)*NTU^0.22*(EXP(-C_ratio*NTU^0.78)-1)) 
 if (Cr<Ca) then 
  Trout=Trin-eps*(Trin-Tain) 
  Taout=Tain+Cr*((Trin-Trout)/Ca) 
 else 
  Taout=Tain-eps*(Tain-Trin) 
  Trout=Trin+Ca*((Tain-Taout)/Cr) 
 ENDif 
end 
 
 
 
 
 
{ Air side pressure drop calculation} 
Module DP_airIC1(Tai, Tao, wai, wao, ma, sigma, Ac, At, Pa:DP_airIC) 
 $COMMON Lp_IF, Fp_IF, FL_IF, LL_IF, Tp_IF, ThetaLo_IF, Depth_IC 
 { The following two factors are a curve fit from Fig. 5-4 in Compact 
 Heat Exchangers by W. M. Kays and A. L. London, Krieger Publishing Company 
 Malabar, Florida, 1998, for Re=infinity case } 
 Kc = 0.3995+0.03674*sigma-0.43561*sigma^2  " Contraction factor" 
 Ke = 0.99333-1.94515*sigma+0.95455*sigma^2 " Expansion factor " 
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 Ro_1 = DENSITY(AIRH2O, T=Tai, P=Pa, w=wai) 
 Ro_2 = DENSITY(AIRH2O, T=Tao, P=Pa-DP_airIC/1000, w=wao) 
 Tairm = (Tai+Tao)/2 
 mu = VISCOSITY(AIRH2O, T=Tairm, P=Pa-DP_airIC/2000, w=(wai+wao)/2) 
 Vel_air = ma/Ro_1/Ac     " Air velocity " 
 Re_Lp = Ro_1*Vel_air*LP_IF/mu  " Reynolds number based on louver pitch " 
 {Air side pressure drop from Chang & wang correlation, 1994 } 
 f_CW94IC = 0.805*Re_Lp^(-0.514)*(FP_IF/LP_IF)^(-0.72)*(FL_IF/LP_IF)^(-
1.22)*(LL_IF/LP_IF)^1.97 
 { Kim wet surface air side pressure drop correlation, 2000 } 
 f_kim_wet = 0.513*Re_Lp^(-0.860)*(THETALO_IF/LP_IF)^(0.356)*(FP_IF/LP_IF)^(-
2.542)*(FL_IF/LP_IF)^(-1.22)*(DEPTH_IC/LP_IF)^0.853*(LL_IF/LP_IF)^1.97*(TP_IF/LP_IF)^(-1.814) 
 { Select one of the above friction factor correlations for the pressure drop calculation below 
} 
 f = f_kim_wet 
 DP_airIC = 0.5*Ro_1*Vel_air^2*((Kc+1-sigma^2)+2*(Ro_1/Ro_2-
1)+f*At/Ac*Ro_1/(Ro_1+Ro_2)*2-(1-sigma^2-Ke)*Ro_1/Ro_2) 
END 
 
Module DP_airOC1(Tai,Tao,ma,sigma,Ac,At,Pa:DP_airOC) 
$common Lp,Fp,F1,L1 
 Kc=0.3995+0.03674*sigma-0.43561*sigma^2             "Contraction factor" 
 Ke=0.99333-1.94515*sigma+0.95455*sigma^2           "Expansion coefficient " 
 Ro_1=DENSITY(AIR,T=Tai,P=Pa)                                       " Air density at gas cooler 
inlet " 
 Ro_2=DENSITY(AIR,T=Tao,P=Pa-DP_airOC/1000)                " Air density after gas cooler " 
 Tairm=(Tai+Tao)/2                                   " Average air 
temperature "    
 Ro_m=(Ro_1+Ro_2)/2                                            " Average density " 
 mu=VISCOSITY(AIR,T=Tairm)                                                           " Air viscosity " 
 Vel_air=ma/Ro_1/Ac                                            " Air velocity " 
 Re_LP=Ro_1*Vel_air*LP/mu                                                             " Reynolds number based 
on louver pitch " 
{Air side pressure drop from Chang & wang correlation, 1994 } 
 f=0.805*Re_LP^(-0.514)*(FP/LP)^(-0.72)*(F1/LP)^(-1.22)*(L1/LP)^1.97 
 DP_airOC=0.5*Ro_1*Vel_air^2*((Kc+1-sigma^2)+2*(Ro_1/Ro_2-1)+f*At/Ac*Ro_1/Ro_m-(1-
sigma^2-Ke)*Ro_1/Ro_2) 
end 
 
Procedure HEADER_MASS(v1, d_header, L_header : mass) 
 A_header=.25*PI*d_header^2 
 V_header=A_header*L_header 
 mass=V_header/v1*1000 
End 
 
 
Procedure NU_cond(Re_cond, Pr_cond, k_cond, X_length, Di, Re_cri, Pr_cri, mu_cond, mu_s : 
Nu_cond_section) 
 x_fd_t=.05*Re_cri*Pr_cri*Di 
 
 IF (X_length < x_fd_t ) THEN 
  Nu_cond_section=.332*Re_cond^(.5)*Pr_cond^(1/3)*k_cond/(X_length) 
 "correlation for flat plate Incopera Dewitt p352 fourth edition" 
 ELSE 
  {
 Nu_cond_section=1.86*(Re_cond*Pr_cond/(X_length/Di))^(1/3)*(mu_cond/mu_s)^(0.14)} 
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  Nu_cond_section=3.66 
 ENDIF 
end 
 
 
 
 
Procedure ExpCon(sigma, Re : zeta_exp, zeta_cont) 
 
 
IF Re>3.3e3 THEN 
 zeta_exp=.6*(1-sigma)^2 
ELSE 
 zeta_exp= -8.44556-26.163*sigma^2 - 
5.38086*sigma^4+log10(Re)*(6.007+18.5372*sigma^2+3.9978*sigma^4)+(log10(Re)^2*(-1.02318-
3.0916*sigma^2-0.680943*sigma^4)) 
endif 
 
a[0,0]=1.07 
a[0,1]=1.22 
a[0,2]=2.9333 
a[1,0]=0.05 
a[1,1]=-0.51668 
a[1,2]=0.8333 
a[2,0]=0 
a[2,1]=0 
a[2,2]=0 
 
a[0]=-25.12458 
a[1]=118.5076 
a[2]=-170.4147 
a[3]=118.1949 
a[4]=-44.42141 
a[5]=9.09524 
a[6]=-0.9244027 
a[7]=0.03408265 
 
A=sum(a[i]*(log10(Re))^i, i=0,7) 
B=(a[0,0]*sigma^0+a[0,1]*sigma^1+a[0,2]*sigma^2)*(log10(Re))^0+(a[1,0]*sigma^0+a[1,1]*sigma^1+a[1,2
]*sigma^2)*(log10(Re))^1+(a[2,0]*sigma^0+a[2,1]*sigma^1+a[2,2]*sigma^2)*(log10(Re))^2 
zeta_low_Re_cont=A*B*(1-sigma) 
zeta_hi_Re_cont=(.707*(1-sigma)^.375)^2 
 
IF Re<2000 THEN 
 zeta_cont=zeta_low_Re_cont 
ELSE 
 zeta_cont=zeta_hi_Re_cont 
endif 
 
end 
 
 
 
{ ----------------------------------------------- End of Procedures, beginning of program ------------------------------
---------------- } 
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{Plot variables} 
p[1]=P_slhx_low_out 
p[2]=Prcpo 
p[3]=P_slhx_hi_in 
p[4]=P_slhx_hi_out 
p[5]=Peri 
p[6]=P_slhx_low_in 
p[7]=p[1] 
 
h[1]=h_slhx_low_out 
h[2]=enthalpy(propane_mh, T=trcpo, P=Prcpo) 
h[3]=h_slhx_hi_in 
h[4]=h_slhx_hi_out 
h[5]=enthalpy(propane_mh, x=x_in, P=Peri) 
h[6]=h_slhx_low_in 
h[7]=h[1] 
 
Tcrit=T_CRIT(Propane) 
Pcrit=P_crit(propane) 
 
 
T_plot[1]=T_rcpi 
T_plot[2]=trcpo 
T_plot[3]=Tcri[1] 
T_plot[4]=Tcri[2] 
T_plot[5]=Tcri[4] 
T_plot[6]=T_slhx_hi_out 
T_plot[7]=Teri 
T_plot[8]=Tero 
T_plot[9]=Tero 
T_plot[10]=T_plot[1] 
 
h_plot[1]=enthalpy(propane, t=T_plot[1], p=p_rcpi) 
h_plot[2]=enthalpy(propane, t=T_plot[2], p=Prcpo) 
h_plot[3]=enthalpy(propane, t=T_plot[3], x=1) 
h_plot[4]=enthalpy(propane, t=T_plot[4], x=0) 
h_plot[5]=enthalpy(propane, t=T_plot[5], p=pcri[4]) 
h_plot[6]=enthalpy(propane, t=T_plot[6], p=P_slhx_hi_out) 
h_plot[7]=h_plot[6] 
h_plot[8]=enthalpy(propane, t=T_plot[8], x=x_out) 
h_plot[9]=enthalpy(propane, t=T_plot[9], x=1) 
h_plot[10]=h_plot[1] 
 
T_cond[1]=Tca 
T_cond[2]=Tcao_cal 
T_evap[1]=Tea 
T_evap[2]=Teao_cal 
h_cond[1]=h_plot[5] 
h_cond[2]=h_plot[2] 
h_evap[1]=h_plot[7] 
h_evap[2]=h_plot[8] 
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{              
 111111111111111        } 
 
 
{To evaluate compressor, suction line, and discharge line, uncomment section 1 to 2, 2 to 3, and 3 
to 4 and input mdot, (Pero or Tero), and (Prcpo or Trcpo)  } 
 
{!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!} 
"=================================== End of Procedures - Beginning of Model 
=====================================" 
"=================================== System Analysis 
=========================================================" 
{ ===========Suction Line from slhx to valve================== } 
D_suc=.1975*.0254                                          " Suction line tube diameter " 
L_suc=5.5*.0254                                                     " Suction line tube length " 
A_suc=PI*(D_suc/2)^2  "Cross sectional area of suction line" 
G_suc=mdot/A_suc  "mass flux through suction line" 
 call SinglePhaseFPD(Mdot,mu_rcpi,V_rcpi,L_suc,D_suc:dP_suc) 
rho_suc=DENSITY(PROPANE_MH, t=t_rcpi1, h=h_rcpi1) 
Vel_suc=G_suc/rho_suc 
 
Chargein_suc=A_suc*L_suc/V_rcpi*1000 "Charge in suction line" 
VolumeSUC=A_suc*L_suc   "Internal volume of suction line" 
{ ===========Suction Line from valve to compressor inlet================== } 
D_suc2=.1975*.0254                                          " Suction line tube diameter " 
L_suc2=8.5*.0254                                                     " Suction line tube length " 
A_suc2=PI*(D_suc/2)^2  "Cross sectional area of suction line" 
G_suc2=mdot/A_suc  "mass flux through suction line" 
 call SinglePhaseFPD(Mdot,mu_rcpi,V_rcpi,L_suc2,D_suc2:dP_suc2) 
rho_suc2=DENSITY(PROPANE_MH, t=t_rcpi1, h=h_rcpi1) 
Vel_suc2=G_suc2/rho_suc2 
 
Chargein_suc2=A_suc2*L_suc2/V_rcpi*1000 "Charge in suction line" 
VolumeSUC2=A_suc2*L_suc2   "Internal volume of suction line" 
 
{ ===========Suction Line from pressure transducer to half inch inlet on 
SLHX================== } 
D_suc3=.1975*.0254                                          " Suction line tube diameter " 
L_suc3=1.85*.0254                                                     " Suction line tube length " 
A_suc3=PI*(D_suc/2)^2  "Cross sectional area of suction line" 
G_suc3=mdot/A_suc  "mass flux through suction line" 
 call SinglePhaseFPD(Mdot,mu_rcpi,V_rcpi,L_suc3,D_suc3:dP_suc3) 
rho_suc3=DENSITY(PROPANE_MH, t=t_rcpi1, h=h_rcpi1) 
Vel_suc3=G_suc3/rho_suc3 
 
Chargein_suc3=A_suc3*L_suc3/V_rcpi*1000 "Charge in suction line" 
Volumesuc3=A_suc3*L_suc3   "Internal volume of suction line" 
 
{ ===========Suction Line from SLHX outlet thru half inch tube to quarter inch 
tube================== } 
D_suc4=.425*.0254                                          " Suction line tube diameter " 
L_suc4=1.67*.0254                                                     " Suction line tube length " 
A_suc4=PI*(D_suc/2)^2  "Cross sectional area of suction line" 
G_suc4=mdot/A_suc  "mass flux through suction line" 
 call SinglePhaseFPD(Mdot,mu_rcpi,V_rcpi,L_suc4,D_suc4:dP_suc4) 
rho_suc4=DENSITY(PROPANE_MH, t=t_rcpi1, h=h_rcpi1) 
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Vel_suc4=G_suc4/rho_suc4 
 
Chargein_suc4=A_suc4*L_suc4/V_rcpi*1000 "Charge in suction line" 
Volumesuc4=A_suc4*L_suc4   "Internal volume of suction line" 
 
{======================================== Compressor 
=====================================  } 
{============Compressor inlet and outlet==========} 
 
{To separate compressor from program, input these parameters} 
{+++++++++++++++++++++++++++} 
{Pero=411} 
{Prcpo=1456  "make this only compressor input for compressor, suction line, indoor coil" 
 
Tero=-.04} 
 
{DP_suc=1} 
{DP_elbd=0} 
{DP_dis=1} 
 
{mdot=.0025} 
{+++++++++++++++++++++++++++} 
 
 
 
{P_rcpi=Pero-dP_suc}  "Pressure at compressor inlet is evaporator outlet minus 
pressure drop through suction line" 
p_rcpi=P_slhx_low_out - dP_suc - dP_suc2 - dP_suc3 - dP_suc4 
 
{ Compressor inlet condition with oil mixing } 
{t_rcpi1=Tero}   "Compresor inlet temperature = Evaporator outlet temperature" 
t_rcpi1=t_slhx_low_out 
 
 
h_rcpi1=H_rcpi - (Moil*(cp0*(T_oil-T_rcpi)+cp1/2*(T_oil^2-T_rcpi^2))+m_oilC*(cp0*(t_rcpi1-
T_rcpi)+cp1/2*(t_rcpi1^2-T_rcpi^2)))/(mdot-m_oilC) 
 
{ Consider oil effect from oil separator } 
 
h_rcpi1=ENTHALPY(PROPANE_MH,T=t_rcpi1,P=p_rcpi)  "Enthalpy at compressor inlet" 
 
 call  KNOWTP(T_rcpi, p_rcpi : V_rcpi, H_rcpi, mu_rcpi, k_rcpi, cp_rcpi)    
 
S_rcpi=ENTROPY(PROPANE_MH,T=T_rcpi,P=p_rcpi)    "entropy at 
compressor inlet" 
H_rcpos=ENTHALPY(PROPANE_MH,P=Prcpo,S=S_rcpi)    "enthalpy of refrigerant 
at compressor isentropic outlet" 
T_rcpos=TEMPERATURE(PROPANE_MH,P=Prcpo,S=S_rcpi)   "temperature of 
refrigerant at compressor isentropic outlet" 
 
{Vrcpo=VOLUME(PROPANE_MH,P=Prcpo,S=S_rcpi)    "specific volume of 
refrigerant at compressor outlet"} 
Vrcpo=VOLUME(PROPANE_MH,P=Prcpo,T=trcpo)    "specific volume of 
refrigerant at compressor outlet" 
MU_rcpo=VISCOSITY(PROPANE_MH,T=trcpo,P=Prcpo)   "viscosity at compressor 
outlet" 
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K_rcpo=CONDUCTIVITY(PROPANE_MH,T=trcpo,P=Prcpo)   "conductivity of 
refrigerant at compressor outlet" 
Prcpo=Pcri[0] + DP_dis + DP_dis2 + DP_cond_inlet + DP_cond_inlet2+DP_inletelb+DP_inlet_exp 
 "Pressure at compressor outlet" 
trcpo=TEMPERATURE(PROPANE_MH, H=H_rcpo, P=Prcpo)   "Temperature at 
compressor outlet" 
 
P_ratio=Prcpo/p_rcpi       "Pressure ratio from discharge to 
suction" 
 
{ Compressor efficiency correlation for Tecumseh AE3450U R290 compressor     } 
T_OD=Tero    "evaporating temperature" 
T_CD=temperature(propane_mh, x=.5, p=Pcri[0])   "Condensing temperature" 
 
mdot99=mdot1+mdot2*T_OD+mdot3*T_CD+mdot4*T_OD^2+mdot5*T_OD*T_CD+mdot6*T_CD^2+mdot
7*T_OD^3+mdot8*T_OD^2*T_CD+mdot9*T_OD*T_CD^2+mdot10*T_CD^3 
mdot100=mdot99*(((vrcpi20/V_rcpi)-1)*.5+1) "adjusted mass flow rate for condtion other than 
20oC suction gas temperature" 
vrcpi20=volume(propane_mh, t=20, p=p_rcpi) "specific volume at suction gas temperature" 
 
mdot1 = 0.0049310000 
mdot2 = 0.0002090000 
mdot3 = -0.0000770000 
mdot4 = 0.0000034100 
mdot5 = -0.0000029000 
mdot6 = 0.0000009890 
mdot7 = 0.0000000226 
mdot8 = -0.0000000300 
mdot9 = 0.0000000211 
mdot10 = -0.0000000060 
 
 
Volumetric_eff=Volumetric_flow_rate/Volume_swept 
Volumetric_flow_rate=mdot100*V_rcpi 
Volume_swept=vcyl_propane*(1e-6)*(2900/60) 
 
Isentropic_eff=(mdot100*(hout-hin))/(P99/1000) 
 
hin=enthalpy(propane_mh, t=t_rcpi1, p=pin) 
hout=enthalpy(propane_mh,s=sout, p=pout) 
sin=entropy(propane_mh, t=t_rcpi1, p=pin) 
sout=sin 
pout=pressure(propane_mh, t=T_CD,  x=.5) 
pin=pressure(propane_mh, t=T_OD, x=.5) 
 
eta_m=Isentropic_eff 
eta_v=Volumetric_eff 
 
P99=Power1+
 Power2*T_OD+Power3*T_CD+Power4*T_OD^2+Power5*T_OD*T_CD+Power6*T_CD^2+Power7
*T_OD^3+Power8*T_OD^2*T_CD+Power9*T_OD*T_CD^2+Power10*T_CD^3 
 
Power1 = 34.5854000000 
Power2 = -12.4471000000 
Power3 = 13.2479000000 
Power4 = -0.3553900000 
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Power5 = 0.5277520000 
Power6 = -0.1796800000 
Power7 = -0.0028600000 
Power8 = 0.0056650000 
Power9 = -0.0035100000 
Power10 = 0.0009750000 
 
{ 
eta_m =-0.0005*P_ratio^5 + 0.0083*P_ratio^4 - 0.0505*P_ratio^3 + 0.0797*P_ratio^2 + 
0.2406*P_ratio - 0.0834 "Isentropic efficiency of compressor" 
eta_v= -0.0052*P_ratio^5 + 0.1062*P_ratio^4 - 0.8623*P_ratio^3 + 3.4595*P_ratio^2 - 6.8675*P_ratio 
+ 6.0327 "Volumetric efficiency of compressor" 
} 
 
 
mdot = V_cyl_propane *rpm * eta_v / 60 / V_rcpi   "Mass flow rate of system" 
V_cyl_propane = vcyl_propane / 1e6    "Displacement of compressor" 
 
{Compressor Work} 
W_comp = (H_rcpos - H_rcpi) / eta_m * (mdot-m_oilC)     "Work done by 
compressor" 
W_comp = (H_rcpo - H_rcpi) * (mdot - m_oilC)   +H_shell*A_comp*(trcpo-
T_amb)/1000+(Moil+m_oilC)*(2.0499*(trcpo-T_rcpi)+2.261e-3/2*(trcpo^2-T_rcpi^2))  "Work done by 
compressor" 
 
{Compressor external dimensions} 
D_comp=110/1000       "Outside diameter of compressor" 
L_comp=150/1000       "Outside length of compressor" 
T_amb=25        "Ambient air temperature" 
{H_shell=16        "Convection coefficient on outside 
of compressor"} 
A_comp=3.1415*(D_comp*L_comp+D_comp^2/4*2)    "Surface area of 
compressor" 
 
mr_gps=mdot*1000     "mass flow rate of refrigerant in grams per 
second" 
"Compressor total charge" 
ChargeinCOMP_total=(V_cyl_propane+2020/1e6)/V_rcpi*1000 + Charge_in_oil  "[g]" 
"Compressor charge" 
ChargeinCOMP=(V_cyl_propane+2250/1e6)/V_rcpi*1000  "[g]" 
 
{ 
{Compressor charge due to oil} 
P is in pressure, bar (1 bar = 100 kPa) 
T = temperature, K 
omega = mass fraction refrigerant 
} 
 
 
LOG10(P_solubility)=a1+a2/T_solubility+a3/T_solubility^2+LOG10(omega)*(a4+a5/T_solubility+a6/T_sol
ubility^2)+(LOG10(omega))^2*(a7+a8/T_solubility+a9/T_solubility^2) 
 
{Constants for solubility data} 
 
a1=5.54121 
a2=-1.64400E+03 
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a3=9.48579E+04 
a4=3.10725 
a5=-1.47803E+03 
a6=1.92898E+05 
a7=2.71325E-01 
a8=-2.17946E+02 
a9=2.95149E+04 
 
P_solubility=p_rcpi*CONVERT('kPa', 'bar') 
T_solubility=CONVERTTEMP('c', 'k', T_oil) 
 
a1_rho=1.11677 
a2_rho=-7.20852E-04 
a3_rho=3.51756E-08 
a4_rho=1.49971E-01 
a5_rho=-4.61565E-03 
a6_rho=7.80218E-06 
a7_rho=1.22031 
a8_rho=-4.91566E-03 
a9_rho=4.15438E-06 
 
 
rho_oil=a1_rho+a2_rho*T_solubility+a3_rho*T_solubility^2+omega*(a4_rho+a5_rho*T_solubility+a6_rho*
T_solubility^2)+omega^2*(a7_rho+a8_rho*T_solubility+a9_rho*T_solubility^2) 
 
T_oil=trcpo-15   "Oil temperature" 
V_oil=450        "[cc]" 
M_oil=rho_oil*V_oil        "[g]" 
Charge_in_oil=(M_oil+Charge_in_oil)*omega "[g]" 
 
{              
 2222222222222        } 
 
 
{!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!} 
 
Moil=m_oilC/1000                                " Oil flow rate from oil separator " 
m_oilC=mdot*X_oilC               " Oil circulation rate " 
X_oilC=0                           "Oil quality" 
cp0=2.0499                                " Oil cp coefficient " 
cp1=2.261e-3                            " Oil cp coefficient " 
 
{!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!} 
 
 
{             
 3333333333333        } 
 
{ ================Discharge line  from valve to valve=======================} 
L_dis=19*.0254                                  " length of the discharge line " 
D_dis=.1975*.0254                         " Diameter of the discharge tube " 
A_dis=PI*(D_dis/2)^2            " Cross section area of discharge tube " 
G_dis=mdot/A_dis                 " Mass flux " 
 call SinglePhaseFPD(Mdot, MU_rcpo, Vrcpo, L_dis, D_dis : DP_dis) 
 
rho_dis=DENSITY(PROPANE_MH, p=Prcpo, h=H_rcpo) 
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Vel_dis=G_dis/rho_dis 
 
{ Discharge line tube } 
ChargeinDL=VolumeDL/VOLUME(propane_mh, t=trcpo, p=Prcpo)*1000   "Charge in 
discharge line grams" 
VolumeDL=A_dis*(L_dis)     "Internal volume of discharge line" 
 
{ ================Discharge line from compressor outlet to valve=======================} 
L_dis2=3*.0254                                 " length of the discharge line " 
D_dis2=.1975*.0254                         " Diameter of the discharge tube " 
A_dis2=PI*(D_dis2/2)^2            " Cross section area of discharge tube " 
G_dis2=mdot/A_dis2                 " Mass flux " 
 call SinglePhaseFPD(Mdot, MU_rcpo, Vrcpo, L_dis2, D_dis2 : DP_dis2) 
 
rho_dis2=DENSITY(PROPANE_MH, p=Prcpo, h=H_rcpo) 
Vel_dis2=G_dis2/rho_dis2 
 
{ Discharge line tube } 
ChargeinDL2=VolumeDL2/VOLUME(propane_mh, t=trcpo, p=Prcpo)*1000   "Charge 
in discharge line grams" 
VolumeDL2=A_dis2*(L_dis2)       "Internal volume of 
discharge line" 
 
 
 
 
 
{              
 4444444444        } 
 
{To evaluate condenser only, uncomment section 2 to 3, 4 to 5, and 8 to 9 and input mdot, Pcri[0], 
and Trcpo       } 
 
 
{!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!} 
 
Pa=101.325                                " Standard atmospheric pressure, kPa " 
 
 
 
 
"====================================Condenser==================================
============" 
{+++++++Condenser only inputs+++++++++++++++++} 
{Pcri[0]=1411} 
{mdot=.00358} 
 
{Trcpo=70.33} 
 
{+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++} 
{ThetaLo=27      " Louver angle[deg]"} 
{Di=.001} 
 
{ ================Condenser inlet tube pressure drop from valve to 
inlet=======================} 
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L_cond_inlet=8.45*.0254                                   " length of the 
discharge line " 
D_cond_inlet=.1975*.0254                           " Diameter of the 
discharge tube " 
A_cond_inlet=PI*(D_cond_inlet/2)^2            " Cross section area of 
discharge tube " 
G_cond_inlet=mdot/A_cond_inlet                 " Mass flux " 
 call SINGLEPHASEFPD(Mdot, MU_cond_inlet, V_cond_inlet, L_cond_inlet, D_cond_inlet : 
DP_cond_inlet) 
V_cond_inlet=volume(propane_mh, t=tcri[0], p=Pcri[0]) 
MU_cond_inlet=viscosity(propane_mh, t=tcri[0], p=Pcri[0]) 
 
 
L_cond_inlet2=1.65*.0254                                  " length of the 
discharge line " 
D_cond_inlet2=.1975*.0254                           " Diameter of the 
discharge tube " 
A_cond_inlet2=PI*(D_cond_inlet2/2)^2            " Cross section area of 
discharge tube " 
G_cond_inlet2=mdot/A_cond_inlet2                 " Mass flux " 
 call SINGLEPHASEFPD(Mdot, MU_cond_inlet2, V_cond_inlet2, L_cond_inlet2, D_cond_inlet2 : 
DP_cond_inlet2) 
V_cond_inlet2=volume(propane_mh, t=tcri[0], p=Pcri[0]) 
MU_cond_inlet2=viscosity(propane_mh, t=tcri[0], p=Pcri[0]) 
 
rho_cond_inlet=DENSITY(PROPANE_MH, p=Pcri[0], T=tcri[0]) 
Vel_cond_inlet=G_cond_inlet/rho_cond_inlet 
 
"Charge in cond inlet line grams" 
Chargein_cond_inlet=Volume_cond_inlet/VOLUME(propane_mh, t=tcri[0], p=Pcri[0])*1000 "[g]"   
Volume_cond_inlet=A_cond_inlet*(L_cond_inlet + L_cond_inlet2) 
 
 
{ --------------- Inlet tube pressure drop coming into header ----------------} 
f_elbE=1.33 
N_elb_inlet=1 
f_elb=.8 
f_ihd=.5 
f_ehd=.5 
f_elbC=1.33 
N_elb_exit=1 
 
 
sigma_inlet=.25*pi*D_cond_Inlet2^2/(.25*pi*D_cond_header^2) 
Call ExpCon(sigma_inlet, G_cond_inlet2*d_cond_header/mu_cond_inlet2 : zeta_exp_inlettube, 
zeta_cont_inlettube) 
G_cond_header=mdot/(.25*pi*D_cond_header^2) 
 
DP_inletelb=(f_elbE+N_elb_inlet*f_elb)*G_cond_inlet2^2*V_cond_inlet2/2000+(G_cond_header^2-
G_cond_inlet2^2)*V_cond_inlet/2000 { pressure drop due to flow turning into inlet header } 
DP_inlet_exp=zeta_exp_inlettube*rho_cond_inlet*Vel_cond_inlet^2/2000 { Pressure drop due to 
flow expanding into inlet header } 
 
 
{ --------------- End of inlet tube calculations --------------} 
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{ Gas Cooler Dimensition specification }  
N_pass_Cond=2                      " Number of passes " 
N_2ph=2      "Number of 2 phase regions, (one in each pass)" 
x[1]=0.999      "Quality at inlet to condener two phase region" 
X[3]=1E-8      "Quality at exit of condenser two phase region " 
 
{ Microchannel Tube dimension Specification  for OC} 
Relrough_OC=0.000010/Dh 
L_end=0.42/1000                                      " Thickness at tube end    " 
L_wall=0.42/1000                                                   " Wall thickness " 
MCT_th=1.9/1000 
D_fin=D_GC               " Fin depth " 
L_web=.34/1000 
 
{ Calculate the fin width for each slab } 
 
{ Fin dimensions } 
N_fpi=N_fpm*0.0254               " Fin number per inch " 
Fin_th=0.1143/1000                   " Thickness of fin, m " 
Lp=1.4/1000                            " Louver pitch [mm]" 
L1=7.36 /1000                              " louver length [mm]" 
 
Fp=1/N_fpm                                " Fin pitch [mm]" 
F1=W_fin1                                    " fin length [mm]" 
Fd=D_GC 
 
W_fin=8.38/1000    " Actual fin length " 
W_fin1=7.92/1000    " Width of fin between tubes" 
Tp=F1+MCT_th                         " tube pitch [mm]" 
Td=D_MCT                                 " Tube depth [mm]" 
 
 
{Port geometry} 
A_cond_port=11.96/1e6/Nport * (Percent_of_D_h^2)  "Cross sectional area of ports" 
P_cond_port=61.75/Nport/1000*Percent_of_D_h       "Perimeter of ports" 
Dh=di 
Dh=4*A_cond_port/P_cond_port 
 
Percent_of_D_h=.93 
 
 
{H_GC+.003=(N_MCT+2)*MCT_th+(N_MCT+1)*W_Fin    "Height of gas cooler"} 
{call  FinDim(W_Fin,MCT_th: F1,L1,Tp)}  
{D_MCT=Nport*Di+(Nport-1)*L_web+L_end+L_end     " Depth of MCT"} 
{MCT_th=Di+2*L_wall                   " Thickness of the 
Microchannel tube, m "} 
 
Face_GC=W_GC*H_GC      "Face area of gas cooler" 
Vol_GC=Face_GC*D_GC      "Core volume of gas cooler" 
 
{ MCT numbers in each slab: standard 23 tubes } 
N_MCT=NC          
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{ Calculate air and propane side HX area and mass flow rate, set air inlet temperature and 
calculate the location of element } 
 call  SLABAREA(W_GC,N_MCT,MCT_th,D_MCT,D_fin,Fin_th,N_fpm,H_GC,Di,Nport,mca,W_fin,  
P_cond_port, A_cond_port  :   
A_r_CS_Cond,A_r_cond,A_face_cond,A_air_cond,Ar_cond,Internal_volume_tubes) 
{Number of microchannel tubes in each pass} 
N_tube[1]=15        "Number of tubes in first pass" 
N_tube[2]=8        "Number of tubes in second pass" 
N_tube_aver[1]=N_tube[1]      "Average number of tubes in first 
pass" 
N_tube_aver[2]=N_tube[2]  "Average number of tubes in second pass" 
 
duplicate i=1,2 
 A_r_CS[i]=A_r_CS_Cond*N_tube_aver[i]/N_MCT  "Refrigerant side cross section of 
section" 
 A_r_elemt[i]=A_r_cond*N_tube_aver[i]/N_MCT   "Refrigerant side heat transfer 
area of this section" 
 A_face[i]=A_face_cond*N_tube_aver[i]/N_MCT   "Face area of this section" 
 A_air_elemt[i]=A_air_cond*N_tube_aver[i]/N_MCT  "Face area of this section" 
 Ar[i]=Ar_cond 
 m_air_cond[i]=mca*N_tube_aver[i]/N_MCT   "mass flow rate of air through this 
section" 
end  
 
rho_gc_air=density(airh2o, t=Tca, p=Pa, r=RHci) 
Wca=humrat(airh2o, T=Tca, P=Pa, R=RHci)   " humidity ratio of condenser air " 
 
AFR_GC_m3s=AFR_GC_CFM*f99       " Air flow rate through condenser in m3/s" 
f99=convert(ft^3/min,m^3/s) 
mca=AFR_GC_m3s*rho_gc_air   "Mass flow rate of air through condenser" 
 
tcri[0]=trcpo        "Condenser inlet temperature equal 
to compressor outlet temperature" 
 call  KNOWTP(Tcri[0], Pcri[0] :Vcri[0],hcri[0],mucri[0],kcri[0],cpcri[0])    
 
{------------------------------------------------    Outdoor Coil or Gas Cooler: Energy balance calculation -------
} 
GairGC=mca/A_face_cond                                                  " air side mass 
flux " 
Vel_airGC=GairGC*VOLUME(AIR,T=Tca,P=Pa)     "velocity of air through 
condenser" 
 call  RAIRMCHX(Tca, GairGC, Ar[1], ThetaLo, Lp, Fp, F1, Td, L1, Tp, Fin_th, Fd    :      h_air, 
eff_fin, seffew, Rcair1) 
 
{------- INLET TO PORTS FROM SUPERHEATED HEADER ---------------------} 
sigma_port=A_cond_port/(0.5*pi*D_cond_header*L_cond_sup_header) 
Call ExpCon(sigma_port, Re_cri[1] : zeta_exp_port, zeta_cont_port) 
 
 
DP_portinletelb=(f_elbE+N_elb_inlet*f_elb)*G_sup^2/(2000*rho_cond[1])+(G_cond_header^2-
G_sup^2)/(2000*rho_cond[1]) { pressure drop due to flow turning into inlet header } 
DP_port_con=zeta_cont_port*rho_cond[1]*Velpropane^2/2000 { Pressure drop due to flow 
expanding into inlet header } 
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DP_ihd = (f_ihd*(L_cond_sup_header/D_cond_header)+f_ihd)*G_cond_header^2/(2000*rho_cond[1])  
  {pressure drop between each tube in inlet header} 
 
 
 
 
{---------------------------} 
 
 
 
{ =======================  Super heated region   ===================================} 
 
{Ca_sup=m_air_cond[1]*COE_sup*SPECHEAT(AIR,T=(Tca+Tcao_sup)/2) "heat capacity of 
condenser air"} 
Ca_sup=m_air_cond[1]*COE_sup*SPECHEAT(AIRH2o,T=Tca, P=Pa, W=Wca) 
Cr_sup=mdot*cpcri[0]       "heat capacity of superheated 
refrigerant" 
G_sup=mdot/(A_r_CS[1])                                                  "mass flux of 
propane " 
Velpropane= mdot*Vcri[0]/(A_r_CS[1])                       "velocity of propane    " 
 CALL REPR(1/Vcri[0],Velpropane,Di,mucri[0],cpcri[0],kcri[0] : Re_cri[1] , Pr_cri[1]) 
 call FF(Re_cri[1],Relrough_OC : f_cri[1]) 
 
dP_gc[1] =f_cri[1]*(L_sup[1]/di)*G_sup^2*Vcri[1]/2000     "Pressure drop 
through condenser first section" 
 
 call NU(f_cri[1], Re_cri[1], Pr_cri[1] : Nu_cri[1]) 
COE_sup=L_sup[1]/W_GC 
 
 
Pcri[0]=P_cond_ref[0] 
L_sup=L_sup[1]/sup_section 
Tcond_ref[0]=tcri[0] 
sup_section=50 
 
duplicate i=1,sup_section 
 
 Re_cond[i]=rho_cond[i]*vel_cond[i]*Di/mu_cond[i] 
 Pr_cond[i]=cp_cond[i]*mu_cond[i]/k_cond[i]*1000 
 vel_cond[i]=G_sup/rho_cond[i] 
 DP_cond[i] =f_cond[i]*(L_sup/Di)*G_sup^2*V_cond[i]/2000     "Pressure 
drop through condenser first section" 
 call FF(Re_cond[i],Relrough_OC : f_cond[i]) 
 hcondref[i]=enthalpy(propane_mh, T=Tcond_ref[i-1], P=P_cond_ref[i-1]) 
 P_cond_ref[i]=P_cond_ref[i-1]-DP_cond[i] 
 
 X_length[i]=L_sup*i 
 
  Call NU_cond(Re_cond[i], Pr_cond[i], k_cond[i], X_length[i], Di, Re_cri[1], Pr_cri[1], 
mu_cond[i], mu_s[i] : Nu_cond_section[i]) 
 
 rho_cond[i]=density(propane_mh, T=Tcri[0], P=Pcri[0])   
 V_cond[i]=volume(propane_mh, T=Tcri[0], P=Pcri[0])   
 mu_cond[i]=viscosity(propane_mh, P=Pcri[0], T=Tcri[0])   
 k_cond[i]=conductivity(propane_mh, T=Tcri[0], P=Pcri[0])   
 cp_cond[i]=specheat(propane_mh, T=Tcri[0], P=Pcri[0])     
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 mu_s[i]=viscosity(propane_mh, T=Tcri[0], p=Pcri[0])  
 
 {Nu_cond[i]=3.66+(.0668*(Di/(L_sup*i))*Re_cond[i]*Pr_cond[i])/(1+.04*((Di/(L_sup*i))*Re_con
d[i]*Pr_cond[i])^(2/3))} 
 {Nu_cond[i]=1.86*(Re_cond[i]*Pr_cond[i]/(L_sup*i/Di))^(1/3)*(mu_cond[i]/mu_s[i])^(0.14)} 
 
 h_cond_ref[i]=Nu_cond_section[i]*k_cond[i]/Di   
 
  CALL EPSNTU(Ca_sup/sup_section, Cr_sup, h_air, A_air[1]/sup_section, seffew, 
h_cond_ref[i], A_Propane_mh[1]/sup_section,Tcond_ref[i-1],Tca : Tcond_ref[i] , Tcao_sup[i]) 
end 
 
(x_fd_t/Di)=.05*Re_cri[1]*Pr_cri[1] 
 
 
Tcond_ref[sup_section]=Tcri[1] 
 
 
A_air[1]=COE_sup*A_air_elemt[1]     "Area of air heat transfer for this 
section" 
A_Propane_mh[1]=COE_sup*A_r_elemt[1]    "Area of propane heat transfer for 
this section" 
Q[1]=(mdot-m_oilC)*(hcri[0] - hcri[1])+Q1_oil                 "Refrigerant side energy 
balance " 
 
{ CALL EPSNTU(Ca_sup, Cr_sup, h_air, A_air[1], seffew, h_cri[1], 
A_Propane_mh[1],Tcri[0],Tca : Tcri[1] , Tcao_sup)} 
 
{Q3[1]=COE_sup*seffew*A_air_elemt[1]*h_air*((Tcri[0]+Tcri[1])/2-(Tcao_sup+Tca)/2) "[kW]" 
U_cond=1/(1/h_cri[1]+(1/h_air)*(A_propane_mh[1]/A_air[1])) 
Q2[1]=U_cond*A_air[1]*((Tcri[0]+Tcri[1])/2-(Tcao_sup+Tca)/2)/1000 "[kW]"} 
 
 call SATVAPOR(Tcri[1],1:Vcri[1] , hcri[1] , mucri[1] , kcri[1] , cpcri[1] ) 
 
Q1_oil=m_oilC*(cp0*(Tcri[0]-Tcri[1])*cp1*(Tcri[0]^2-Tcri[1]^2)/2)  "Capacity of oil" 
 
Pcri[1]=PRESSURE(PROPANE_MH,T=Tcri[1], x=1)   "Pressure at end of 
superheated section" 
Pcri[1] = Pcri[0] - dP_gc[1] - DP_inletelb - DP_inlet_exp - DP_cond_inlet - DP_cond_inlet2 - 
DP_portinletelb - DP_port_con - DP_ihd   "Pressure at end of superheated section" 
 
Charge_Cond_sup=A_r_CS[1]*L_sup[1]/((Vcri[0]+Vcri[1])/2)*1000  "Charge in condenser 
superheat" 
 
 
{===========Header=============} 
 {call HEADER_MASS (Vcri[0], D_cond_header, L_cond_sup_header : 
mass_cond_sup_header)} 
D_cond_header=0.76*.0254      "Diameter of condenser header 
measured with cut open header" 
L_cond_sup_header=5.78*.0254      "Length of superheated 
condenser header measured with cut open header" 
 
mass_cond_sup_header=(.25*pi*D_cond_header^2*L_cond_sup_header-
(1.9/1000*18.77/1000*.32*.0254*15))/vcri[0]*1000 
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{ =====================Two phase region in first pass ------------------------------------------------ } 
Vl1=VOLUME(PROPANE_MH,T=Tcri[1],x=0)  "Specific volume of subcooled refrigerant" 
mul=VISCOSITY(PROPANE_MH,T=Tcri[1],x=0)  "Viscosity of subcooled refrigerant"  
Vv[1]=Vcri[1]      "Beginning of 2 phase region has quality zero 
equal to specific volume of subcooled refrigerant" 
L2ph[1]=(W_GC-L_sup[1])    "Length of 2 phase region in first pass" 
 
 
 
degrad=convert(deg, rad) 
 
 
h_cond_in[1]=enthalpy(propane_mh, p=pcri[1], x=x[1])   
cond_section=20 
 
"two phase portion in first pass" 
 
duplicate j=1,cond_section 
Q_cond[j]=Q[2]/cond_section 
Q_cond[j]=mdot*(h_cond_in[j]-h_cond_in[j+1]) 
 
x_cond_in[ j ]=quality(propane_mh, h=h_cond_in[j], p=pcri[2]) 
x_cond_out[j+1]=quality(propane_mh, h=h_cond_in[j+1], p=pcri[2]) 
Q_cond[j]=h_air*A_air[2]*fraction[j]*seffew*LMTD[1]/1000 
Length_cond[j]=fraction[j]*L2ph[1] 
call voidfraction((x_cond_in[j]+x_cond_out[j+1])/2, Tcri[1], g_cond[1], dh : Voidfc_cond[j])  " 
Void fraction Nino Correlation" 
 
L_cond_plot_1st[j]=Length_cond[j]*j 
Charge_Cond_1st[j]=A_r_CS[1]*Length_cond[j]*(VoidFC_cond[j]/vv11[1]+(1-
VoidFC_cond[j])/vl11[1])*1000    " Charge in this section " 
end 
Cond_2ph_charge[1]=sum(Charge_Cond_1st[j], j=1, cond_section) 
 
"two phase portion in second pass" 
 
h_cond_in_2nd[1]=hcri[2]   
 
cond_section_2nd=20 
duplicate j=1,cond_section_2nd 
Q_cond_2nd[j]=Q[3]/cond_section_2nd 
Q_cond_2nd[j]=mdot*(h_cond_in_2nd[j]-h_cond_in_2nd[j+1]) 
 
x_cond_in_2nd[ j ]=quality(propane_mh, h=h_cond_in_2nd[j], p=pcri[3]) 
x_cond_out_2nd[j+1]=quality(propane_mh, h=h_cond_in_2nd[j+1], p=pcri[3]) 
Q_cond_2nd[j]=h_air*A_air[3]*fraction_2nd[j]*seffew*LMTD[2]/1000 
Length_cond_2nd[j]=fraction_2nd[j]*L2ph[2] 
L_cond_plot_2nd[j]=Length_cond_2nd[j]*j+L2ph[1] 
call voidfraction((x_cond_in_2nd[j]+x_cond_out_2nd[j+1])/2, Tcri[2], g_cond[2], dh : Voidfc_cond_2nd[j]) 
 " Void fraction Nino Correlation" 
 
Charge_Cond_2nd[j]=A_r_CS[2]*Length_cond_2nd[j]*(VoidFC_cond_2nd[j]/vv11[2]+(1-
VoidFC_cond_2nd[j])/vl11[2])*1000    " Charge in this section " 
end 
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Cond_2ph_charge[2]=sum(Charge_Cond_2nd[j], j=1, cond_section_2nd) 
 
Charge_Cond_2ph=SUM( Cond_2ph_charge[i], i=1, N_2ph)       "Total 2 
phase charge" 
 
duplicate i=1,N_2ph 
 Coe_2ph[i]=L2ph[i]/W_GC   "Fraction length of 2 phase region in this pass" 
 G_cond[i]=mdot/A_r_CS[i]   "Mass flux of 2 phase refrigerant in this pass" 
  CALL REYN(G_cond[i] , Dh, mul : Re_cri[i+1]) 
  CALL FF(Re_cri[i+1],Relrough_OC   :    f_gc[i+1]) 
 
Call ExpCon(sigma_port, Re_cri[i+1] : zeta_exp[i], zeta_cont[i]) {Calculated expansion and 
contraction coefficients} 
 
 DP_inletelb[i]=(f_elbE+N_elb_inlet*f_elb)*G_cond[i]^2*V_cond_inlet2/2000+(G_cond_header^2-
G_cond[i]^2)*V_cond_inlet2/2000 
  DP_exitelb[i]=(f_elbC+N_elb_exit*f_elb)*G_cond[i]^2*v_cond_inlet2/2000+(G_cond[i]^2-
G_cond_header^2)*V_cond_inlet2/2000 
  dP_cont[i] =zeta_cont[i] *G_cond[i] /(2000*(1/Vv11[i])) 
  dP_expan[i] =zeta_exp[i]*G_cond[i]/(2000*(1/Vl11[i])) 
  dP_ihd[i] = 
(f_ihd*(L_cond_sup_header/D_cond_header)+f_ihd)*G_cond_header^2/(2000/vv11[i])   
 {pressure drop between each tube in inlet header} 
  dP_ehd[i] = 
(f_ehd*(L_cond_sup_header/D_cond_header)+f_ehd)*G_cond_header^2/(2000/vl11[i]) {pressure drop 
between each tube in outlet header} 
 
{commented out and added to parametric table to vary 2ph pressure drop} 
call  Press_D(Tcri[i] , x[i] , x[i+1] , f_gc[i+1] , L2ph[i] , Dh , G_cond[i] , Vl1,Vv[i] , mdot , A_r_CS[i] , Vv[i+1] 
: DP_gc[i+1]) 
 
CALL PRESSURE_DROP(Dh, G_cond[i], x[i] , x[i+1] , Tcri[i], L2ph[i], Nport : Delta_P[i]) 
{call Pressure_drop(Dh, G_other_port, x[i] , x[i+1] , Tcri[i], L2ph[i], Nport : DP_gc[i+1])} 
 
 hl11[i] =ENTHALPY(PROPANE_MH,x=0,P=Pcri[i+1])  "subcooled enthalpy of 
refrigerant in condenser" 
 hv11[i] =ENTHALPY(PROPANE_MH,x=1,P=Pcri[i+1])  "superheated enthalpy of 
refrigerant in condenser" 
 vl11[i] =VOLUME(PROPANE_MH,x=0,P=Pcri[i+1])   "subcooled specific 
volume of refrigerant in condenser" 
 vv11[i]   =VOLUME(PROPANE_MH,x=1,P=Pcri[i+1])   "superheated 
specific volume of refrigerant in condenser" 
 Vv[i+1]  =VOLUME(PROPANE_MH,T=Tcri[i],x=X[i+1])    "Specific 
volume at exit of 2 phase region in this pass" 
 
CALL HTC_Dobson_Chato(Tcri[i], G_cond[i], Dh, x[i], T_fin[i], Theta_L9[i] : h_cri[i+1] ) 
 
 
Voidfc[i]=Theta_L9[i]*degrad/PI-(sin(2*Theta_L9[i]*degrad))/(2*PI) "move to main program" 
 
 A_air[i+1]=Coe_2ph[i]*A_air_elemt[i]     "Air side heat transfer 
area of this section" 
 A_Propane_mh[i+1]=Coe_2ph[i]*A_r_elemt[i]     "Refrigerant 
side heat transfer area of this section" 
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 DT_1a[i]=(T_fin[i]-Tca)        "Temperature 
difference between air and fins at condenser inlet" 
 DT_2a[i]=(T_fin[i]-Tcao[i+1])       "Temperature 
difference between air and fins at condenser outlet" 
 
 AMTD[i]=(DT_1a[i]+DT_2a[i])/2       "Average mean 
temperature difference between fins and air" 
 {LMTD[i]=(DT_1a[i]-DT_2a[i]) / (ln(DT_1a[i]/DT_2a[i]))} 
 DT_1a[i] = DT_2a[i] * EXP(  ( DT_1a[i]-DT_2a[i] ) / LMTD[i] )                                                  " 
LMTD for this pass " 
 
 Q[i+1]=(Mdot-m_oilC)*(Hcri[i] - Hcri[i+1])                  "  
Refrigerant side energy balance " 
 Q[i+1]=h_cri[i+1]*A_Propane_mh[i+1]*((Tcri[i]+Tcri[i+1])/2-T_fin[i])/1000         " heat 
transfer between propane and surface "  
 Q[i+1]=h_air*A_air[i+1]*seffew*LMTD[i]/1000      "Heat 
transfer for this section" 
 {Q[i+1]=h_air*A_air[i+1]*seffew*(T_fin[i]-Tcao[i+1])/1000} 
 {Q[i+1]=h_air*A_air[i+1]*seffew*(Tcao[i+1]-Tca)/1000} 
 {Q[i+1]=m_air_cond[i]*Coe_2ph[i]*SPECHEAT(AIR,T=Tca)*(Tcao[i+1]-Tca) "Capacity of this 
2 phase section"} 
 
 Q[i+1]=m_air_cond[i]*Coe_2ph[i]*(h_cao[i+1]-h_cai[i+1]) 
 h_cai[i+1]=enthalpy(airh2o, T=Tca, P=Pa, W=Wca) 
 h_cao[i+1]=enthalpy(airh2o, T=Tcao[i+1], P=Pa, W=Wca) 
 
 X[i+1]=(hcri[i+1]-hl11[i])/(hv11[i]-hl11[i])      "Quality at 
header and at end of 2 phase region in first and second pass" 
 
 Tcri[i+1]=TEMPERATURE(PROPANE_MH,x=x[i+1],P=Pcri[i+1])   "Temperature at 
beginning of 2 phase region" 
 Pcri[i+1]=Pcri[i]-DP_gc[i+1] - dp_ehd[i] -dp_expan[i]- dp_exitelb[i]      
    "Pressure at beginning of 2 phase region" 
  {CALL voidFactor((X[i+1]+X[i])/2,vv11[i],vl11[i]  :  VoidFC[i])                       " 
Void fraction "} 
  call voidfraction((X[i+1]+X[i])/2, Tcri[i], g_cond[i], dh : Voidfc[i])  " Void fraction 
Nino Correlation" 
 Charge_Cond[i]=A_r_CS[i]*L2ph[i]*(VoidFC[i]/vv11[i]+(1-VoidFC[i])/vl11[i])*1000    " Charge 
in this section " 
end 
 
cp_sub=SPECHEAT(PROPANE_MH,T=Tcri[N_2ph+1],X=0)    "Specific heat of 
subcooled refrigerant" 
v_sub=VOLUME(PROPANE_MH,T=Tcri[N_2ph+1],x=0)     "Specific 
volume of subcooled refrigerant" 
mu_sub=VISCOSITY(PROPANE_MH,T=Tcri[N_2ph+1],X=0)    "Viscosity of 
subcooled refrigerant" 
k_sub=CONDUCTIVITY(PROPANE_MH,T=Tcri[N_2ph+1],x=0)    "Conductivity 
subcooled refrigerant" 
Cr_sub=mdot*cp_sub           
 "Heat capacity of subcooled refrigerant" 
 
L_sub[3]=ABS(Length_sub)            
 "Subcooled length" 
Length_superheated=L_sup[1]          
 "Super heated length" 
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Length_twophase=(W_GC-Length_superheated)+L2ph[2]     "Length of 2 
phase region" 
Length_Total=W_GC*N_pass_Cond        
 "Total length of refrigerant" 
Length_sub=Length_Total-Length_twophase-Length_superheated   "Subcooled 
length" 
 
{===========Header=============} 
 {call HEADER_MASS (vcri[4], D_cond_header, L_cond_2ph_header : 
mass_cond_2ph_header)} 
 
 {CALL VOIDFACTOR((x[3]+x[2])/2,vv11[2],vl11[2]  :  VoidFC_2ph_header)                      
 " Void fraction "} 
 call VOIDFRACTION(x[2], Tcri[2], mdot/(.25*pi*d_cond_header^2), D_cond_header : 
VoidFC_2ph_header)                  " Void fraction Nino Correlation" 
 Charge_Cond_2phheader=(.25*D_cond_header^2*PI*L_cond_2ph_header)*(VoidFC_2ph_header
/vv11[2]+(1-VoidFC_2ph_header)/vl11[2])*1000  
 
 vcri[2]=VOLUME(PROPANE_MH, x=x[2], T=Tcri[2])   "Specific volume in 
condenser header" 
 L_cond_2ph_header =H_GC-.015  "Length of 2ph header" 
 
 mass_cond_2ph_header=(.25*pi*D_cond_header^2*L_cond_2ph_header -
(1.9/1000*18.77/1000*.32*.0254*23))/vcri[2]*1000 
 
 mass_2ph_liq=(.25*pi*D_cond_header^2*2*.0254 -
(1.9/1000*18.77/1000*.32*.0254*23))/volume(propane_mh, x=0, t=tcri[2])*1000 
 mass_2ph_vap=(.25*pi*D_cond_header^2*L_cond_2ph_header -
(1.9/1000*18.77/1000*.32*.0254*23))/volume(propane_mh, x=1, t=tcri[2])*1000 
 
 
 Tcond=TEMPERATURE(propane_mh, x=.5, p=Pcri[2]) 
 
{ -------------------------------Sub cooled region  in front slab  ------------------------------------------- } 
N_sub=N_2ph+1 
 
duplicate i=N_sub,N_sub 
 Coe_sub[i]=L_sub[i]/W_GC     "Fraction of gas cooler length that is 
subcooled" 
 Ca_sub[i]=m_air_cond[i-1]*Coe_sub[i]*SPECHEAT(AIR,T=(Tca+Tcao[i+1])/2) "Heat capacity 
of subcooled refrigerant in this section" 
 G_cond[i]=mdot/A_r_CS[i-1]                                               " mass flux of propane " 
 Vel_sub[i]= Mdot*v_sub/A_r_CS[i-1]                      " velocity of propane    " 
  CALL RePr(1/v_sub,Vel_sub[i],Di,mu_sub,cp_sub,k_sub : Re_sub[i],Pr_sub[i]) 
  call FF(Re_sub[i],Relrough_OC : f_gc[i+1]) 
 dP_gc[i+1] =f_gc[i+1]*(L_sub[i]/Di)*G_cond[i]^2*v_sub/2000  "Pressure drop through 
section" 
  call Nu(f_gc[i+1],Re_sub[i],Pr_sub[i]:Nu_sub[i]) 
 h_sub[i]=Nu_sub[i]*k_sub/Di                                                       " heat transfer 
coefficient of propane " 
 A_air[i+1]=Coe_sub[i]*A_air_elemt[i-1]    "Area air side heat transfer 
area"  
 A_Propane_mh[i+1]=Coe_sub[i]*A_r_elemt[i-1]   "Area of propane heat transfer 
area" 
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  call 
EpsNTU(Ca_sub[i],Cr_sub,h_air,A_air[i+1],seffew,h_sub[i],A_Propane_mh[i+1],Tcri[i],Tca:Tcri[i+1],Tcao[i
+1]) 
 Q[i+1]=(mdot-m_oilC)*(Hcri[i] - Hcri[i+1])                 " Refrigerant side energy 
balance " 
 Hcri[i+1]=ENTHALPY(PROPANE_MH,T=Tcri[i+1],P=Pcri[i+1]) "Enthalpy at exit of 
condenser" 
 Pcri[i+1]=Pcri[i] - dP_gc[i+1] - DP_portoutletelb - DP_port_exp - DP_inlet_ihd - DP_outlet_cont - 
 DP_exitelb -DP_cond_outlet-DP_cond_outlet2    "Pressure at exit of 
condenser" 
 Charge_Cond[i]=A_r_CS[i-1]*L_sub[i]/v_sub*1000  "Charge in this section" 
end 
 
{------- OUTLET FROM PORTS TO SUBCOOLED HEADER ---------------------} 
Call ExpCon(sigma_port, Re_sub[N_SUB] : zeta_exp_out_port, zeta_cont_out_port) 
rho_outlet_header=1/v_sub 
 
DP_portoutletelb=(f_elbE+N_elb_inlet*f_elb)*G_sup^2/(2000*rho_outlet_header)+(G_cond_header^2-
G_sup^2)/(2000*rho_outlet_header) { pressure drop due to flow turning into inlet header } 
DP_port_exp=zeta_exp_out_port*rho_outlet_header*Velpropane^2/2000 { Pressure drop due to flow 
expanding into inlet header } 
DP_inlet_ihd = 
(f_ihd*(L_cond_sup_header/D_cond_header)+f_ihd)*G_cond_header^2/(2000*rho_outlet_header)  
  {pressure drop between each tube in inlet header} 
{---------------------------} 
 
Charge_Cond_sub=Charge_Cond[N_2ph+1]   "Total charge in subcooled 
condenser" 
 
Q_cal_OC=SUM(Q[i], i=1 , N_sub+1)                                         " total capacity from all the 
elements " 
 
A_air_GC=A_air_cond              " total air side area " 
A_r_GC=A_r_cond         " total propane side area " 
 
" total pressure drop in condenser " 
DP_intube_OC=Pcri[0]-Pcri[N_sub+1] 
 
Tcro_cal=Tcri[N_sub+1]                                              " calculated refrigerant 
temperature at gas cooler exit " 
Q_cal_OC=mca*SPECHEAT(AIR,T=(Tca+Tcao_cal)/2)*(Tcao_cal-Tca) 
 
{Cond T-h diagram data} 
T_condenser[1]=Tcri[0] 
T_condenser[2]=temperature(propane, x=1, p=Pcri[0]) 
T_condenser[3]=temperature(propane, x=0, p=pcri[4]) 
T_condenser[4]=Tcri[N_sub+1] 
 
h_condenser[1]=enthalpy(propane, t=Tcri[0], p=Pcri[0]) 
h_condenser[2]=enthalpy(propane, x=1, p=Pcri[0]) 
h_condenser[3]=enthalpy(propane, x=0, p=Pcri[0]) 
h_condenser[4]=enthalpy(propane, t=Tcri[4], p=pcri[4]) 
 
T_condenser_air[1]=Tca 
T_condenser_air[2]=Tcao_cal 
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h_condenser_air[1]=h_condenser[4] 
h_condenser_air[2]=h_condenser[1] 
 
Delta_T_cond_p_drop=temperature(propane_mh, x=.5, p=Prcpo)-temperature(propane_mh, x=.5, 
p=Prcpo-DP_intube_OC) 
delta_h=ENTHALPY(propane_mh, x=0, T=Tcri[4])-ENTHALPY(propane_mh, T=Tcri[4], p=pcri[4]) 
 
{===========Header=============} 
 {call HEADER_MASS (vcri[4], D_cond_header, L_cond_sub_header : 
mass_cond_sub_header)} 
vcri[4]=VOLUME(PROPANE_MH, P=pcri[4], T=Tcri[4])   "Specific volume in 
condenser header" 
L_cond_sub_header=H_GC-L_cond_sup_header-.015  "Length of subcooled header" 
 
mass_cond_sub_header=(.25*pi*D_cond_header^2*L_cond_sub_header -
(1.9/1000*18.77/1000*.32*.0254*8))/vcri[4]*1000 
 
{ ================Condenser outlet tube pressure drop from outlet to 
valve=======================} 
L_cond_outlet=6*.0254                                  " length of the discharge line 
" 
D_cond_outlet=.1975*.0254                         " Diameter of the discharge tube " 
A_cond_outlet=PI*(D_cond_outlet/2)^2            " Cross section area of 
discharge tube " 
G_cond_outlet=Mdot/A_cond_outlet                " Mass flux " 
 call SINGLEPHASEFPD(Mdot, MU_cond_outlet, V_cond_outlet, L_cond_outlet, D_cond_outlet : 
DP_cond_outlet) 
V_cond_outlet=volume(propane_mh, t=tcri[N_2ph+2], p=pcri[N_2ph+2]) 
MU_cond_outlet=viscosity(propane_mh, t=tcri[N_2ph+2], p=pcri[N_2ph+2]) 
 
L_cond_outlet2=1.65*.0254                                  " length of the 
discharge line " 
D_cond_outlet2=.1975*.0254                         " Diameter of the discharge tube " 
A_cond_outlet2=PI*(D_cond_outlet2/2)^2            " Cross section area of 
discharge tube " 
G_cond_outlet2=Mdot/A_cond_outlet2                 " Mass flux " 
 call SINGLEPHASEFPD(Mdot, MU_cond_outlet2, V_cond_outlet2, L_cond_outlet2, 
D_cond_outlet2 : DP_cond_outlet2) 
V_cond_outlet2=volume(propane_mh, t=tcri[N_2ph+2], p=pcri[N_2ph+2]) 
MU_cond_outlet2=viscosity(propane_mh, t=tcri[N_2ph+2], p=pcri[N_2ph+2]) 
 
rho_cond_outlet=DENSITY(PROPANE_MH, p=Pcri[N_2ph+2], T=Tcri[N_2ph+2]) 
Vel_cond_outlet=G_cond_outlet/rho_cond_outlet 
  
Chargein_cond_outlet=Volume_cond_outlet/VOLUME(propane_mh, t=Tcri[N_2ph+2], 
p=Pcri[N_2ph+2])*1000   "[g]" 
Volume_cond_outlet=A_cond_outlet*(L_cond_outlet + L_cond_outlet2)  
 
{ -------------------------- Exit tube and elbows --------------------- } 
sigma_outlet=.25*pi*D_cond_outlet2^2/(.25*pi*D_cond_header^2) 
Call ExpCon(sigma_outlet, G_cond_outlet2*D_cond_outlet2/mu_cond_outlet2 : zeta_exp_outlettube, 
zeta_cont_outlettube) 
 
DP_outlet_cont=zeta_cont_outlettube*rho_cond_outlet*Vel_cond_outlet^2/2000  { Pressure drop 
due to flow expanding into inlet header } 
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DP_exitelb=(f_elbC+N_elb_exit*f_elb)*G_cond_outlet2^2/(rho_cond_outlet*2000)+(G_cond_outlet2^2-
G_cond_header^2)/(rho_cond_outlet*2000)  { Pressure drop caused by flow exiting header to 
outlet tube } 
{ ---------------------------- End of exit tube DP ---------------------------- } 
 
{ ______________________  Air side pressure drop calculation for Gas cooler: 
Although gas cooler is a multi-slab one, but in air side pressure drop calculation, it was treated as 
a whole HX    } 
A_FreeFlow_GC=A_face_cond                                 " Free flow area, m^2" 
sigma=A_FreeFlow_GC/Face_GC                                         " Core free-flow to frontal area ratio " 
call DP_airOC1(Tca,Tcao_cal,mca,sigma,A_FreeFlow_GC,A_air_GC,Pa:DP_air_OC) 
{ OC fan power calculation } 
eta_OCF=0.3                                                                               " Motor efficiency " 
P_OCF=DP_air_OC*AFR_GC_m3s/eta_OCF         " Fan power " 
 
DT_sub=Tcri[N_2ph+1]-Tcri[N_sub+1]   "Change in temperature subcool" 
DT_apr=Tcri[N_sub+1]-Tca    "??????????????" 
 
 
{ 
hori1=hcri[N_sub+1]     "Enthalpy of refrigerant at inlet to orifice" 
Tori=Tcri[N_sub+1]     "Temperature of refrigerant at inlet to orifice" 
Pori1=Pcri[N_sub+1]     "Pressure of refrigerant at at inlet to orifice" 
DT_sub1=Tcri[N_sub]-Tori    "Temperature difference between subcooled 
refrigerant and exit of condenser" 
 call  ShortTube(Tori,Pori1,DT_sub1,Dia,Leng:mr_cal,DP_meta) 
mr_gps_cal=mr_cal*1000    "mass flow rate of refrigerant through expansion 
device calculated" 
mr_gps=mr_gps_cal     "mass flow rate through expansion device 
equal to calulated flow rate" 
} 
 
 
{              
 5555555555        } 
 
{============receiver============} 
dP_accu=10*G_suc^2/2000*V_rcpi                                             " Receiver pressure drop "  
 
{ ========================Liquid line  additional pressure drops=====================} 
L_ll=30*.0254                              " length of the liquid line " 
D_ll=.1975*.0254                       " Diameter of the liquid tube " 
A_ll=PI*(D_ll/2)^2         " Cross section area of liquid tube " 
G_ll=Mdot/A_ll              " Mass flux " 
 call SinglePhaseFPD(Mdot,mu_sub,v_sub,L_ll,D_ll : dP_ll) 
Vel_ll=G_ll/rho_ll 
rho_ll=DENSITY(PROPANE_MH, P=Peri, h=h_evapin) 
 
h_liq_line=h_slhx_hi_out    
P_ll=Pcri[N_sub+1]-dP_ll 
T_ll=Tcro_cal 
h_liq_line=h_evapin 
 
 
 
{ ================Liquid line tube =================} 
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Chargein_LL=(A_ll*L_ll+percent_full/100*30/1e6)/v_sub*1000 "Charge in liquid line and receiver" 
Volume_LL=A_ll*(L_ll)  "Internal volume of liquid line" 
 
 
{              
 6666666666        } 
 
 
{================Expansion device=================} 
Dia=Dia_mm/1000                                     " Short tube (Expansion Device) diameter, mm" 
                               
Mdot=Constant*A_orifice*SQRT(2000*delta_P_orifice*rho_avg) 
A_orifice=Dia^2*PI/4 
Constant = .61 
P_1=Pcri[N_2ph+2] - DP_cond_outlet - DP_cond_outlet2 
P_2=Peri 
delta_P_orifice=P_1-P_2 
rho_avg=(rho_ll+rho_vv)/2 
 
 
rho_vv=DENSITY(PROPANE_MH, P=P_2, h=h_evapin) 
{h_evapin=hcri[4]} 
 
 
{              
 7777777777        } 
 
{ To evaluate evaporator only, uncomment section 2 to 3, 7 to 8, 8 to 9, 9 to 10 and input mdot, and 
X_i[0]      } 
 
 
"-------------------------------------------------------------------- Indoor coil part  ----------------------------------------------
---------------" 
{+++++++++++++++++++++++++} 
{X_ir[0]=.2796}   "Evaporator quality input for evaluating the indoor coil 
component" 
 
{+++++++++++++++++++++++++} 
 
{              
 8888888888        } 
 
{!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!} 
Dir = 1.0922/1000                                " Tube/Port diameter, m " 
Relrough_MCT=0.000005/Dir    "epsilon of microchannel tube" 
 
{              
 99999999999        } 
 
{!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!} 
MCT_height=0.84                                " Indoor coil MCT height, used only in 
pressure drop " 
N_ic_slab=2        " Slab number " 
K_fin=164                     " Fin material thermal conductivity " 
{K_fin=k_('Aluminum', T_if[1])} 
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ThetaLo_IF=30      "Louver angle" 
 
{L_itw=0.4064/1000                                    " Thickness of indoor coil tube web "} 
 
L_itwa=0.4065/1000                                  " Web thickness of indoor coil tube " 
L_itend=0.4064/1000     "Thickness of end of microchannel tube" 
Depth_it=N_itp*Dir+(N_itp-1)*L_itw+2*L_itend                  "depth of indoor coil tube " 
Depth_IC=Depth_it*N_ic_slab    " depth of indoor coil " 
Width_IC=.245 
H_IC=.172 
Depth_it=.02588 
FDens_IC_fpi=17 
N_itp=17 
 
{Nitp = number indoor coil tube ports} 
{Nit = number of indoor coil tubes} 
 
Width_IC=Thick_IT*(N_IT+2)+Width_IF*(N_IT+1)          "Width of indoor coil " 
                                                  
Thick_IT=Dir+2*L_itwa                                                             " thickness of microchannel tube " 
 
FDens_IC_fpi=FDens_IC*0.0254    "fins per inch" 
Fthick_IC=0.1016/1000                                                                " thickness of fin " 
 
{ Fin dimensions } 
Lp_IF=1.397/1000                                 "louver pitch [mm]" 
LL_IF=Width_IF-2/1000                       "louver length or louver height[mm]" 
 
Lh_IF=Lp_IF*TAN(ThetaLo_IF)/2            "louver height " 
FL_IF=Tp_IF-Thick_IT                        "Fin length " 
FP_IF=1/FDens_IC                               "Fin pitch " 
Tp_IF=(Width_IC-(N_IT+2)*Thick_IT)/(N_IT+1)+Thick_IT   "Tube pitch " 
Finth=Fthick_IC                                      "thickness of fin [mm]" 
Td_IF=Depth_IC/N_ic_slab              "Fin depth  [mm]" 
 
{ Crosssection area of fins and Microchannel tubes} 
A_IF_CS=Width_IF*Fthick_IC*FDens_IC*H_ic*(N_IT+1) "Crosssectional area of fins" 
A_IT_CS=H_ic*Thick_IT*(N_IT+2)   "Crosssectional area of microchannel tubes" 
Face_EVAP=Width_IC*H_ic    "Face area of indoor coil" 
{ Air face area } 
A_FreeFlow_EVAP=Face_EVAP - A_IT_CS - A_IF_CS "Free flow area of indoor coil, total face 
area - cross sectional area of tubes and fins" 
{ Core Volume of evaporator } 
CoreVolume_IC=Face_EVAP*Depth_IC   "Core volume of indoor coil" 
{Air side heat transfer area for each slab } 
A_air_IT=H_ic*Depth_it*(N_IT+1)*2   "air side heat transfer area of microchannel tubes" 
A_air_IF=Depth_it*Width_IF*FDens_IC*H_ic*(N_IT+1)*2 "air side heat transfer area of fins" 
TubeToFin=A_air_IT/A_air_IF    "ratio of tube to fin area" 
{ total air side heat transfer area--for two slabs } 
A_ICA=(A_air_IT+A_air_IF)    "Total air side heat transfer area, tubes + fins" 
Ar_IC=A_air_IF/A_ICA                  " Air side fin area to total area " 
 
N_IC_serp=6 
N_IT=24 
N_pass1=1                                               "numbers passes in 1st slab  " 
N_pass2=1                                               "numbers passes in 2nd slab " 
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N_pass=N_pass1+N_pass2             " total pass numbers " 
 
N_par[1]=1      " Tube rows in first slab " 
N_par[2]=2             " Tube rows in second slab " 
 
{ calculate air/refrigerant side area, flow rate for each pass } 
duplicate i=1,N_ic_slab 
 A_r_CS_slab[i]=.25*pi*Dir^2*N_itp*N_IT*N_par[i]/N_IC_serp      " propane side crosssection 
area " 
 A_r_IC_slab[i]=pi*(Dir)*H_ic*N_itp*N_IT*N_par[i]          " propane side area of this pass " 
 A_air_IC_slab[i]=A_ICA*N_par[i]                                                 " air side area on this pass " 
 A_face_IC[i]=A_FreeFlow_EVAP                                                " air side face area of this 
pass " 
 mair[i]=mea                                                                          " air flow rate through this 
pass " 
 L_r_IC_slab[i]=H_ic*N_IC_serp    " length of refrigerant section in the 
slab" 
end 
 
{Air flow rate} 
rho_evap_air=density(airh2o, P=Pa, T=Tea, R=RHea) 
AFR_EVAP_m3s=AFR_EVAP_CFM/2118.89 "volumetric flow rate in m3/s" 
mea=AFR_EVAP_m3s*rho_evap_air    "mass flow rate of air through 
evaporator" 
 
duplicate i=1,N_pass1 {changed from i=1,1, to i=1, N_pass1} 
 Tiai[i]=Tea                                                                       " given inlet air 
temperature to each pass of the 1st slab "  
 wiai[i]=HUMRAT(AIRH2O,T=Tea,P=Pa,R=RHea) 
end 
 
T_av1=SUM(Tiao[i],i=1,N_pass1)/N_pass1    " average temperature of passes in 1st slab after 
dry surface part "    
w_av1=SUM(wiao[i],i=1,N_pass1)/N_pass1      " average humidity ratio of passes in 1st slab after 
dry surface part "    
 
 
Duplicate i=1+N_pass1,N_pass 
 Tiai[i]=T_av1                                                     " given inlet air temperature to  passes of 
the 2nd slab or wet surface slab " 
 wiai[i]=w_av1                                                      " given inlet air humidity ratio to wet 
surface inlet pass " 
 {ha1[i]=ENTHALPY(AirH2O,T=Tiai[i],P=Pa,w=wiai[i])  } 
end 
 
Peri=PRESSURE(PROPANE_MH,T=Teri,x=x_in) "Pressure at refrigerant inlet to evaporator" 
Tiri[0]=Teri     "Temperature of refrigerant at inlet to evaporator" 
Tiri[N_ic_slab]=Tero    "Temperature of refrigerant at outlet of evaporator" 
 
 
 
X_ir[N_ic_slab]=x_out    "Quality at oulet of final slab" 
Piri[0]=Peri     "Pressure at refrigerant inlet to evaporator" 
Pero=Piri[N_ic_slab]    "Pressure at refrigerant outlet of evaporator" 
 
Gair=mea/A_FreeFlow_EVAP                                     " Mass flux of air " 
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 call  
SATPROP(Tiri[0]:Pv_ir[0],vv_ir[0],vl_ir[0],hv_ir[0],hl_ir[0],muv_ir[0],mul_ir[0],kv_ir[0],kl_ir[0],cpl_ir[0]) 
V_ir[0]=vl_ir[0]+X_ir[0]*(vv_ir[0]-vl_ir[0])      "Evaporator refrigerant 
inlet specific volume" 
 
 
 
{commented out when slhx added} 
{h_ir[0]=hl_ir[0]+X_ir[0]*(hv_ir[0]-hl_ir[0])}      "Evaporator 
refrigerant inlet enthalpy" 
 
 
{ Evap inlet tubes charge and pressure drop } 
rho_eri=DENSITY(PROPANE_MH, h=h_ir[0], P=Peri) 
Vel_eri=Mdot/A_eri/rho_eri 
D_eri=.1975*.0254 
L_eri=13*.0254 
vv_eri=volume(propane_mh, x=1, P=Peri) 
vl_eri= volume(propane_mh, x=0, P=Peri) 
Vol_eri=A_eri*L_eri 
A_eri=.25*PI*D_eri^2 
G_evap_tubes_in=Mdot/A_eri 
 
D_eri2=.123*.0254 
A_eri2=.25*pi*D_eri2^2 
L_eri2=8*.0254 
G_evap_tubes_in2=(Mdot/4)/A_eri2 
Vol_eri2=A_eri2*L_eri2 
call FF(Re_eri_large,0.000005/D_eri  :  f_eri)   
call FF(Re_eri_small,0.000005/D_eri2  :  f_eri2)   
Re_eri_large=G_evap_tubes_in*D_eri/mul_eri 
Re_eri_small=G_evap_tubes_in2*D_eri2/mul_eri 
mul_eri=viscosity(propane_mh, x=0, P=Peri) 
 
{call VOIDFRACTION(x_in, Teri, G_evap_tubes_in, D_eri : alpha_eri_large)} 
call VOIDFACTOR(x_in, vv_eri, vl_eri : alpha_eri_large)                       " Void fraction " 
Delta_P_evap_inlet_large=f_eri*L_eri/D_eri*G_evap_tubes_in^2/(2000*rho_eri) 
evap_inlet_large=Vol_eri*(alpha_eri_large/vv_eri+(1-alpha_eri_large)/vl_eri)*1000 "[g]" 
 
Call Delta_P_tp(Peri, G_evap_tubes_in, x_in, L_eri, D_eri  : DELTA_P_tp_tubes_in1) 
 
call VOIDFACTOR(x_in, vv_eri, vl_eri : alpha_eri_small)    
{call VOIDFRACTION(x_in, Teri, G_evap_tubes_in2, D_eri2 : alpha_eri_small)} 
Delta_P_evap_inlet_small=f_eri2*L_eri2/D_eri2*G_evap_tubes_in2^2/(2000*rho_eri) 
evap_inlet_small=4*Vol_eri2*(alpha_eri_small/vv_eri+(1-alpha_eri_small)/vl_eri)*1000 "[g]" 
 
Call Delta_P_tp(Peri, G_evap_tubes_in2, x_in, L_eri2, D_eri2  : DELTA_P_tp_tubes_in2) 
 
{ Evaporator header inlet tubes quarter inch tubes and connection volumes } 
D_eri3=.1975*.0254 
A_eri3=.25*pi*D_eri3^2 
L_eri3=2*.0254 
G_eri3=(Mdot/4)/A_eri3 
Vol_eri3=A_eri3*L_eri3 
call FF(Re_eri3,0.000005/D_eri3  :  f_eri3)   
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Re_eri3=G_eri3*D_eri3/mul_eri3 
mul_eri3=viscosity(propane_mh, x=0, P=Peri) 
 
call VOIDFACTOR(x_in, vv_eri, vl_eri : alpha_eri3)  
{call VOIDFRACTION(x_in, Teri, G_eri3, D_eri3 : alpha_eri3)} 
Delta_P_eri3=f_eri3*L_eri3/D_eri3*G_eri3^2/(2000*rho_eri) 
evap_eri3=4*Vol_eri3*(alpha_eri3/vv_eri+(1-alpha_eri3)/vl_eri)*1000 "[g]" 
 
Call Delta_P_tp(Peri, G_eri3, x_in, L_eri3, D_eri3  : DELTA_P_tp_tubes_in3) 
 
 
"------------------------------------------------------------ Evaporator two phase heat transfer region -----------------
----------------------------------------------" 
 
Duplicate i=1,N_ic_slab 
 Gir[i]=mdot/(A_r_CS_slab[i])                                                     " Mass flux of 
propane  " 
 Vel_ir[I] = Gir[i]*V_ir[I-1]       " Velocity of propane " 
 V_ia[i]=VOLUME(AIR,T=Tiai[i],P=Pa)                                       " Specific 
volume of air " 
 vel_ia[i]=mea*V_ia[i]/A_FreeFlow_EVAP                               " Air velocity " 
  CALL ReyN(Gir[i],Dir,mul_ir[i-1]:Re_ir[i])                        " propane Reynolds 
number " 
  CALL  h_propaneHR(Tiri[i],T_if[i],X_ir[i-1],Dir,Gir[i],Piri[i]:hcc_ir1[i]*2)      " propane heat 
transfer coefficient " 
 
 
  CALL h_boil( Tiri[i], Dir, Gir[i], (x_ir[i]+x_ir[i-1])/2, Q_icw[i] : hcc_ir[i] )  "J.P. 
Wattelet heat transfer coefficient 1993" 
 
 
 
  call FF(Re_ir[i],Relrough_MCT  :  f_ir[i])      " propane friction 
factor " 
 {propane pressure drop calculation } 
  call  Press_D(Tiri[i-1],X_ir[i-1],X_ir[i],f_ir[i],L_r_IC_slab[i],Dir,Gir[i],vl_ir[i-1],V_ir[i-
1],(mdot),A_r_IC_slab[i],V_ir[i] : DP_ir[i]) 
 Piri[i]=Piri[i-1]-DP_ir[i]       "Pressure through 
evaporator" 
 Tiri[i]=TEMPERATURE(PROPANE_MH,P=Piri[i],x=X_ir[i])   "Temperature through 
evaporator" 
  call  SatProp(Tiri[i] : 
Pv_ir[i],vv_ir[i],vl_ir[i],hv_ir[i],hl_ir[i],muv_ir[i],mul_ir[i],kv_ir[i],kl_ir[i],cpl_ir[i]) 
 V_ir[i]=vl_ir[i]+X_ir[i]*(vv_ir[i]-vl_ir[i])     "Evaporator refrigerant inlet 
specific volume"  
 h_ir[i]=hl_ir[i]+X_ir[i]*(hv_ir[i]-hl_ir[i])     "Evaporator refrigerant inlet 
enthalpy" 
 { Air side heat transfer coefficient from Chang-Wang correlation } 
  call  RairIHX(Tiai[i],Wiai[i],vel_ia[i], rh_stuff[i]:hcc_ia[i],Re_ia[i]) 
RH_stuff[i]=RELHUM(AIRH2O,T=Tiai[i],P=Pa,w=Wiai[i]) 
 { Fin efficiency for wet surface } 
  call  Eff_finW(h_w[i],Ar_IC,T_if[i],Tiri[i-1],Wiai[i],Pa:eff_IF[i],seff_IF[i]) 
 { Air side mass transfer coefficient  } 
  call MassTran(Pa,Tiai[i],Wiai[i],hcc_ia[i]: HD[i],cpw[i],Le[i]) 
 { Moist enthalpy at inlet and exit conditions of this pass } 
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 h_water[i]=ENTHALPY(WATER,T=Tiai[i],x=0)                                " WATER enthalpy at 
exit condition " 
 h_steam[i]=ENTHALPY(STEAM_NBS,T=Tiai[i],x=1)                     " Steam enthalpy at 
inlet condition " 
 
 {Mde[i] is the dry flow rate which is a fraction of the total air flow rate} 
 
 DGs[i] = mde[i] * (  Wiai[i]-Wiao[i]   ) 
 {mde[i]=mair[i]/(1+Wiai[i]-Wiao[i])   "dry portion of total air flow rate"} 
mde[i]=mair[i]/(1+Wiai[i])   "dry portion of total air flow rate" 
 
 { 
 { LMTD method ___________________ } 
 Rh_fin[i]=1.0                                                                                         " Relative 
humidity on the wet surface " 
 
 W_IS[i]=HUMRAT(AirH2O,T=T_if[i],P=Pa,R=RH_fin[i])          " Humidity ratio on the 
wet surface " 
 
 dw1[i]=Wiai[i]-W_IS[i] 
 dw2[i]=Wiao[i]-W_IS[i] 
 { 
 AMWD[i]=(Wiai[i]+Wiai[i+1])/2-W_IS[i]           " Humidity 
difference " 
 } 
 dw1[i]=dw2[i]*exp((dw1[i]-dw2[i])/LMWD[i]) 
 { 
 LMWD[i]=(dw1[i]-dw2[i])/ln(dw1[i]/dw2[i]) 
 } 
 Tia_ave[i]=(Tiai[i]+Tiao[i])/2 
 Tdp[i]=DEWPOINT(AirH2O,T=Tiai[i],P=Pa,w=wiai[i]) 
 { 
 Q_iC_sns[i]=H_w[i]*(LMTD_ia[i])*A_air_IC_slab[i]*seff_IF[i]/1000     " Heat transfer between 
wet surface and moist air " 
 } 
 Q_iC_lat[i]=HD[i]*A_air_IC_slab[i]*LMWD[i]*(h_steam[i]-h_water[i])/1000  " Mass transfer 
between surface and moist air " 
 Q_iCw[i]=hcc_ir[i]*A_r_IC_slab[i]*(T_if[i]-(Tiri[i-1]+Tiri[i])/2)/1000        " Heat transfer 
between propane and surface "  
 } 
 { Common equations for both methods ____________  } 
  
 { Enthalpy difference method ------------------} 
 
  call SatAirEnth(T_p[i]:hsp[i])                                                " Saturation enthalpy 
at tube inner surface temperature " 
 
  call SatAirEnth(Tiri[i-1]:hsr[i])     " Saturation enthalpy at 
refrigerant temperature " 
 
 RH1[i]=RELHUM(AIRH2O,T=(Tiai[i]+Tiao[i])/2,P=Pa,w=(Wiai[i]+Wiao[i])/2) 
 cPa1[i]=SPECHEAT(AIRH2O,T=Tiai[i],P=Pa,w=wiai[i])*1000  "Specific heat of air" 
 
 br1[i]=(hsp[i]-hsr[i])/(T_p[i]-Tiri[i-1])*1000     "?????????????" 
 bwm[i]=(hwm[i]-hsr[i])/(T_wm[i]-Tiri[i-1])*1000    "?????????????" 
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 h_ow[i]=1/(cpa1[i]/(bwm[i]*hcc_ia[i])+0.0005/K_fin)                          " heat transfer 
coefficient based on outside surface " 
 
 R_iw[i]=br1[i]*A_air_IC_slab[i]/(hcc_ir[i]*A_r_IC_slab[i])                "Inner wall resistance " 
 R_fw[i]=bwm[i]*(1-eff_IF[i])/(h_ow[i]*(TubeToFin+eff_IF[i]))           "Tube wall resistance " 
 R_ow[i]=bwm[i]/h_ow[i]                                                                              "Outside wall 
resistance "           
 R_tw[i]=R_iw[i]+R_fw[i]+R_ow[i]                                                              "Total 
resistance " 
 Uow[i]=1/R_tw[i]       "Total heat transfer 
coefficient" 
 
 { T_wm[i] is the air side average surface temperature } 
 hwm[i]=(ha1[i]+ha2[i])/2-cpa1[i]*h_ow[i]*eff_IF[i]/(bwm[i]*hcc_ia[i])*(1-
br1[i]*Uow[i]*A_air_IC_slab[i]/(hcc_ir[i]*A_r_IC_slab[i]))*((ha1[i]+ha2[i])/2-hsr[i]) 
 
  call SatAirEnth(T_wm[i] : hwm[i]) 
 
 { T_p is the pipe temperature } 
 T_p[i]=Tiri[i-1]+Uow[i]*A_air_IC_slab[i]*((ha1[i]+ha2[i])/2-hsr[i])*1000/(hcc_ir[i]*A_r_IC_slab[i]) 
 { Log mean enthalpy difference } 
 
 dh1[i]=ha1[i]-hsr[i]    "Enthalpy difference" 
 dh2[i]=ha2[i]-hsr[i]    "Enthalpy difference" 
 {LMhD[i]*ln(Dh1[i]/Dh2[i])=(Dh1[i]-Dh2[i])  "Log mean enthalpy difference"} 
 (Dh1[i]/Dh2[i])=EXP((Dh1[i]-Dh2[i])/LMhD[i]) "Log mean enthalpy difference" 
 
 {AMhD[i]=((ha1[i]+ha2[i])/2-hsr[i])} 
 { ------------------------Enthalpy method --------------------------------} 
 T_wm[i]=T_IF[i]     "Fin temperature" 
 
  { Log mean temperature difference } 
 DT1_ia[i]=(Tiai[i]-T_if[i])      "Temperature difference" 
 DT2_ia[i]=(Tiao[i]-T_if[i])     "Temperature difference" 
 {DT1_ia[i]=DT2_ia[i]*EXP((DT1_ia[i]-DT2_ia[i])/LMTD_ia[i])             " LMTD for this pass "} 
 LMTD_ia[i]  =((DT1_ia[i]-DT2_ia[i])/  LN(argument[i])  )       " LMTD for this pass " 
argument[i]= DT1_ia[i]/DT2_ia[i] 
H_w[i]=HD[i]*Cpw[i] *Le[i]^(2/3)  
 
 ha1[i]=ENTHALPY(AIRH2O,T=Tiai[i],P=Pa,w=wiai[i])      "Air water enthalpy at 
air inlet" 
 ha2[i]=ENTHALPY(AIRH2O,T=Tiao[i],P=Pa,w=wiao[i])   "Air water enthalpy at 
air outlet" 
  
  
 
 Q_iCw[i]=mde[i] * ((Ha1[i]-ha2[i]) - (Wiai[i]-Wiao[i])*h_water[i])    " Air side energy 
balance " 
 
 Q_iCw[i]=Uow[i]*A_air_IC_slab[i]*LMhD[i]    " Capacity from log mean 
enthalpy difference" 
 
 Q_iCw[i]=(Mdot-m_oilC)*(h_ir[i] - h_ir[i-1])                                            " propane side 
energy balance " 
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 Q_iCw[i]=Q_iC_lat[i]+Q_iC_sns[i]                                                                  " Total capacity 
of this section " 
 
 {Q_iC_lat[i]=(mair[i]-mde[i])*(h_steam[i]-h_water[i])                                                    " Latent 
capacity "} 
 Q_iC_lat[i]=(mair[i]-mde[i])*(hfg[i])                                                " Latent capacity " 
 
 hfg[i]=ENTHALPY(WATER, t=Tiai[2], x=0) 
 
 Q_iC_sns[i]=H_w[i]*(LMTD_ia[i])*A_air_IC_slab[i]*seff_IF[i]/1000   " Heat transfer between 
wet surface and moist air " 
 
{ Q_iC_sns[i]=mde[i]*cpair2[i]*(Tiai[1]-Tiai[2])} 
Cpair2[i]=CP(AIRH2O, t=tiai[i], p=Pa, w=wiai[i]) 
 
{Q_iC_sns[i]=Q_iCw[i]} 
 
  call voidfraction((X_ir[i-1]+X_ir[i])/2, Tiri[i], gir[i], Dir: Voidf[i])   "Void 
fraction Nino correlation" 
 call voidFactor((X_ir[i-1]+X_ir[i])/2,vv_ir[i],vl_ir[i]:VoidF22[i])                       " Void fraction " 
 
 Charge_Evap[i]=4*(A_r_CS_slab[i]*L_r_IC_slab[i])*(VoidF[i]/vv_ir[i]+(1-VoidF[i])/vl_ir[i])    " 
Charge in this section " 
 Volum_Evap[i]=A_r_CS_slab[i]*L_r_IC_slab[i]                " Volume 
in this section " 
 
Charge_Evap2[i]=4*(Volum_EVAP[i])*(VoidF[i]/vv_ir[i]+(1-VoidF[i])/vl_ir[i]) 
 
end 
 
 
 
 
 
evap_section=20 
 
h_ir[0]=h_evap_1st[1] 
duplicate j=1,evap_section 
 
Q_evap_1st[j]=Q_iCw[1]/evap_section 
Q_evap_1st[j]=(Mdot-m_oilC)*(h_evap_1st[j+1]-h_evap_1st[j])   
 
Length_evap_1st[j]=L_r_IC_slab[1]/evap_section*j 
 
x_evap_in_1st[j]=quality(propane_mh, T=Tiri[1], h=h_evap_1st[j]) 
x_evap_out_1st[j+1]=quality(propane_mh, T=Tiri[1], h=h_evap_1st[j+1]) 
call voidfraction((x_evap_in_1st[j]+x_evap_out_1st[j+1])/2, Tiri[1], gir[1], Dir: Voidf_evap_1st[j])  
 "Void fraction Nino correlation" 
Charge_Evap_1st[j]=4*(A_r_CS_slab[1]*L_r_IC_slab[1]/evap_section)*(Voidf_evap_1st[j]/vv_ir[1]+(1-
Voidf_evap_1st[j])/vl_ir[1]) 
 
 
end 
 
Evap_tube_charge[1]=sum(Charge_Evap_1st[k],k=1, evap_section) 
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h_ir[1]=h_evap_2nd[1] 
duplicate j=1,evap_section 
 
Q_evap_2nd[j]=Q_iCw[2]/evap_section 
Q_evap_2nd[j]=(Mdot-m_oilC)*(h_evap_2nd[j+1]-h_evap_2nd[j])   
 
Length_evap_2nd[j]=L_r_IC_slab[2]/evap_section*j+L_r_IC_slab[1] 
 
x_evap_in_2nd[j]=quality(propane_mh, T=Tiri[2], h=h_evap_2nd[j]) 
x_evap_out_2nd[j+1]=quality(propane_mh, T=Tiri[2], h=h_evap_2nd[j+1]) 
call voidfraction((x_evap_in_2nd[j]+x_evap_out_2nd[j+1])/2, Tiri[2], gir[2], Dir: Voidf_evap_2nd[j])  
 "Void fraction Nino correlation" 
Charge_Evap_2nd[j]=4*(A_r_CS_slab[2]*L_r_IC_slab[2]/evap_section)*(Voidf_evap_2nd[j]/vv_ir[2]+(1-
Voidf_evap_2nd[j])/vl_ir[2]) 
 
 
end 
 
Evap_tube_charge[2]=sum(Charge_Evap_2nd[k],k=1, evap_section) 
 
Evap_tube_total=sum(Evap_tube_charge[i], i=1,n_ic_slab)*1000 
 
 
Tdp_exit=DEWPOINT(AIRH2O,T=T_wm[N_ic_slab],P=101.325,w=Wiao[N_ic_slab]) 
Tdp_in=DEWPOINT(AIRH2O,T=T_wm[1],P=101.325,w=wiai[1]) 
 
h_evapin=h_ir[0]      "Enthalpy of refrigerant at evaporator inlet" 
h_evapin=hori1       "Enthalpy of refrigerant at 
evaporator inlet" 
x_in=X_ir[0]       "Quality at inlet to evaporator" 
 
DP_intube_IC=SUM(DP_ir[i],i=1,N_ic_slab)   "Pressure drop of refrigerant through 
orifice tube to eavporator" 
Q_cal_IC=SUM(Q_iCW[i],i=1,N_ic_slab)    "Calculated capacity of evaporator" 
Q_sens=SUM(Q_iC_sns[i],i=1,N_ic_slab)    "Sensible capacity" 
Q_lat=SUM(Q_iC_lat[i],i=1,N_ic_slab)    "Latent capacity" 
 
 
DG_IC=SUM(DGs[i],i=1,N_ic_slab)*1000     
DG_IC_gram=DG_IC 
 
Delta_T_superheat=Tiri[N_ic_slab]-TEMPERATURE(propane_mh, p=Piri[N_ic_slab], x=1) 
 
chargeinEVAP=SUM(Charge_Evap[i],i=1,N_ic_slab)*1000 "Charge of evaporator" 
VolumeEVAP=SUM(volum_Evap[i],i=1,N_ic_slab)  "Core volume of evaporator" 
D_hd=7.15/1000       "Header diameter" 
 
VolumeEVAPHD=PI*(D_hd/2)^2*Depth_IC*8   "Header volume" 
 
Q_ratio=Q_lat/Q_cal_IC      "Ratio of latent capacity to 
calculated capacity" 
 
Tia_cal=Tiao[N_ic_slab]     "Temperature of inlet air calculated equals 
exit air temperature" 
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A_r_Evap=SUM(A_r_IC_slab[i],i=1,N_ic_slab)   "Total propane heat transfer area" 
A_air_Evap=SUM(A_air_IC_slab[i],i=1,N_ic_slab)   "Total air heat transfer area" 
Teao_cal=Tia_cal      "Temperature evaporator air out calculated 
equals Temperature air out calculated" 
 
 
 
 
{ Air side pressure drop calculation for wet Coil } 
sigma_IC = A_FreeFlow_EVAP/Face_EVAP   " Core free-flow to front area ratio " 
 call DP_airIC1(Tea, Teao_cal, wiai[1], wiao[N_ic_slab], mea, sigma_IC, A_FreeFlow_EVAP, 
A_air_Evap, Pa:DP_air_IC) 
{ Fan power calculation } 
eta_ICF = 0.3        " Indoor fan efficiency " 
P_ICF = DP_air_IC*AFR_EVAP_m3s/eta_ICF    " Pressure difference across 
fan" 
 
COP=Q_cal_IC/W_comp      "COP from evaporator" 
COP_sys=(Q_cal_IC-P_ICF/1000)/(W_comp+(P_OCF+P_ICF)/1000) "COP of system" 
Q_IC_sys=Q_cal_IC-P_ICF/1000      "Capacity of indoor coil 
system" 
 
{===========Evaporator Header mass calculation=============} 
 
vol_evap_hd=.25*D_hd^2*PI*Depth_IC 
 
call VOIDFACTOR2(X_ir[0], Teri : VoidFC_evap_inlet_header, vv_eri10, vl_eri10 )  
{call VOIDFRACTION(x_ir[0],Gir[N_ic_slab], Tiri[0], D_hd :  VoidFC_evap_inlet_header)                     
  " Void fraction Nino correlation"} 
Charge_evap_inlet_header=4*(vol_evap_hd)*(VoidFC_evap_inlet_header/vv_eri10+(1-
VoidFC_evap_inlet_header)/vl_eri10)*1000  
 
call VOIDFACTOR2((X_ir[0]+X_ir[1])/2, Tiri[1] : VoidFC_evap_middle_header, vv_eri11, vl_eri11 )  
{call VOIDFRACTION((x_ir[0]+x_ir[1])/2,Gir[N_ic_slab], Tiri[1], D_hd :  
VoidFC_evap_middle_header)                       " Void fraction Nino correlation"} 
Charge_evap_middle_header=4*(vol_evap_hd)*(VoidFC_evap_middle_header/vv_eri11+(1-
VoidFC_evap_middle_header)/vl_eri11)*1000  
 
call VOIDFACTOR2(X_ir[1], Tero : VoidFC_evap_exit_header, vv_eri12, vl_eri12 )  
{call VOIDFRACTION(x_ir[1],Gir[N_ic_slab], Tiri[N_ic_slab], D_hd :  VoidFC_evap_exit_header)                     
  " Void fraction Nino correlation"} 
Charge_evap_exit_header=4*(vol_evap_hd)*(VoidFC_evap_exit_header/vv_eri12+(1-
VoidFC_evap_exit_header)/vl_eri12)*1000  
 
 
{ Evap exit tubes charge and pressure drop three sections.  Long 20.25 inch, then splits to two 9", 
one 1.7", then 1.7" splits to two 1.3"} 
rho_ero=DENSITY(PROPANE_MH, h=h_ir[N_ic_slab], P=Pero) 
D_ero=.1975*.0254 
L_ero=20.25*.0254 
vv_ero=volume(propane_mh, x=1, P=Pero) 
vl_ero= volume(propane_mh, x=0, P=Pero) 
Vol_ero=A_ero*L_ero 
A_ero=.25*PI*D_ero^2 
G_evap_tubes_out=mdot/A_ero 
call FF(Re_ero_large,0.000005/D_ero  :  f_ero)   
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Re_ero_large=G_evap_tubes_in*D_ero/mul_ero 
 
Call Delta_P_tp(Pero, G_evap_tubes_out, x_out, L_ero, D_ero  : DELTA_P_tp_tubes1) 
t111=temperature(propane, x=x_in, p=pero), 
call PRESS_D(t111, x_in, .999*x_in,f_ero,L_ero,D_ero,G_evap_tubes_out,vl_ero,mdot,mdot,A_ero,mdot 
: DP25) 
 
D_ero2=.1975*.0254 
L_ero2=9*.0254 
A_ero2=2*.25*PI*D_ero2^2 
Vol_ero2=A_ero2*L_ero2 
G_evap_tubes_out2=(mdot/4)/A_ero2 
call FF(Re_ero2,0.000005/D_ero2  :  f_ero2)   
Re_ero2=G_evap_tubes_out2*D_ero2/mul_ero 
 
Call Delta_P_tp(Pero, G_evap_tubes_out2, x_out, L_ero2, D_ero2  : DELTA_P_tp_tubes2) 
 
D_ero3=.1975*.0254 
L_ero3=1.7*.0254 
A_ero3=.25*PI*D_ero3^2 
Vol_ero3=A_ero3*L_ero3 
G_evap_tubes_out3=(mdot/2)/A_ero3 
call FF(Re_ero2,0.000005/D_ero3  :  f_ero3)   
Re_ero3=G_evap_tubes_out3*D_ero3/mul_ero 
 
Call Delta_P_tp(Pero, G_evap_tubes_out3, x_out, L_ero3, D_ero3  : DELTA_P_tp_tubes3) 
 
D_ero4=.1975*.0254 
L_ero4=1.3*.0254 
A_ero4=2*.25*PI*D_ero4^2 
Vol_ero4=A_ero4*L_ero4 
G_evap_tubes_out4=(mdot/4)/A_ero4 
call FF(Re_ero4,0.000005/D_ero4  :  f_ero4)   
Re_ero4=G_evap_tubes_out4*D_ero4/mul_ero 
 
Call Delta_P_tp(Pero, G_evap_tubes_out4, x_out, L_ero4, D_ero4   : DELTA_P_tp_tubes4) 
 
mul_ero=viscosity(propane_mh, x=0, P=Pero) 
 
call VOIDFACTOR2(x_out, Tero : alpha_ero, vv_ero10, vl_ero10) 
{call VOIDFRACTION(x_out, Tero, G_evap_tubes_out, D_ero : alpha_ero)} 
Delta_P_evap_outlet=f_ero*L_ero/D_ero*G_evap_tubes_out^2/(2000*rho_ero) 
evap_outlet=Vol_ero*(alpha_ero/vv_ero+(1-alpha_ero)/vl_ero)*1000 "[g]" 
 
 
 
 
call VOIDFACTOR2(x_out, Tero : alpha_ero2, vv_ero11, vl_ero11) 
{call VOIDFRACTION(x_out, Tero, G_evap_tubes_out2, D_ero2 : alpha_ero2)} 
Delta_P_evap_outlet2=f_ero2*L_ero2/D_ero2*G_evap_tubes_out2^2/(2000*rho_ero) 
evap_outlet2=Vol_ero2*(alpha_ero2/vv_ero+(1-alpha_ero2)/vl_ero)*1000 "[g]" 
 
call VOIDFACTOR2(x_out, Tero : alpha_ero3, vv_ero12, vl_ero12) 
{call VOIDFRACTION(x_out, Tero, G_evap_tubes_out3, D_ero3 : alpha_ero3)} 
Delta_P_evap_outlet3=f_ero3*L_ero3/D_ero3*G_evap_tubes_out3^2/(2000*rho_ero) 
evap_outlet3=Vol_ero3*(alpha_ero3/vv_ero+(1-alpha_ero3)/vl_ero)*1000  "[g]" 
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call VOIDFACTOR2(x_out, Tero : alpha_ero4, vv_ero13, vl_ero13) 
{call VOIDFRACTION(x_out, Tero, G_evap_tubes_out4, D_ero4 : alpha_ero4)} 
Delta_P_evap_outlet4=f_ero4*L_ero4/D_ero4*G_evap_tubes_out4^2/(2000*rho_ero) 
evap_outlet4=Vol_ero4*(alpha_ero4/vv_ero+(1-alpha_ero4)/vl_ero)*1000  "[g]" 
 
{Delta_P_evap_outlet_tubes = 
Delta_P_evap_outlet+Delta_P_evap_outlet2+Delta_P_evap_outlet3+Delta_P_evap_outlet4} 
 
Delta_P_evap_outlet_tubes=DELTA_P_tp_tubes1+DELTA_P_tp_tubes2+DELTA_P_tp_tubes3+DELTA_
P_tp_tubes4+DELTA_P_tp_tubes5 
 
{ Evaporator header outlet tubes quarter inch tubes and connection volumes } 
D_ero5=.1975*.0254 
A_ero5=.25*pi*D_ero5^2 
L_ero5=2*.0254 
G_ero5=(mdot/4)/A_ero5 
Vol_ero5=A_ero5*L_ero5 
call FF(Re_ero5, 0.000005/D_ero5  :  f_ero5)   
Re_ero5=G_ero5*D_ero5/mul_ero5 
mul_ero5=viscosity(propane_mh, x=0, P=Pero) 
 
Call Delta_P_tp(Pero, G_ero5, x_out, L_ero5, D_ero5   : DELTA_P_tp_tubes5) 
 
call VOIDFACTOR2(x_out, Tero : alpha_ero5, vv_ero14, vl_ero14) 
{call VOIDFRACTION(x_out, Tero, G_ero5, D_ero5 : alpha_ero5)} 
Delta_P_ero5=f_ero5*L_ero5/D_ero5*G_ero5^2/(2000*rho_ero) 
evap_ero5=4*Vol_ero5*(alpha_ero5/vv_ero+(1-alpha_ero5)/vl_ero)*1000 "[g]" 
 
 
"-----------------------------SLHX--------------------------" 
{high side - entrance enthalpy = exit enthalpy of condenser} 
h_slhx_hi_in=Hcri[N_2ph+2] 
h_slhx_hi_out=ENTHALPY(propane_mh, T=T_slhx_hi_out, P = P_slhx_hi_out) 
P_slhx_hi_in=Pcri[N_2ph+2]-DP_cond_outlet - dP_ll - DP_cond_outlet2 
P_slhx_hi_out=P_slhx_hi_in - DP_slhx_hi 
T_slhx_hi_in=Tcri[N_2ph+2] 
 
{Tube Geometry} 
L_slhx=.15 
Relrough_slhx=0.000005/Dh_slhx_hi 
N_ports_slhx_low = 1  {number of ports per tube x number of tubes in first bank x number of 
tubes in second bank} 
N_ports_slhx_hi = 1  {number of ports per tube x number of banks} 
Di_low = 4.5/1000 
 
Di_hi = 2.338/1000 
Dh_slhx_low=Di_low 
Dh_slhx_hi=Di_hi 
 
 
 
{Pressure Drop} 
DP_slhx_hi=f_slhx_hi*(L_slhx/Dh_slhx_hi)*G_slhx_hi^2*v_slhx_hi/2000  "[kPa]" 
{DP_slhx_hi=0} 
 call FF(Re_slhx_hi, Relrough_slhx : f_slhx_hi) 
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 call REPR(rho_slhx_hi, vel_slhx_hi, Dh_slhx_hi, mu_slhx_hi, cp_slhx_hi, k_slhx_hi : Re_slhx_hi2, 
Pr_slhx_hi) 
 call NU(f_slhx_hi, Re_slhx_hi, Pr_slhx_hi : Nu_slhx_hi) 
 
{heat transfer coefficient} 
hcoeff_slhx_hi=k_slhx_hi*Nu_slhx_hi/Dh_slhx_hi  "[W/m^2-K]" 
hcoeff_slhx_low=k_slhx_low*Nu_slhx_low/Dh_slhx_hi "[W/m^2-K]" 
 
{LMTD method for heat transfer} 
Delta_T1=T_slhx_hi_in-t_slhx_low_out        
 "[C]" 
Delta_T2=T_slhx_hi_out-T_slhx_low_in        
 "[C]" 
LMTD_slhx=(Delta_T1-Delta_T2)/(ln(Delta_T1/Delta_T2))     "[C]" 
UA_slhx=.0022*exp(.1606*mdot*1000)       "[kW/K]" 
{UA_slhx=1/(1000/(hcoeff_slhx_hi*A_r_slhx_hi)+1000/(hcoeff_slhx_low*A_r_slhx_low)) "[kW/K]"} 
Q_slhx1=UA_slhx*LMTD_slhx          
 "[kW]" 
 
 
rho_slhx_hi=density(propane_mh, t=T_slhx_hi_in, h=h_slhx_hi_in) 
Re_slhx_hi=rho_slhx_hi*vel_slhx_hi*Dh_slhx_hi/mu_slhx_hi 
vel_slhx_hi=mdot/(rho_slhx_hi*A_r_CS_slhx_hi) 
 
v_slhx_hi=VOLUME(propane_mh, T=T_slhx_hi_in, P=P_slhx_hi_in) 
mu_slhx_hi =VISCOSITY(propane_mh, T=T_slhx_hi_in, P=P_slhx_hi_in) 
k_slhx_hi=CONDUCTIVITY(propane_mh, T=T_slhx_hi_in, P=P_slhx_hi_in) 
G_slhx_hi=mdot/A_r_CS_slhx_hi                                               " mass flux of propane " 
 
{Port Geometry for the high side} 
A_r_CS_slhx_hi=.25*PI*Di_hi^2*N_ports_slhx_hi 
 
NTU=UA_slhx/(C_slhx_min*mdot)  "[kW/K/kW/K]" 
(1-cr_slhx*exp(-NTU*(1-cr_slhx)))*epsilon=(1-exp(-NTU*(1-cr_slhx))) {solve for epsilon = heat 
exchanger effectiveness} 
 
{Refrigerant side energy balance} 
Q_slhx=epsilon*(mdot-m_oilC)*C_slhx_min*(T_slhx_hi_in-T_slhx_low_in) 
Q_slhx=(mdot-m_oilC)*(h_slhx_hi_in - h_slhx_hi_out)   
Q_slhx=(mdot-m_oilC)*(h_slhx_low_out - h_slhx_low_in) 
 
{Specific Heats for heat transfer} 
cp_slhx_hi=cp(propane_mh, T=T_slhx_hi_in, P=P_slhx_hi_in) 
C_slhx_min=MIN(CP_slhx_low, cp_slhx_hi) 
C_slhx_max=MAX(CP_slhx_low, cp_slhx_hi) 
cr_slhx=C_slhx_min/C_slhx_max 
 
{low side - entrance enthalpy = exit enthalpy of evaporator} 
 
h_slhx_low_in=ENTHALPY(propane_mh, P=Pero, x=x_out) 
h_slhx_low_out=ENTHALPY(propane_mh, T=t_slhx_low_out, P=P_slhx_low_out) 
P_slhx_low_in=Pero - Delta_P_evap_outlet_tubes - Delta_P_ero5 
P_slhx_low_out=P_slhx_low_in-DP_slhx_low 
Delta_T_slhx_low_in=Tero-temperature(propane_mh, x=x_out, P=P_slhx_low_in) 
T_slhx_low_in=Tero-Delta_T_slhx_low_in 
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 call FF(Re_slhx_low, Relrough_slhx : f_slhx_low) 
 call REPR(rho_slhx_low, vel_slhx_low, Dh_slhx_low, mu_slhx_low, CP_slhx_low, k_slhx_low : 
Re_slhx_low2, Pr_slhx_low) 
 call NU(f_slhx_low, Re_slhx_low, Pr_slhx_low : Nu_slhx_low) 
 
{Pressure drop for low side} 
DP_slhx_low=f_slhx_low*(L_slhx/Dh_slhx_low)*G_slhx_low^2*v_slhx_low/2000    "[kPa]" 
 
{DP_slhx_low=2} 
  
Re_slhx_low=rho_slhx_low*vel_slhx_low*Dh_slhx_low/mu_slhx_low 
v_slhx_low=VOLUME(propane_mh, T=(T_slhx_low_in+t_slhx_low_out)/2, P=P_slhx_low_in) 
mu_slhx_low =VISCOSITY(propane_mh, T=(T_slhx_low_in+t_slhx_low_out)/2, P=P_slhx_low_out) 
rho_slhx_low=density(propane_mh, t=(T_slhx_low_in+t_slhx_low_out)/2, h=h_slhx_low_in) 
CP_slhx_low=CP(propane_mh, T=(T_slhx_low_in+t_slhx_low_out)/2, P=P_slhx_low_out) 
k_slhx_low=CONDUCTIVITY(propane_mh, T=(T_slhx_low_in+t_slhx_low_out)/2, P=P_slhx_low_out) 
vel_slhx_low=G_slhx_low/rho_slhx_low 
 
G_slhx_low=mdot/A_r_CS_slhx_low     
 
{Port Geometry for the low side} 
A_r_CS_slhx_low=.25*PI*Di_low^2*N_ports_slhx_low  "[m^2]" 
 
                     
{Quality at entrance to evaporator} 
x_slhx_out=quality(propane_mh, h=h_slhx_hi_out, P=Peri)                     
 
x_low_out=quality(propane_mh, h=h_slhx_low_out, p=P_slhx_low_out) 
{Equations to incorporate SLHX into rest of program} 
x_slhx_out = x_in 
 
 
{-------calculate SLHX charge-------------------} 
charge_slhx_hi=vol_slhx_hi/v_slhx_hi*1000 "[g]" 
{vol_slhx_hi=L_slhx*A_r_CS_slhx_hi} 
vol_slhx_hi=14*1e-6 
charge_slhx_low=vol_slhx_low/v_slhx_low*1000  "[g]" 
{vol_slhx_low=L_slhx*A_r_CS_slhx_low} 
vol_slhx_low=28*1e-6 
Charge_slhx=charge_slhx_hi+charge_slhx_low  "[g]" 
 
{--------------------End of SLHX----------------------} 
 
rho_slhx_hi1=DENSITY(PROPANE_MH, h=h_slhx_hi_in, P=P_slhx_hi_in) 
mul_slhx_hi1=viscosity(propane_mh, x=0, P=P_slhx_hi_in) 
 
D_slhx_hi1=.1975*.0254 
L_slhx_hi1=6.9*.0254 
Vol_slhx_hi1=A_slhx_hi1*L_slhx_hi1 
A_slhx_hi1=.25*PI*D_slhx_hi1^2 
G_slhx_tubes_in=mdot/A_slhx_hi1 
call FF(Re_slhx_hi1,0.000005/D_slhx_hi1  :  f_slhx_hi1)   
Re_slhx_hi1=G_slhx_tubes_in*D_slhx_hi1/mul_slhx_hi1 
 
Delta_P_slhx_hi_in=f_slhx_hi1*L_slhx_hi1/D_slhx_hi1*G_slhx_tubes_in^2/(2000*rho_slhx_hi1) 
slhx_hi_inlet=Vol_slhx_hi1*rho_slhx_hi1*1000  "[g]" 
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D_slhx_hi2=.1975*.0254 
L_slhx_hi2=4.9*.0254 
Vol_slhx_hi2=A_slhx_hi2*L_slhx_hi2 
A_slhx_hi2=.25*PI*D_slhx_hi2^2 
G_slhx_tubes_out=mdot/A_slhx_hi2 
Re_slhx_hi_2=G_slhx_tubes_out*D_slhx_hi2/mul_slhx_hi1 
call FF(Re_slhx_hi_2,0.000005/D_slhx_hi2  :  f_slhx_hi2)   
 
 
Delta_P_slhx_hi_out=f_slhx_hi2*L_slhx_hi2/D_slhx_hi2*G_slhx_tubes_out^2/(2000*rho_slhx_hi1) 
slhx_hi_outlet=Vol_slhx_hi2*rho_slhx_hi1*1000  "[g]" 
 
 
{ SLHX low inlet two phase} 
D_slhx_low_in1=.1975*.0254 
L_slhx_low_in1=4.35*.0254 
A_slhx_low_in1=.25*PI*D_slhx_low_in1^2 
Vol_slhx_low_in1=A_slhx_low_in1*L_slhx_low_in1 
G_slhx_low_in1=(mdot)/A_slhx_low_in1 
call FF(Re_slhx_low_in1,0.000005/D_slhx_low_in1  :  f_slhx_low_in1)   
Re_slhx_low_in1=G_slhx_low_in1*D_slhx_low_in1/mul_slhx_low_in1 
mul_slhx_low_in1=viscosity(propane_mh, x=0, P=Pero) 
 
 
call VOIDFACTOR2(x_out, Tero : alpha_slhx_low_in1, vv_slhx_low_in1, vl_slhx_low_in1) 
{call VOIDFRACTION(x_out, Tero, G_slhx_low_in1, D_ero : alpha_slhx_low_in1)} 
Delta_P_slhx_low_in1=f_slhx_low_in1*L_slhx_low_in1/D_slhx_low_in1*G_slhx_low_in1^2/(2000*rho_ero
) 
slhx_low_in1=Vol_slhx_low_in1*(alpha_slhx_low_in1/vv_slhx_low_in1+(1-
alpha_slhx_low_in1)/vl_slhx_low_in1)*1000 "[g]" 
 
 
{              
 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10        } 
 
 
{==============Total Charges================} 
 
 
{---------------------------Charge Summary-----------------------------------} 
 
Comp_shell=ChargeinCOMP       " Vapor in compressor 
" 
Comp_oil= Charge_in_oil        " Liquid refrigerant in 
oil " 
Dis_line= ChargeinDL + ChargeinDL2        " Vapor in 
Discharge line from valve on compressor to valve at cond inlet plus comp shell to valve" 
Cond_tubes= Chargein_cond_inlet + Chargein_cond_outlet  " Connecting tubes inlet and 
outlet to cond from valve to cond inlet header and cond outlet header to valve" 
Cond_sup_hd= mass_cond_sup_header       " Superheated 
vapor cond header " 
Cond_sup= Charge_Cond_sup        " Superheated 
tubes cond " 
Cond_2ph= Charge_Cond_2ph        " 2ph tubes 
cond " 
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Cond_2ph_hd= mass_cond_2ph_header       " 2ph header 
cond " 
Cond_sub= Charge_Cond_sub        " sub tubes 
cond " 
Cond_sub_hd= mass_cond_sub_header       " sub header 
cond " 
Liq_line= Chargein_LL        " liquid line including 
sight glass  from valve at cond exit to inlet of slhx high side" 
SLHX_high=charge_slhx_hi       " High side of slhx not 
including connecting tubes " 
SLHX_high_tubes=slhx_hi_inlet+slhx_hi_outlet     " Connecting tubes of 
slhx high exit of slhx to valve including expansion valve" 
Evap_tubes=evap_inlet_large+evap_inlet_small + evap_outlet + evap_outlet2 + evap_outlet3+ 
evap_outlet4 " Connecting tubes to evap from valve after expansion valve to inlet header 
including distributor" 
Evap_inlet_hd =Charge_evap_inlet_header + evap_eri3      " 2ph 
inlet header of evap " 
Evap_middle_hd =Charge_evap_middle_header    " 2ph middle header of 
evap "  
Evap_exit_hd =Charge_evap_exit_header + evap_ero5       " 
2ph exit header of evap " 
Evap= Evap_tube_total         " Evap charge " 
SLHX_low_tubes= Chargein_suc + Chargein_suc3 + Chargein_suc4 + slhx_low_in1 " connecting 
tubes to slhx low side from valve at evap exit to slhx and from slhx to valve at comp inlet" 
SLHX_low=  charge_slhx_low       " low side of slhx not 
including connecting tubes " 
Suc_line= Chargein_suc2        " suction line from 
valve after slhx to shell" 
 
 
c[1]=Comp_shell 
c[2]=Comp_oil 
c[3]=Dis_line 
c[4]=Cond_tubes 
c[5]=Cond_sup_hd 
c[6]=Cond_sup 
c[7]=Cond_2ph 
c[8]=Cond_2ph_hd 
c[9]=Cond_sub 
c[10]=Cond_sub_hd 
c[11]=Liq_line 
c[12]=SLHX_high 
c[13]=SLHX_high_tubes 
c[14]=Evap_tubes 
c[15]=Evap_inlet_hd 
c[16]=Evap_middle_hd 
c[17]=Evap_exit_hd 
c[18]=Evap 
c[19]=SLHX_low_tubes 
c[20]=SLHX_low 
c[21]=Suc_line 
 
Total_system_charge=sum(c[i], i=1,21) "[g]" 
 
 
{ 
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Charge_cond_tot=Charge_Cond_sub+Charge_Cond_sup+Charge_Cond_2ph+mass_cond_sub_he
ader+mass_cond_sup_header+Charge_Cond_2phheader     "Total 
charge of condenser not accounting for headers" 
 
Charge_total=chargeinEVAP+Charge_evap_2phheader+Charge_cond_tot+ChargeinDL+Chargein_
LL+Chargein_suc+ChargeinCOMP+Charge_in_oil+Charge_slhx  "Total System Charge" 
 
C_comp=ChargeinCOMP 
C_DL=ChargeinDL  
M_C_sup_head=mass_cond_sup_header 
C_C_sup=Charge_Cond_sup 
C_C_2ph=Charge_Cond_2ph 
M_C_2ph_head=mass_cond_2ph_header 
C_C_sub=Charge_Cond_sub 
 
M_C_sub_head=mass_cond_sub_header 
C_LL=Chargein_LL 
M_E_2ph_head=mass_evap_2ph_header 
C_E=chargeinEVAP 
M_E_sup_head=mass_evap_sup_header 
C_Suc=Chargein_suc 
 
$Export /A '110402_data2.csv', C_comp, C_DL, M_C_sup_head, C_C_SUP, C_C_2ph, 
M_C_2Ph_head, C_C_SUB, M_C_sub_head, C_LL, M_E_2ph_head, C_E, M_E_sup_head, C_suc, 
Tea, Tca, COP_sys, Q_IC_sys 
{!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!} 
 
} 
 
{              
 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11         } 
